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Ukraiman Immigration from the

Russian Empire to Canada:

A Reappraisal

Vadim Kukushkin

Early twentieth-century Ukrainian immigration from the Russian Empire

has largely remained outside the “grand narrative” of Ukrainian-Canadian

history. Among dozens of works on Ukrainian immigrants in pre-1914

and interwar Canada, there is only one devoted specifically to Eastern

(Russian-ruled) Ukrainians, and a few others mention them in passing.^

Many historians have taken it for granted that the restrictive policies of

the tsarist state and the pull of Siberian lands kept Ukrainians in tsarist

Russia from emigrating and that the few who left were either political

exiles or religious dissenters such as Baptists.^

1 . Oksana Leshchenko, Early Immigration from Eastern Ukraine to Canada: Back-

ground and Significance (M. A. thesis. University of Waterloo, 1992). A dated but still

irreplaceable source on the early Eastern Ukrainian presence in Canada is Grigorii

Okulevich, Russkie v Kanade: Istoriia russkikh raboche-fermerskikh klubov imeni M.

Gorkogo (1930-1940) i Federatsii russkikh kanadtsev (1941-1952) (Toronto: Federation

of Russian Canadians, 1952).

2. See, for instance: Orest T. Martynowych, Ukrainians in Canada: The Formative

Period, 1891-1924 (Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press, 1991), 4;

Oleh W. Gems and James Edgar Rea, The Ukrainians in Canada (Ottawa: Canadian

Historical Association, 1985), 5; Michael Mamnchak, The Ukrainian Canadians: A
History (Winnipeg: Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1970), 22. Other studies

mention only Eastern Ukrainian immigrants of the Baptist faith, who made up a relatively

small proportion of the migrant stream. See Vera Lysenko, Men in Sheepskin Coats: A
Study in Assimilation (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1947), 68-9; Jaroslav Petryshyn, Peasants

in the Promised Land: Canada and the Ukrainians, 1891-1914 (Toronto: James Lorimer

& Co., 1985), 135.
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While the numbers of Ukrainians from the Russian Empire in early

twentieth-century Canada never matched those of Galician and Bukovy-

nian immigrants, they were not as small as has been commonly

believed.^ Nor did Ukrainians and other subjects of the tsar emigrate

only for political or religious reasons. Although overseas migration in

Dnieper Ukraine began later than in Galicia and Bukovyna and, with few

exceptions, was confined to the Right-Bank territories, it reached

considerable proportions in the few years before the First World War and

was driven, as elsewhere in east central Europe, mostly by economic

motives. There were, however, important differences in the character of

the emigration movement from the two parts of Ukraine. While the

majority of Galician and Bukovynian immigrants headed for the Prairies,

where they formed close-knit farming communities, immigrants from

Russian-ruled Ukraine arrived in Canada primarily as temporary migrant

workers who gravitated to the resource frontier and large industrial cities

of central Canada. Like their Belarusian neighbours, who also migrated

to Canada as wageworkers, most Eastern Ukrainians considered them-

selves Russians and appeared as such in the Canadian census and other

government records.^ Different from the majority of Canada’s Ukrainians

in their religious and political loyalties and, at least until the 1920s, in

national identity, they rarely joined Ukrainian (Ruthenian) organizations,

which were dominated by the Greek Catholic clergy and Galician emigre

intelligentsia. Nor did they form lasting community associations of their

own. Thus they left few traces of their presence in early twentieth-century

Canada for historians, who, following the paradigm established by the

early writers of Ukrainian-Canadian history, have limited the social

boundaries of the early Ukrainian community in Canada primarily to

3. Standard works on the history of Ukrainian immigration usually underestimate both

the presence of Eastern Ukrainians in early twentieth-century Canada and the general

scale of emigration from Dnieper Ukraine. Thus, Michael Marunchak believed that they

constituted only about three percent of all of Canada’s Ukrainians at the time {The

Ukrainian Canadians, 22). Oleh Gems and J. E. Rea write that only “several thousand

[Ukrainians] emigrated from the western regions of Russian Ukraine” {The Ukrainians in

Canada, 6).

4. After 1904 Canadian immigration statistics listed Ukrainians from the Russian

Empire under the heading “Russians Not Elsewhere Specified”—a generic category,

which included all immigrants from tsarist Russia other than Finns, Doukhobors, Russian

Jews, and Russian Poles, who were classified separately.
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' “Ruthenian” immigrants from Galicia and Bukovyna plus a handful of

natives of tsarist Russia who consciously adopted Ukrainian identity.

This article takes a fresh look at early twentieth-century Ukrainian

immigration from the Russian Empire to Canada and investigates its

patterns and structure on the basis of new documentary evidence obtained

from various Russian and Canadian sources, primarily from the records

of the Russian imperial consulates in Canada.^ These papers, available

I on microfilm at the Library and Archives Canada and known as the

Likacheff-Ragosine-Mathers (Li-Ra-Ma) Collection, were created by three

I Russian consular missions that functioned in Montreal, Vancouver, and

Halifax between 1899 and 1922.^ Most of the statistical data used in this

. study are taken from the so-called Passport-Identity Series of the

* collection. This series, commonly used by genealogists but so far

unexplored by immigration historians, comprises approximately 11,400

'
personal files created by the consulates for Russian-subject residents of

!
Canada who contacted them to obtain various documents, primarily

i between 1917 and 1921. Approximately one-third of these files belong to

!

persons of Ukrainian origin. They hold a wealth of untapped statistical

' material, including two especially valuable types of documents—the

I
consular questionnaires {oprosnye listy), which were filled out by individ-

1 uals who applied for a travel pass (prokhodnoe svidetelstvo) in order to

1 return to Russia, and “sworn affidavits,” submitted by persons who
* sought official consular certification of their Russian citizenship to avoid

j

troubles with Canadian authorities.

A few remarks about the origin and contents of these files are in

I

order. The questionnaires were formally introduced by the new Russian

I

passport regulations of 25 October 1916 for reasons of wartime security,

j

but they were put into effect only in July 1917, after the fall of the

!
Romanov monarchy. With minor modifications, the forms continued to

be used until April 1919. Most of the questionnaires in the collection

5. I wish to thank Myron Momryk, Project Archivist, Social and Cultural Archives

division of Library and Archives Canada, for his assistance and unfailing interest in this

project.

6. Library and Archives Canada, Likacheff-Ragosine-Mathers Collection (hereafter Li-

Ra-Ma Collection), MG30 E406. On the role of the consulates in immigration affairs and

their dealings with immigrants from the Russian Empire, see my “Protectors and

Watchdogs; Tsarist Consular Supervision of Russian-Subject Immigrants in Canada,

1900-1922,” Canadian Slavonic Papers 46, nos. 3-4 (September-December 2002):

209-32.
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were completed between summer 1917 and spring 1918. The total number

of files containing questionnaires and affidavits is approximately equal

(only a small portion of the files have both documents). The questionnaire

included twenty-one questions, related mostly to the applicant’s origins

and social and legal standing in the home country: (1) given names; (2)

family name; (3) social rank {zvanie)\ (4) occupation; (5) social estate

(soslovie) and place of registration (pripiska); (6) date and place of birth;

(7) marital status, number and names of children; 8) military status; (9)

year of summons to military service; (10) current place of residence

(number of years); (11) names of parents and their places of residence;

(12) places of residence in last five years; (13) religion; (14) nationality;

(15) citizenship; (16) citizenship of parents; (17) changes of citizenship;

(18) return destination in Russia; (19) purpose of return, with a list of

documents proving identity; (20) relatives in Russia and their places of

residence; and (21) trips outside Russia in last three years, their purpose,

and dates of departure and return.

Any individual submitting a Russian citizenship affidavit—the second

main category of personal documents appearing in the Li-Ra-Ma files

—

was required to supply the following information: (1) name and religion;

(2) native gubernia, county, parish, and town/village; (3) marital status;

names and address of wife and children; (4) names and addresses of

closest relatives in Russia; (5) military status; (6) criminal convictions in

Russia and the offence; (7) identity documents in possession; (8) time,

place, and mode of crossing the Russian border; (9) direct or indirect (via

the United States) entry to Canada and port of entry; (10) criminal con-

victions in Canada and the offence; (11) occupation in Canada; and (12)

real estate ownership in Canada.

Using the Li-Ra-Ma files as a historical source, we must remember

that they were compiled neither by a systematic count nor by scientific

sampling of a population group, but emerged as a result of voluntary

contact between the immigrants and Russian officials in Canada. Except

for a few cases, the files have little to say about Russian-born innnigrants

who became naturalized in Canada, purposely severed all connections

with the old country, or simply lived in Canada too long to feel any

affinity with the Russian state or need for its protection. Because some

religious or social groups were more likely to fall into one of the above

categories, they are represented in the files less fully than others. Thus,

there are few cases of religious dissenters (including those of Ukrainian

origin) such as Baptists or Old Believers. Farmers are another immigrant
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category that is largely missing in the collection: to obtain land title one

had to be naturalized, and this usually (although not always) meant

permanent settlement in Canada and the cutting of one’s ties with the

homeland. It is primarily the temporary labour migrant, the “sojourner,”

that appears in the Li-Ra-Ma Collection. As we know from other Russian

and Canadian sources, this was precisely the immigrant class that predomi-

nated among Eastern Ukrainians who came to Canada before 1914.

The reliability of personal information contained in the files is

another important question. Can we be sure that some immigrants did not

conceal or misreport some facts of their biography or tell the consuls

what they thought the officials wanted to hear? While such a possibility

cannot be fully excluded, the reasons that compelled the immigrants to

seek out consular officials were far too important and the cost of being

turned down too high to justify the risk of lying. Applicants for travel

passes were aware that their completed questionnaires were sent (or at

least were supposed to be sent) to Russia for verification, and this would

likely reveal any falsifications or withheld biographical facts. In addition,

virtually all the files were created after the revolution of February 1917,

which eliminated the watchdog function performed by the Russian

consulates under the tsarist regime and removed most reasons the

immigrants might have had for withholding the truth from consular

officials. On the whole, there is no reason to doubt the veracity of

personal information found in the Li-Ra-Ma files any more than the

reliability of data in censuses and other serial records commonly used by

immigration historians.

Because of the large size of the Passport-Identity Series, I have had

to limit the amount of data used in this study. I have done so by creating

a fifty-percent random sample of the entire Passport-Identity series, which

I further reduced by eliminating cases representing persons from outside

Ukraine,^ individuals with recognizably non-Slavic names (Jews,

7. For the purposes of this study, Ukraine includes nine gubernias of the Russian

Empire—Podillia, Volyn, Kiev, Kharkiv, Poltava, Chemihiv, Kherson, Katerynoslav, and

Taurida—and the northernmost Khotyn County of Bessarabia, populated primarily by

Ukrainians and sometimes referred to as Russian Bukovyna. Ukrainian geographical and

personal names, which in the original are spelled in Russian, are given here in the

Ukrainian form, except for Kiev, Bessarabia, and Taurida and cases when Ukrainian

names appear in Russian citations. Terms and categories that appear in official Russian

documents or are part of the imperial administrative lexicon are transliterated into English

from their Russian original (for example, uezd instead of povit).
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Germans, and others) and duplicate cases. In the process of working with

the files, I decided to keep the files belonging not only to Ukrainians but

to all persons of Slavic origin from Ukrainian territory, for in some cases

it proved difficult to distinguish between Ukrainian, Polish, and Belarus-

ian names (particularly in the Russian spelling, as is the case with the Li-

Ra-Ma Collection). The resulting data set, which I hereafter refer to as

the “Li-Ra-Ma Ukrainian Sample,” consists of 2,052 files, most of which

contain either a questionnaire or an affidavit, and a few contain both. I

examined each of these files for all quantifiable information, which I

entered into a computerized database. This main sample is supplemented

by a separate and smaller “Passport File,” which contains data on the

migrants’ occupation, literacy, and points of border crossing extracted

from Russian passports attached to 391 of the Li-Ra-Ma Ukrainian files.^

Data obtained from the Li-Ra-Ma Collection allow us not only to

explore the “anatomy” of migration from Eastern Ukraine to Canada, but

also to analyze the mechanism of emigrant selection by comparing the

individual characteristics of the migrating peasants with those of the

gubernias and counties (uezdy) that served as the main donors of overseas

migrants. To make these comparison I use two major Russian statistical

sources of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries—the 1905

imperial land survey^ and the 1897 imperial census,^^ containing,

respectively, detailed landholding and population statistics for all

European gubernias of the Russian Empire.

As with any study that uses random sampling, this analysis cannot

claim complete accuracy in reconstructing the picture of peasant emigra-

tion from Eastern Ukraine: obviously, no sample is a mirror image of the

larger population group it is intended to represent. However, I hope to

establish some basic trends that characterized the migration process and

8. Besides foreign passports, which were used to travel abroad, there were two types

of internal (volostnye) travel documents issued to peasants in early twentieth-century

Russia: one-year passes, issued on single-sheet blanks, and long-term passports, which had

the familiar form of small booklets. All three types of travel documents are represented

in the Passport File.

9. Tsentralnyi statisticheskii komitet, Statistika zemlevladeniia v Rossii 1905 goda (St.

Petersburg, 1905-1907), vols. 3 (Bessarabia), 8 (Volyn), 16 (Kiev), and 32 (Podillia).

Hereafter Statistika zemlevladeniia.

10.

Pervaia vseobshchaia perepis naseleniia Rossiiskoi Imperii 1897 goda (St.

Petersburg, 1897-1905), vols. 3 (Bessarabia), 8 (Volyn), 16 (Kiev), and 32 (Podillia).

Hereafter 1897 census.
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^
to present new information that will lead historians to re-evaluate the true

ji scale and character of early twentieth-century Ukrainian immigration to

: Canada from the Russian Empire.

Statistics and Migration Patterns

Until the early 1900s emigration from Dnieper Ukraine was largely

confined to the Jewish population, driven out of the country by economic

I

misery and religious intolerance that reigned in the Pale of Settlement.

I
With the exception of several isolated localities, Ukrainians in the

I

Russian Empire remained little affected by the emigration movement.

I

According to a contemporary estimate, between 1885 and 1902 the total

emigration of Ukrainians from Kiev, Volyn, and Podillia did not exceed

26,000, but even this figure may be too high.*^ A large proportion of the

early leavers consisted of religious dissenters (more on them below) and

I

political radicals, whose emigration especially increased in the aftermath

;

of the 1905 revolution. Military deserters, persons with broken careers,

i

criminals, adventurers, and other non-conformist types completed the

j

picture of the migration movement in its incipient phase.

The masses of Eastern Ukrainian peasantry began to join these

pioneers only towards the late 1900s. According to one perhaps somewhat

exaggerated estimate, by 1908 there were already about 10,000 “Russian”

Ukrainians in Canada.'^ The opening of regular steamship communica-

tion between Halifax and Russia’s Baltic port of Libava (Liepaja) in the

spring of 1912 and intensified labour-recruitment activities of Canadian

railway companies resulted in a further increase in Ukrainian immigration

from Russia. It reached its zenith in 1913, the year of arrival of ap-

11. V. Korolov, Ukraintsi v Amerytsi (Kiev; Prosvita, 1909), 7.

12. Savva Fedorenko, a social revolutionary militant who fled to Canada after being

charged with murder of a policeman in Kiev gubernia and whose extradition was sought

by the Russian government, was one of the most prominent figures in this category. For

more on Fedorenko and his story, see my “Protectors and Watchdogs,” 224-5. Rebellious

sailors from the famous Potemkin battleship who came to Canada through Romania also

belonged in this group. I have been able to identify four Li-Ra-Ma files that represent

Potemkin sailors, including a Ukrainian Karpo Babchenko, bom in 1879 in Sumy county

of Kharkiv gubernia (file 11921). Another Ukrainian, Terenty Zaiarniuk from Stara

Ushytsia (file 11380), served on the Alexander II battleship and also escaped to Canada

after being exiled for revolutionary activities at Kronshtadt in 1906.

13. Korolov, 60 n.

14. Ustinov to the Second Section of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 20 February

1913, Li-Ra-Ma Collection, vol. 3, file 94. The regular steamship service between Libava
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proximately forty-three pereent of the Li-Ra-Ma Ukrainians, then dropped

somewhat in the first half of 1914, and ceased completely with the

outbreak of the war.

Unfortunately, precise statistics of immigration from Eastern Ukraine

prior to 1914 are lacking. Early twentieth-century Canadian annual

immigration reports and census statistics, which usually put Ukrainians

from Russia among persons of Russian “racial origin,” are of little help

for historians. We can only make a rough estimate of the number of East-

ern Ukrainians who lived in Canada in the early 1920s by using the

cross-tabulated 1921 census data on the mother tongue and “racial origin”

of the Canadian population ten years of age and over (the 1921 census

was the first to include such data).^^ Using this method of calculation,

I make two assumptions: (1) that most Eastern Ukrainians at the time

would define their “race” (ethnicity) as Russian and their mother tongue

as a dialect of the Russian language, and (2) that the proportion of native

Russian speakers in the general population was the same as it was among

Canadians ten years of age or older. According to the census returns, in

1921 Canada had 67,120 persons ten years of age and over that reported

their “racial origin” as Russian. Of these, however, only 33,856 (50.4

percent) said they spoke Russian as their mother tongue (the majority of

the rest were Russian German immigrants). Applying this proportion to

the entire Canadian population (i.e., including children under ten years of

age), we arrive at the total of 50,432 individuals of Russian origin who

also presumably spoke Russian as their mother tongue. This figure should

be further reduced by 12,674—the number of Canadian Doukhobors,

who, as ethnic Russians, would also have reported themselves as native

Russian speakers. The resulting number of 37,758 still included national-

ities other than Ukrainians—primarily Belarusians, who also identified

themselves as Russians at the time, and perhaps a thousand or two of

Russians proper. It would be fair to assume that about 25,000-26,000

were of Ukrainian origin. This estimate is based on the data from the Li-

Ra-Ma Collection, which shows that Russian-born Ukrainians outnum-

bered Belarusians in Canada by a ratio of three to one.

and Halifax (continuing to New York) was run by the Russian America Line, a subsidiary

of the Russian East-Asiatic Steamship Company.

15. See Sixth Census of Canada, 1921, vol. 2, table 81, “Mother tongue of the popu-

lation 10 years of age and over, exclusive of aborigines, by specific origins, for provinces,

1921,” 582-3.
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i It is important to emphasize that these calculations are of an

approximate character (as are, indeed, all statistical estimates pertaining

to early twentieth-century Canadian Ukrainians). There is a possibility

that not only Eastern Ukrainians, but also some “Russophile” Galicians

' and Bukovynians may have reported themselves as persons of Russian

origin speaking a dialect of Russian, thus inflating the size of the group.

We also do not know how many Ukrainians from Russia were listed

^ under their proper—Ukrainian—heading (although from what we know
' about the ethnic self-identity of the immigrants this figure was likely to

i be small).

Table 1; Geographic Origins of Ukrainian Immigration

from the Russian Empire

Gubernia of Origin Percentage of the Li-Ra-Ma Sample

Podillia 41.7

Kiev 26.0

Volyn 16.9

Bessarabia 12.0

Chemihiv 2.0

Other 1.6

Total 100.2*

Source: Li-Ra-Ma Ukrainian sample

* Percentages do not add up to 100 due to rounding.

As table 1 demonstrates, peasant emigration in Eastern Ukraine

developed primarily in regions west of the Dnieper River. The three

Right-Bank gubernias (Podillia, Volyn, and Kiev), along with Khotyn

county of Bessarabia, gave 96.5 percent of all persons that appear in the

sample, with Podillia standing out as by far the largest donor area. In

many villages and towns of Podillia emigration after 1910-11 quickly

became a phenomenon common enough to be routinely reported in

emigrant family correspondence, which has been preserved in many Li-

Ra-Ma files. The sister of Avraam Savchuk, a peasant from Hrynivtsi in

the northwestern comer of the gubernia, wrote to him in 1911 that

emigration from the village had reached such proportions that “if

someone leaves, [it is] always to America.”^^ In another letter, sent in

16. Letter to Avraam Savchuk from parents and sister, 11 November 1911, Li-Ra-Ma

Collection, file 12347.
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1913, she reported that “[many] lads have gone to America, and Uncle

Filipp’s [son?] Tereshko has been away [in America] already for a year

and a half and has already sent money twice, and Uncle has already

bought a pair of horses.

In Left-Bank and Southern Ukraine peasant emigration never reached

levels comparable to those exhibited by the Right-Bank gubernias. The

northernmost part of Chemihiv gubernia (the counties of Novozybkov and

Surazh), which contained large pockets of Belarusian population mixed

with Ukrainians, was the only area in the Left Bank that developed

intensive chain migration to North America. Among the few donor

territories outside the Right Bank were also Sumy county of Kharkiv

gubernia and Ananiv county of Kherson gubernia. All these localities

together accounted for only a minuscule proportion of the migrants in the

Li-Ra-Ma sample.

Considerable variations in migration rates by county were common
throughout Ukraine. The topography of Eastern Ukrainian emigration was

characterized by a patchy distribution of donor areas, with counties of

heavy emigration surrounded by ones with very little or no emigration.

Thus, in Podillia emigration developed primarily in the counties of

Kamianets, Nova Ushytsia, Liatychiv, and Proskuriv, all adjacent to the

Austrian border. Kamianets produced by far the largest migrant stream:

with a population of less than nine percent of the gubernia’s total (as of

1897), it gave a whopping 69.7 percent of its emigrants and over thirty

percent of all emigrants who reported their county of origin. Khotyn

county in Bessarabia ranks a distant second with 12.4 percent. Two other

large pockets of high emigration emerged in the southwestern part of

Kiev gubernia (at the junction of Uman, Lypovets, and Tarashcha

counties) and in Kovel county in northern Volyn. A survey conducted by

the Volyn gubemial zemstvo revealed that emigration from Kovel in 1910

alone almost equalled the total number of county residents who had

migrated to Siberia during the years 1906-11.'^ Five counties repre-

sented in the sample by more than a hundred migrants each—Kamianets,

Khotyn, Uman, Tarashcha, and Lypovets—constitute only 8.8 percent of

the total number of counties but collectively account for almost two-thirds

17. Letter to Avraam Savchuk from sister, 24 November 1913, Li-Ra-Ma Collection,

file 12348.

18. P. M. Novoselov, Ob emigratsii v Ameriku. Dokladnaia zapiska statistika biuro Vo-

lynskoi oblastnoi organizatsii (Zhytomyr, 1912), 1-2.
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^ of all the emigrants. In most cases villages and parishes of heavy emigra-

: tion formed compact clusters. Thus, in northern Bessarabia, over two-

ii
thirds of the major emigration villages were concentrated in the western

i part of Khotyn county within a radius of ten to fifteen miles. The same

pattern existed in the south central part of Kiev gubernia. As in other

parts of eastern Europe, labour emigration in Dnieper Ukraine tended to

develop almost exclusively in counties and localities far away from the

' pull of large cities. With the marked exception of Kamianets-Podilskyi,

' the smallest and least developed among Ukraine’s gubemial capitals,

J nowhere did the capital county of a gubernia produce a significant

number of emigrants.

I

It is important to mention here that areas of heaviest overall

emigration were not necessarily the earliest donors or vice versa. The

wave of peasant migration from Dnieper Ukraine to Canada, according

i to the Li-Ra-Ma records, does not seem to have spread progressively

:! from its western periphery to the heartland. In fact, many of the earliest

I

emigrants hailed not from Kamianets, Khotyn, or other territories on the

‘1 empire’s western edge, but from areas farther east, including some

- localities east of the Dnieper River. Some of these early donors, such as

I Kiev county, failed to produce particularly large streams of emigrants in

1 later years. While in some areas emigration skyrocketed after 1910-11,

in others it remained at low or moderate levels throughout the whole pre-

1914 period.

I

The somewhat erratic temporal and spatial configuration of emigra-

I

tion movement from Eastern Ukraine should not come as a surprise. First

I

of all, one should remember both the relatively late beginning of large-

I

scale peasant emigration movement from these regions and their large

! territory, which prevented quick diffusion of information about overseas

!
migration opportunities. When the outbreak of war in 1914 brought

transatlantic population movements to a halt, emigration in Eastern

I

Ukraine had just begun to develop and was still limited to a relatively

' small number of pioneer areas. Furthermore, nowhere in east central

1

Europe was labour emigration merely a mechanical process that, once put

in motion, continued to operate and expand by itself. Rather, it was

subject to substantial changes in both its temporal and spatial modalities

i under the impact of changing circumstances. The dynamics of emigration

in specific localities were contingent on a host of local factors, with

economic conditions playing a significant role. Landlessness combined

with an excess of agricultural labour and the resulting meagre peasant
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income were the root causes of emigration in Dnieper Ukraine, as they

were in most other parts of the continent. As can be seen from table 2,

in the south central part of Right-Bank Ukraine, characterized by rela-

tively homogenous topography, climate, and soils, emigration was

generally higher in areas with smaller peasant landholdings, a greater

percentage of dwarf holdings, and higher population density.

The push of poverty alone, however, was not enough to produce an

exodus of rural population from a specific area. In Podillia, for instance,

large-scale emigration developed primarily in the gubernia’s northwestern

counties, characterized by a medium level of economic development and

a relatively intensive agriculture, rather than in the most economically

advanced northeastern counties (Vinnytsia and Bratslav) or the more

backward southern counties (Balta, Olhopil).*^ Moreover, in contrast to

the general correlation shown in table 2, in counties with the lowest

average size of peasant landholdings, such as Mohyliv and Haisyn, it

remained virtually unknown. Analyzing the complex relationship between

the economy and migration, one should keep in mind that economic

conditions in rural eastern Europe, although generally poor, were seldom

so intolerable as to make emigration a matter of physical survival.^® It

usually took other factors (some of which we shall probably never know)

to trigger emigration from a specific village or volost—a word dropped

by a peddler, a tavern-keeper, or a market vendor, an accidental meeting

with a returning emigrant from another area or with a clandestinely

operating steamship agent—provided, of course, that there was a group

of enterprising souls ready to explore the unknown.

Among the mechanisms that facilitated the extension of emigration

networks into new areas and new groups of population a key role

belonged to internal work migrations. Thus, mass overseas emigration

from the counties of Novozybkov and Surazh in Chemihiv gubernia—the

earliest documented case of such emigration from Eastern Ukraine

—

began around 1895, when Fedor Korotky, a peddler from the village of

19. The classification of Podillia’ s counties by the level of their economic development

is based on N. Eremin, “Opyt razdeleniia Podolskoi gubemii na selskokhoziaistvennye

raiony,” Ekonomicheskaia zhizn Podolii 18-19 (1913); 6-14; 20 (1913): 17-22.

20. For a good discussion of the interplay between objective and subjective factors of

emigration, see Ewa Morawska, For Bread and Butter: Life-Worlds ofEast Central Euro-

peans in Johnstown, Pennsylvania, 1890-1940 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University

Press, 1985), 70-1.
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Table 2; Early Twentieth-Century Peasant Land Ownership,

Population Density, and Emigration in Right-Bank Ukraine

Country Number of

emigrants

in the

Li-Ra-Ma

sample

Average Percentage

land-holdings of households

(desiatins), with less than

1905* 5 desiatins

of land

Density of

population

(persons per

sq. km.)

Kamianets 597 3.1 96.0 126.1

Khotyn 246 3.7 93.7 105.4

Tarashcha 177 6.1 58.3 100.8

Lypovets 131 6.2 50.9 100.1

Uman 129 4.3 75.0 102.0

Ushytsia 81 3.3 95.0 106.9

Proskuriv 76 3.5 92.2 114.7

Liatychiv 58 5.0 89.7 93.3

Zaslav 46 6.8 28.4 82.0

Dubno 43 8.4 14.5 67.3

Ostrih 31 8.7 21.8 75.4

Starokostiantyniv 30 4.6 76.5 103.6

Kremianets 20 5.7 60.0 86.1

Kaniv 20 6.4 38.2 112.6

Novohrad-Volynsky i 17 9.7 20.6 66.1

Skvyra 10 8.0 32.7 92.2

Correlation with

emigration

(Spearman’s rank-order)

-.658** .617*** .528***

Sources for column 1, Li-Ra-Ma Ukrainian sample; for columns 2-3: Statistika zemlevla-

deniia, 3: 33, 44; 32: 39, 50; 8: 39, 50; 16: 39^0, 52-3; for column 4: 1897 census, 3:

xiii; 8: iii; 16: iv; 32: 1.

The table does not include counties represented by less than ten individuals and the

northern counties of Volyn, where the agricultural economy was different from the rest

of Right-Bank Ukraine due to the colder climate and poorer soils.

* The acreage includes both hereditary allotments and land acquired through individual

or collective purchase. 1 desiatin = 2.7 acres.

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

** 10.4

Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)

Novi Bobovychi, wandered into Poland, where he heard stories of

America from recent returnees and himself decided to embark on an
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overseas trip. After spending three years working at a steel factory in

Pittsburgh, he returned home and recruited about a dozen of his co-

villagers to join him on his next trip. From Novozybkov, the “emigration

fever” soon spread to the neighbouring Surazh county.^^ While the

United States remained the main destination of Chemihiv emigrants,

some, as the Li-Ra-Ma records show, strayed off the beaten track and

headed to Canada.

In some villages of Podillia, peasants learned about overseas

migration alternatives during their annual labour-seeking forays to

southern Bessarabia, Kherson, and further to the Black Sea. According to

Podolianin, a Russian-language daily published in Podillia gubernia, mass

peasant emigration from the village of Ivankivtsi near Proskuriv was set

off in 1908-9 after one of the villagers, Hnat Pychko, learned about

Canada from an unidentified “American entrepreneur,” whom he had

chanced to meet in Odesa, Russia’s arguably most cosmopolitan city and

a major destination of seasonal migration for Ivankivtsi peasants. Soon

Hnat was on his way to Canada, where he reportedly acquired some land

“in the city of Saskaton [sic],” “started a business,” and before long

began sending “good money” to his family of five, which eventually

joined him in Canada.^^ In a matter of several years, about half of the

total population of Ivankivtsi emigrated to Canada, leaving behind mostly

children, elders, and women. Apparently, village hearsay did not

particularly exaggerate Pychko’ s Canadian achievements, as was often the

case with emigrant success stories. In the records of the Russian consulate

in Vancouver he figures as the owner of a “Pitchko Trading Company”

in Dana, Saskatchewan, selling “dry goods, grocery, boots and shoes,

crockery, etc.”^^

A comparison of statistics published by the Russian Immigrant Home
in New York^^ with data obtained from the Li-Ra-Ma Collection and

21. Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi istoricheskii arkhiv, fond 95, list 6, file 1241, fols.

162-5; and G. Skoropadsky, “Novozybkovskie krestiane v Amerike,” Zemskii sbornik

Chernigovskoi gubernii, vol. 11 (1904), 67. Peddling was a common occupation among

the peasants of Novozybkov, who had to engage in non-agricultural pursuits because of

the poor quality of soil in the area.

22. Podolianin, 29 August 1914.

23. Li-Ra-Ma Collection, file 11061.

24. These statistics, published in Russkii emigrant (New York), 18/31 July 1913,

included the geographical origins of 6,(fll Russian (primarily Slavic Orthodox) immi-

grants who received assistance from the Russian Immigrant Home. According to these
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other sources suggests that Canada was a far more popular destination for

natives of Podillia and northern Bessarabia than it was for peasants from

. Kiev and especially Volyn, where a larger proportion of emigrants went

i
to the United States. This configuration of migration routes in the

southwestern part of Dnieper Ukraine obviously had much to do with the

close contacts that existed between it and the Austrian provinces of

Galicia and Bukovyna, the birthplace of most of Canada’s early twenti-

1 eth-century Ukrainians. The boundary line that separated the two increas-

' ingly hostile multinational empires bore little significance for the daily

I lives of the local peasants, who spoke the same language and shared a

common cultural space. Podillian and Bessarabian peasants crossed it on

I

a regular basis with so-called “legitimating passes” (legitimatsionnye

\

bilety) in order to visit the nearest city market (which often happened to

be in the other country), conduct a business transaction, track their lost

' or stolen cattle, or even (according to one legitimating pass attached to

I a Li-Ra-Ma file) to see a doctor.“^ Many Galicians, in turn, worked as

‘ seasonal farm labourers on the other side of the border."^ The result of

I this intermingling was the emergence of trans-border communication

:

networks, which facilitated the exchange of information about migration

i opportunities. Local marketplaces, which drew together large numbers of

I peasants, merchants, peddlers, and brokers from both countries, were

j

among the most important venues for such exchange.^^ “It has long been

' observed here that residents of Austrian villages adjacent to the border

I come on market days to the market square of Novyi Plan [in Kamianets-

!

Podilskyi] and recruit peasants to cross the border without government

data, 26.4 percent were natives of Minsk, 21.8 of Hrodna, 16.3 of Volyn, 7.0 of Vilnius,

3.7 of Kiev, 2.9 of Podillia, and 0.8 of Bessarabia gubernias.

25. Legitimating passes, obtainable from volost authorities in counties adjacent to the

border, allowed their holders to cross the border legally and stay in Austria-Hungary up

to four weeks. See “Ustav o pasportakh,” sec. 2 (“O pasportakh zagranichnykh, propuske

cherez granitsu i pogranichnykh soobshcheniiakh”), Svod zakonov Rossiiskoi imperii, vol.

14 (St. Petersburg, 1903), 55-6.

26. M. N. Leshchenko, Ukrainske selo v revoliutsii 1905-1907 rr. (Kyiv; Naukova

dumka, 1977), 59.

27. The key role of marketplaces in disseminating emigration information has been

noted, for instance, by historians of Italian labour migration. See Donna Gabaccia, Mili-

tants and Migrants: Rural Sicilians Become American Workers (New Brunswick, N.J.:

Rutgers University Press, 1988), 14.
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passports,” complained Podolianin?^ Occasionally Novyi Plan witnessed

spontaneous gatherings of people attracted by tellers of “American

stories.” In early August 1913, police had to be called in to disperse a

particularly large crowd that gathered to listen to Ivan Pytak, a peasant

from the town of Novoselytsia and a recent returnee from America.^^

The intermingling of various ethnic and religious groups in Ukraine

played a similar role in the formation of migration networks. The

relationship between ethnic diversity and emigration, observed in other

regions of eastern Europe, was no less true for the western frontier of the

Russian Empire. As Josef Barton pointed out in his study of Slovak,

Italian, and Romanian immigrants in Cleveland, the “great mixture of

peoples—even within a single village—exposed different segments of the

population to different economic and social pressures and also provided

some individuals with special resources.”^® Groups that led the way in

overseas migration—usually persecuted minorities—often served as trans-

mitters of information to the rest of the local population. As a result,

areas characterized by the presence of one or more of such groups were

more likely to become early donors than those with a more homogeneous

population.

As elsewhere in eastern Europe, word about “America” often spread

to the Ukrainian peasantry through local Jewish merchants, peddlers,

moneylenders, and steamship agents. While in the early 1900s the Eastern

Ukrainian peasantry was still barely touched by emigration, Jews in

Ukraine already had a highly developed migration culture and well-

functioning information networks. In some localities, it was German

colonists or religious dissenters that acted as trailblazers. Thus, Savva

Prokopenko from Sumy county in Kharkiv gubernia was forced to leave

Russia in 1899 because of his conversion to Lev Tolstoy’s teachings. “I

would have remained a [Russian] Orthodox,” he explained to the Russian

consul in 1918, “if I had not realized that the so-called Orthodox faith

was just one of many sects, only a dominant one.” Having arrived in

Canada with his wife and four children, he became a British subject in

1905 (“out of sad necessity,” as he put it) in order to secure title to a

homestead near Kamsack, Saskatchewan, next to a large Doukhobor

28. Podolianin, 23 March 1913.

29. Podolianin, 9 August 1913.

30. Josef J. Barton, Peasants and Strangers: Italians, Rumanians, and Slovaks in an

American City, 1890-1950 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1975), 50-1.
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colony.^^ After Prokopenko, other peasants from Sumy began to emi-

I

grate to Canada, making that county one of the few donor areas east of

t the Dnieper. The largest group of Ukrainian religious exiles, however,

I

were the Baptists, scattered in small enclaves across much of Dnieper

i Ukraine and increasingly persecuted by church and secular authorities. In

1894 one of the first large parties of Ukrainian Baptists left their native

I Tarashcha county in Kiev gubernia, crossed the Atlantic and formed

' compact settlements in North Dakota, soon to be followed by new groups

of co-religionists. According to the 1920 U.S. census, the Slavic Baptist

I population of the Dakotas exceeded 11,000.^^ Smaller colonies of

Ukrainian Baptists also sprang up in Kentucky, Virginia, and Pennsyl-

I

vania.

* The first reported Baptist emigrants from Dnieper Ukraine came to

Canada around 1899.^^ Until 1914 small groups of Baptists continued

I

to trickle into Canada from Kiev and other gubernias of Ukraine and

I

southern Russia. Thus, in April 1907, Rada, Russia’s largest Ukrainian-

I

language newspaper, mentioned the departure of three Baptist families

! from the city of Kiev and six from the nearby town of Borodianka (about

! thirty people in total), who went to Canada by way of Libava.^"^ Three

j

years later, twelve Baptist families from Kherson and Stavropol came to

Alberta and were granted homesteads near Monitor.^^ Similar to

j

Doukhobors and other religious exiles, Ukrainian and Russian Baptists

' usually arrived in family units and settled on the land in one of the

Prairie provinces instead of drifting towards the industrial centres as did

the majority of immigrant workers. That the Baptist exodus probably

I

served as a catalyst to mass peasant migration from some Ukrainian

localities can be seen from the fact that Tarashcha and Kiev, both

I

counties with a relatively large Baptist presence, also figure among the

I

earliest donor areas in the entire Ukraine. The Li-Ra-Ma sample data

31. Prokopenko’s questionnaire and letter to the consul, 14 August 1917, Li-Ra-Ma

Collection, file 2955.

32. Ivan Okuntsov, Russkaia emigratsiia v Severnoi i luzhnoi Amerike (Buenos Aires:

Seiatel, 1967), 180-6. Also Mark Vilchur, Russkie v Amerike (New York: Pervoe russkoe

izdatelstvo v Amerike, 1918), 40-1.

33. See Hryhory Domashovets, Narys istorii Ukrainskoi ievanhelsko-baptistskoi tserkvy

(Irvington and Toronto: Harmony Printing, 1967), 401.

34. Rada, 11 April 1907.

35. Russkoe slovo (New York), 9 July 1918.
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show that 9.4 percent of all emigrants from Tarashcha came to Canada

prior to 1911, while the corresponding figure for Ukraine as a whole is

6.5 percent. Contemporary press reports also demonstrate that peasants in

Tarashcha caught the “emigration fever” earlier than peasants in many

other areas of Eastern Ukraine. A survey conducted by a peasant court

official {mirovoi posrednik) in one of Tarashcha parishes in summer 1907

found that over 400 of its residents were overseas as wage workers, and

some had already sent for their wives and children.^^ The town of Tetiiv

(western Tarashcha county) became one of the earliest senders of

emigrants to Canada. By 1913 so many of its residents had been to

“America” that, according to the correspondent of Rada, it was “not

surprising to see a man with a scythe in his hands, wearing American

fashion shoes, a bowler hat and a gentleman’s suit.”^^ By contrast, Kiev

county, after sending out a few early fortune seekers, seems to never have

risen to the rank of a major emigration area. In the Li-Ra-Ma sample it

is represented only by eight individuals, all of whom hailed from

Borodianka or its environs.^^

Demography
The composite demographic profile of Eastern Ukrainian immigrants

in Canada that emerges from the Li-Ra-Ma sample can be considered

typical of the early phase of labour migration in eastern and southern

Europe in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The over-

whelming majority of the cash-seekers were young or middle-aged men

who left their villages with the intention to return after a working stint in

“America.”^^ As table 3 demonstrates, men between the ages of twenty

and twenty-nine had the highest propensity to migrate. The migrant

population, however, included men of various ages, from sixteen-year-old

lads, who often went to Canada with their older brothers or other

36. Rada, 13 September 1907.

37. Rada, 1 August 1913.

38. Li-Ra-Ma Collection, files 1270, 2853, 6062, 6069, 6179, 6907, 7824, 7847.

39. Unfortunately, the nature of the Li-Ra-Ma records, in which women are greatly

underrepresented, does not allow me to establish the ratio of females in the migrant

stream or the demography of female migration from Eastern Ukraine. According to other

information available to me (including the records of Russian Orthodox parishes in

Montreal, Winnipeg and Windsor), the number of single women among Eastern Ukrainian

migrants was negligible.
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relatives, to persons who would be considered seniors by the standards

of the early twentieth-century peasant society.

Despite their young age, most immigrants were married. In the Li-Ra-

Ma sample 64.8 percent of the persons were married, 33.7 percent single,

and the remainder widowed or divorced. A comparison of 1897 Russian

census statistics on the marital status of rural males between the ages of

twenty and twenty-nine with the Li-Ra-Ma data for the same age group

' reveals that in most of the gubernias the proportion of married persons

among male emigrants was higher—sometimes by a fair margin—than it

I

was in the male rural population in general."^® As in other countries of

eastern and central Europe, many young men went to “America” shortly

I

after contracting a marriage, sometimes before the birth of the first child,

in hopes of creating a nest-egg and giving their families a head start. 76.9

percent of the emigrants had fulfilled their military service before leaving

' the country—a figure that does not square with the popular stereotype

I

that escaping military service was a common motive for emigration from

I

tsarist Russia.

! While the majority of the immigrants were married, relatively few

brought their families to Canada—a clear indication of the lack of

j

intention to take root in the country. In 1917-18, when the majority of

' the files in the Li-Ra-Ma sample were created, only 7.3 percent of the

I

migrants lived in Canada with wives and children."^^ The proportion of

individuals with families was significantly higher among earlier arrivals,

although we seldom know whether the wives came to Canada with their

I

husbands, joined them later, or married in Canada."^^ In any case, among

40. The 1897 census breaks down data on the age and marital status of the population

within each gubernia by county. Within each county, figures for cities (goroda) and the

rest of the county territory are given separately. It is the latter data that are used in the

table. Unfortunately, the census does not tabulate age and marital status by mother tongue

or by social estate (soslovie). This, however, should not seriously affect the validity of

these data for the purposes of our analysis, because (a) the only numerically significant

minority group in most of Ukraine’s rural areas were the Jews, who generally married at

about the same age as Slavic peasants and (b) the proportion of social estates other than

peasants (krestiane) and townsmen (meshchane) in the non-urban population was very small.

41. This figure was computed solely on the basis of cases which contain “sworn affida-

vits.” Although questionnaires occasionally also have information on the place of resi-

dence of the person’s family, it was not specifically solicited and therefore was provided

only sporadically and at one’s own choice.

42. Some Li-Ra-Ma files hold a special short affidavit (different from the one described

above) that does contain information on the place of marriage, but the number of such
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Table 3: Age of the Immigrants at the Time of Arrival in Canada

Age group Percentage of the

total number of immigrants

Under 20 18.7

20-24 23.2

25-29 21.6

30-34 14.9

35-39 10.4

40 + 11.6

N = 1,284 100.4*

Source; Li-Ra-Ma Ukrainian sample.

* Percentages do not add up to 100 because of rounding.

Table 4: Marital Status of Li-Ra-Ma Migrants Compared with

Marital Status of General Population in Gubernias of Origin

(Men between 20 and 29 Years of Age Only)

Gubernia Li-Ra-Ma Migrants, % General Population

outside Cities, %

Married Single Married Single

Bessarabia (Khotyn) 70.0 30.0 58.7 40.6

Kiev 65.7 34.3 59.2 40.3

Podillia 57.9 42.1 54.8 44.5

Volyn 57.1 42.9 62.6 36.7

Average 62.7 37.3 58.8 40.5

Sources for column 1; Li-Ra-Ma Ukrainian sample; for colunm 2: 1897 census, table V,

“Distribution of Population by Marital Status and Age Group;” 3: 31; 8: 28; 16: 28; 32:

32.

those who arrived between 1900 and 1910, persons with resident families

constituted thirty-one percent compared to only 6.7 percent among

migrants who came in 1911-1914. The proportion of family migration

exhibited some variation by gubernia. It was highest (11.3 percent)

files is too small to allow any meaningful statistical calculations.
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among immigrants from Bessarabia and lowest (4.5 percent) among the

natives of Kiev. To use the title of Robert Harney’s important article,

Eastern Ukrainian labourers in Canada were, like their Italian co-workers,

“men without women,” migrant sojourners separated from their female

kin—temporarily, as most of them hoped.^^ Emotional and business ties

with those left behind were maintained through letters, photographs, and

money orders, which did not cease to flow across the Atlantic even in the

worst months of the First World War.

Literacy

The level of literacy among eastern and southern Europeans who

arrived in Canada in the early twentieth century has been an intriguing

but difficult subject for historians to study, as little statistical data on it

has survived (or was collected) on either side of the ocean. Literacy was

not a formal requirement for admission to Canada and was not checked

or recorded by immigration inspectors at the port of arrival until after the

First World War. The Li-Ra-Ma Collection and the 1897 census are the

only sources of data that allow us not only to gauge the level of literacy

among the Ukrainian labour emigrants but also to compare it with the

literacy of the general peasant population in the main gubernias of origin.

The literacy of the emigrants at the moment of their departure from

Ukraine can be assessed from Russian travel documents constituting the

Passport File. On receipt of their foreign or internal passport, literate

persons were required to sign it. An individual who could not sign his or

her name was deemed illiterate, and a note to this effect was made in the

passport. Thus, literacy was understood by the passport-issuing authorities

as the ability to both read and write, at the very least, to write one’s own
name. From the figures in the left column of table 5, based on the

Passport File data, we can see that emigrating men displayed a signifi-

cantly higher level of literacy than the general male population of a

similar age in the main donor gubernias. It is hardly surprising that the

43. Robert F. Harney, “Men Without Women; Italian Migrants in Canada, 1885-1930,"

Canadian Ethnic Studies 11, no. 1 (1979): 29-47.

44. In the 1897 census, as opposed to the emigration passports, literacy meant the

ability to read but not write. If writing ability had been taken as the criterion of literacy,

the census literacy figures would have certainly been even lower, as reading is normally

learned prior to writing. Conversely, if the emigrants’ literacy had been assessed on the

basis of their reading ability, we would likely have had a higher percentage of literates.

In either case, there would have been an even larger gap between the emigrants and the
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emigration movement recruited the more educated and astute among the

peasantry. Literate men had access to more sources of information about

the world beyond the pale of the village and were more inclined to

explore new economic strategies. The ability to read and write (if only in

the language of their home country) also gave them an advantage over

their illiterate comrades by increasing the range of their opportunities and

making them less vulnerable to swindling and abuse. Literacy was even

more important when emigration from a country was still in its early

stages (as it was in our case), with few community support networks

available to the pioneers in the destination country.

The level of immigrant literacy often increased after several years

spent in Canada. The need to function in a foreign environment, to

perform previously unfamiliar tasks such as signing a job contract or a

payroll, depositing money in a bank, sending money orders, and last but

not least, corresponding with the family at home created a pressure for at

least an elementary level of literacy that had not been as urgent in the old

country. Living for months in a company bunkhouse next to more

educated compatriots provided a good opportunity to master at least the

basics of reading and writing. Some may also have attended Sunday

courses organized by Frontier College or by various religious missions

that proselytized among foreign workers, although the itinerant lifestyle

of the majority of the migrants was hardly conducive to that kind of

learning. The correspondence between Ukrainian immigrants and the

Russian consuls contains evidence that some of the former illiterates

indeed learned to write during their Canadian sojourn. Thus, writing a let-

ter to the Russian consul general on behalf of his illiterate comrades,

Adam Shpyruk from Rakiv Lis, Volyn, apologized for his poor grammar,

“because [it is only] here [that] I have learned to write a little.”^^ The

general population. (That said, one wonders how many individuals there were among the

Li-Ra-Ma migrants whose writing skills did not go beyond the ability to scribble their

name.) At the same time, however, it would be fair to assume that in the decade between

the 1897 census and the beginning of mass peasant emigration the general level of

literacy in the two youngest age groups of the peasant population had increased thanks

to Russia’s improving educational system and more positive peasant attitudes towards

education. Although it almost certainly would not have grown significantly enough to

approach the level of literacy among the emigrants, the difference between the two in the

early 1910s may have been smaller than the difference that emerges from the 1897 data.

45. Adam Shpiruk to the consul, 18 August 1918, Li-Ra-Ma Collection, file 8449

(Potap Panasiuk file).
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data in the second column of table 5 represent the percentage of individ-

uals who were able to sign their questionnaires or affidavits with their full

name (the illiterates either put a cross mark or were identified as such by

the person who filled out the form on their behalf).

Table 5: Comparative Literacy of Li-Ra-Ma Emigrants and Male Peasant

Population in Major Gubernias of Origin (% of literates)

Gubernia of Origin Passport File Li-Ra-Ma 1897 census

Sample (ages 10-29)

Kiev 59.1 71.3 36.2

Podillia 58.8 67.1 33.1

Volyn 54.8 65.9 32.1

Average 57.6 68.1 33.8

I
Sources for column 1: Passport File; for column 2: Li-Ra-Ma Ukrainian sample; for

column 3: 1897 census, table IX, “Distribution of Population by Literacy, Education,

I Social Estate and Age Groups;” 8: 54; 16: 54; 32: 60.

* Other gubernias of origin are represented in the Passport File and/or Li-Ra-Ma sample

! by too few cases to provide a reasonable level of statistical significance.

I

Ethnicity and Religion

I The religious and ethnic composition of the emigration movement

reflected in its main features that of the donor territories. The analysis of

personal names (in conjunction with other objective ethnic indicators)

shows that ethnic Ukrainians constituted an overwhelming majority of the

I

Li-Ra-Ma migrants, with Poles being the only numerically significant

minority group. Compared to the Ukrainian immigrants, the Poles had (as

they did in the general population) a larger proportion of town residents

I
and skilled tradesmen. 90.7 percent of the migrants were of Russian

Orthodox faith, 5.4 percent were Roman Catholics (almost exclusively

! Poles), and 3.9 percent belonged to various minor denominations (mostly

' Protestant). A few individuals called themselves simply Christian."^^

46. There are a few persons recorded as being of greko-katolicheskaia (Greek Catholic)

faith, but since the real Greek Catholic (Uniate) Church had been abolished in Dnieper

Ukraine in 1839, these most probably were misnomers caused by the confusing termi-

nology used by the Russian Orthodox Church, whose official name was “the Russian

Orthodox Greek Catholic Church” {katholikos, of course, means ‘universal’ in Greek).
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The ethnic self-identification of most of the emigrants was, however,

notably different from the picture obtained by using the so-called

objective criteria of ethnicity. Asked to indicate their nationality (in the

ethnic meaning of the term), 75 percent, including even several individ-

uals with distinctly Polish names, identified themselves—or were

recorded by clerks—as Russians. Among the rest, 16.1 percent were

recorded as Little Russians (malorossy), 2.7 percent as Poles, and eight

individuals (1.2 percent) as Ukrainians. About five percent apparently did

not understand the question, which bore little relevance to the life-world

of an early twentieth-century peasant, and either interpreted “nationality”

in religious terms, reporting themselves as Christian, Orthodox, or Cath-

olic, or replied that they were peasants

While in some cases identifying oneself as a Little Russian (as

opposed to simply Russian) might indicate a somewhat higher degree of

ethnic self-awareness, more often it was probably an illustration of

multiple identity. As Paul Magocsi has pointed out, Dnieper Ukrainians

usually considered themselves to be both Russians and Little Russians,

or Russians from Little Russia (russkie iz Malorossii). These identities

were not arranged in a rigid order of preference and their use depended

on the situation."^^ There is no reason to believe that this self-perception

changed significantly after a few years spent in Canada, particularly given

the lack of Eastern Ukrainians’ involvement in organized Ukrainian life

in Canada. Even after the demise of the tsarist monarchy in 1917 and the

rise of national movements on the fringes of the former Russian Empire

the majority of migrants apparently continued to subscribe to the old

concept of Russian nation comprising Little Russians, White Russians,

and Russians proper.

Social and Occupational Structure

The vast majority of Ukrainian immigrants from tsarist Russia came

from the peasant class and belonged to the peasant estate {krestianskoe

soslovie). Even those who reported themselves as townsmen—a category

that included lower-class town and city dwellers—often reported farming

47. It is also probable that some confused the two etymologically related Russian words

khristianskaia (Christian) and krestianskaia (peasant), which are pronounced in a similar

way.

48. Paul Robert Magocsi, A History of Ukraine (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,

1996), 355.
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as their occupation. This is not surprising given the rural character of

most Ukrainian towns. There were virtually no emigrants who were bom
in cities or belonged to the class of industrial workers (seasonal work

aside). An examination of pohce registration stamps in the internal passports

attached to some Li-Ra-Ma files shows that only a very small number of the

emigrating peasants had experience as seasonal workers in railroad con-

struction in either European Russia, the Far East, or in the factories of

Katerynoslav, Odesa, and Donetsk. But these seasonal peasant-workers,

embedded in the mral mode of hfe, were far from urban proletarians.

Just what segments of the rural population were the principal sources

of the emigration movement is difficult to determine with precision on

the basis of the available evidence. Unfortunately, we have no systematic

data on the economic status of individual emigrants’ families (the amount

of real estate or livestock they owned). From the evidence scattered

through the voluminous correspondence between the emigrants and the

Russian consuls and the family letters to the emigrants it appears that, as

elsewhere on the continent, most of the emigrants were drawn from the

middle or lower-middle strata of the peasantry; that is, families that

owned a house with a back garden, several desiatins of land, and one or

two horses or oxen, but still operated basically within a subsistence rather

than a profit economy. According to one report in Rada, in Chemihiv

gubernia emigration often was the alternative chosen by peasants who had

failed, because of poverty and harassment by hostile neighbours, to

establish themselves as individual farmers on a khutir^^ An examination

of one-year travel passes and long-term internal passports, which carry

information on the holder’s “type of occupation” {rod zaniatii) in

Ukraine, showed that 44.6 percent of the migrants were engaged in

farming (khlebopashestvo or zemledelie), 45.7 percent were general

labourers (chernorabochie),^^ 6.8 percent were artisans, and 1.1 percent

were employed in “service.” There were also a teacher and a musician.

The migrant stream also included a tiny number of impoverished gentry

(dvoriane), primarily of Polish origin.^'

49. Rada, 1 June 1913.

50. In Russian chernorabochii, literally ‘black worker,’ refers to any kind of unskilled

labour (agricultural or industrial) that does not require special skill or training.

51. Iakov latsimirsky from Stara Ushytsia (Li-Ra-Ma file 4550) and Lukian Rakhalsky

from Bershad (file 4008) were of noble background and came to Montreal in 1913 as

migrant workers.
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One should, however, be cautious in interpreting this data, particular-

ly as far as the difference between farmers and labourers is concerned.

With wage work being a normal part of life in the early twentieth-century

Ukrainian villages, the line between these two categories of peasants was

generally less than clear-cut.^^ It is not improbable that in many cases

those designated as labourers were poorer peasants with a dwarf land allot-

ment who earned their living primarily by working as farmhands (and/or in

seasonal industrial jobs). It is also possible that, depending on the judgment

of the parish clerk or on the self-identification of the passport applicant,

peasants of roughly the same economic standing were in some cases

classified as labourers and in other cases as farmers. Thus there is good

reason to beheve that some farmers were also labourers engaged in seasonal

hired work (in or outside the village). Conversely, many labourers could be

called farmers, for they still cultivated a small piece of land.

One of the most salient features of Eastern Ukrainian emigration to

Canada, which would have important implications for the shaping of the

immigrant conununities, was the all but complete absence of a middle-

class or educated stratum (ethnic intelligentsia) in the migrant stream. In

this regard, “Russian” Ukraine was notably different from Galicia, where

emigration included a thin, but visible stream of schoolteachers, priests,

and other inteligenty, who along with the rising class of ethnic entrepre-

neurs soon became leaders in their immigrant communities and the chief

promoters of Ukrainian national consciousness. The explanation of this

difference lies in the peculiarities of the ethno-social structure of the

Russian Empire, in which Ukrainians as well as Belarusians were “sub-

merged” nationalities: both were considered branches of the triune

“Russian nation” and deprived of even such limited political, cultural, and

religious self-expression as the Poles, Finns, Germans, and even Jews

were allowed to enjoy. This led not only to a low sense of national

consciousness among the Ukrainian masses but also to a lack of an ethnic

elite (commercial, intellectual, and religious) capable of providing

leadership in the process of national consolidation either at home or

abroad.^^ Refugee revolutionaries and socialists were something of an

52. On farm labourers in Right-Bank Ukraine, see Robert Edelman, Proletarian Peas-

ants: The Revolution of 1905 in Russia’s Southwest (Ithaca and London: Cornell Univer-

sity Press, 1987), 71-81.

53. On national identity in early twentieth-century Eastern Ukraine, see Bohdan

Krawchenko, Social Change and National Consciousness in Twentieth-Century Ukraine
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I

exception; yet even among them there were relatively few ethnic

I I

Ukrainians or persons who identified themselves with Ukraine rather than

i

Russia.

I

Migration Routes

The process of migration necessarily involved decisions of a logistical

nature: where to go, when to leave, how and where to cross the border,

I and what steamship line to use. The experiences of earlier travellers and

!
information received from steamship agents provided the necessary

i

guidelines for planning one’s itinerary and weighing different available

' options. For some migrants the security of the legal status that came with

I

the possession of a government passport was worth the substantial

expense of time and money involved in procuring it, while for others an

illegal passage was quicker and more efficient. Similarly, some preferred

I

the convenient but relatively expensive non-stop trip to Halifax in the

i
familiar cultural environment of the Russian America Line, the only

I direct steamship line that connected Russia to North America, while

!

others chose the cheapest means of transportation.

: It is important to point out that although leaving the country for an

1 indefinite period of time or in an unauthorized way was a legal offence

;j

according to Russia’s 1903 Code of Punishments, in practice emigration

i in early twentieth-century Russia acquired a sort of quasi-legitimacy and

;

was allowed to develop without much impediment or control on the part

I

of the authorities.^"^ Most emigrants slipped through the loosely patrolled

I border illegally without bothering to apply for government passports.

I

Only 22.4 percent of the Li-Ra-Ma migrants left with passports in their

I

pockets. Of the remaining three quarters, 3.3 percent (all of them

I

residents of Podillia and Bessarabia) left in a quasi-legal way, using

I

legitimating passes to cross into Austria. Many “illegals,” however,

hedged their risks by making sure they carried at least some kind of

I

papers in order to prove their identity if need arose. Usually it was
' internal passports (17.1 percent), in some cases parish birth records or

I

certificates of military status (voennye bilety).

(Basingstoke and Hampshire: Macmillan in association with St. Antony’s College, Oxford,

1985), chapter 1.

54. S. A. lanovsky, “Russkoe zakonodatelstvo i emigratsiia,” Vestnik Ministerstva iusti-

tsii, April 1909; 92^; P. Tizenko, Emigratsionnyi vopros v Rossii, 1820—1910 (Libava:

Libavskii vestnik, 1909), 30-4.
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The proportion of emigrants who reported possessing a government

passport varied greatly from gubernia to gubernia. Kiev appears to have

had the largest number of legal travellers (50.2 percent), while Bessarabia

had the lowest, a meagre 1.5 percent. The explanation for the variation

in legal emigrants from different donor gubernias should be sought

primarily in the local configuration of migrant networks, which was

shaped by geography as well as the business connections of local

emigration and steamship agents. As I have mentioned, in counties

adjacent to the border peasants had greater access to resources that

enabled them to slip across the border with relative ease and minimal

risk. Smuggling emigrants across the border was a flourishing and well-

organized business in the empire’s southwest comer. Podolianin reported

in the summer of 1913 that smuggling goods from Austria, which used

to be the favourite trade for many local inhabitants, had been replaced by

the more lucrative business of transporting emigrants across the Zbmch
River (which formed the natural boundary between Russia and Austria)

for a fee of six to ten mbles per person.^^ While crossing on one’s own
was not uncommon, most crossings were arranged through steamship

agents, who, in turn, hired tmsted locals as guides. There were many

ways of crossing the border, from wading across the shallow waters of

the Zbmch with bundles of personal belongings on one’s shoulders to

hiding under heaps of hay, sacks of flour, or other cargo in carts and

wagons. Bribing border guards appears to have been a common practice

as well. On the other side of the border the travellers were usually met

by another agent who arranged their transportation through Austria and/or

Germany to the port of departure. Dozens of agent networks, organized

in a chain-like pattern, functioned along the Austro-Russian border.^^

An examination of data on the ports of exit found in a portion of Li-

Ra-Ma files shows that the proportion of legal emigrants (i.e. those

possessing a passport) in each gubernia was directly related to one’s itin-

erary. Thus, Podillia and Bessarabia, which had the largest ratios of

illegal emigration, also had the highest proportion of travellers sailing

55. A good illustration of this is emigration from Podillia, which went primarily

through Hamburg, Bremen, and Rotterdam, although Libava was located either closer to

or at an equal distance from most of the high emigration areas in that gubernia.

56. Podolianin, 23 March 1913.

57. See N. L. Tudorianu, Ocherki rossiiskoi trudovoi emigratsii perioda imperializma

(v Germaniiu, Skandinavskie strany i SShA) (Kishinev: Shtiintsa, 1986), 132-3.
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i from Hamburg, Bremen, Antwerp, Rotterdam, and other western

I

European ports, where no passport regulations were in foree. By contrast,

! Volyn, Kiev, and Chernihiv, which had a larger share of emigrants

departing through Libava, also had a higher percentage of emigrants

carrying passports. Not all legal migrants, however, left through Libava.

Many crossed the border by land and headed to western European ports.

Ukrainian emigration through Russia’s Pacific ports was insignificant and

' limited mostly to natives of the Left Bank.

i

Canadian Destinations

Statistics of the territorial distribution of the Ukrainian immigrants in

Canada obtained from the Li-Ra-Ma sample should not be taken at face

value, for it is possible that persons who lived near to one of the two

I

consulates (in Quebec, Ontario, or British Columbia) are overrepresented

in the consular files. It is also obvious that the very term “territorial dis-

I

tribution,” relatively unproblematic in the case of agricultural settlers,

I loses its definiteness when applied to transient migrant sojourners, who

;

frequently changed their place of residence. Still, the sample provides a

better general picture of the immigrants’ main destinations and places of

[

settlement in Canada than do federal census statistics, which lump Eastern

(
Ukrainians with other ethnic groups in the portmanteau category of

Ij

Russians. Even more importantly, it allows us to link the migrants’ places

of origin in Ukraine with their Canadian destinations and thus identify

transoceanic migration chains.

As table 6 demonstrates, after their arrival in Canada, most Eastern

Ukrainians streamed into Ontario and Quebec, whose burgeoning

manufacturing and resource industries provided ample employment

opportunities. Western Canada, which attracted about fourteen percent of

the Li-Ra-Ma migrants, held much less appeal for Ukrainians from the

tsarist empire than for Galicians and Bukovynians. Thus, Winnipeg,

admittedly the most Ukrainian-populated of all Canadian cities at the

time, was reported as the place of residence by only 3.5 percent of the

Ukrainians in the Li-Ra-Ma sample (although it is likely that Manitoba

residents, because of their geographic location, are the least represented

in the Li-Ra-Ma records).
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Table 6: Patterns of Canadian Settlement of Ukrainian-Born Persons

from the Li-Ra-Ma Sample (percentage of the total number of emigrants

from a gubernia)

Canadian Province of Residence Gubernia of Origin in Ukraine

Bessarabia Kiev Podillia Volyn All Eastern

Ukraine

Ontario 32.2 52.1 44.3 34.6 43.4

Quebec 62.3 25.7 43.8 41.9 41.5

Manitoba 0.5 7.7 2.1 14.9 5.5

Saskatchewan - 8.4 2.8 4.7 4.2

Alberta 1.4 2.3 2.7 2.2 2.3

British Columbia 0.5 2.3 2.7 1.1 2.0

Nova Scotia 3.3 0.8 0.6 0.7 1.0

New Brunswick - - - 0.4 0.1

Source: Li-Ra-Ma Ukrainian sample.

Two other popular destinations for Ukrainians from Galicia and Bukovy-

na—the coastal part of British Columbia and Ontario’s Lakehead dis-

trict—also had few natives of Eastern Ukraine.

The most popular urban destination for “Russian” Ukrainians in early

twentieth-century Canada was Montreal, reported as place of residence by

about forty percent of the Li-Ra-Ma migrants. Large numbers of

immigrant labourers from Eastern Ukraine, mixed with Galicians and

Bukovynians, Belarusians, Poles, and other eastern Europeans, lived in

Point St. Charles, the Hochelaga-Frontenac area, along the St. Lawrence

Boulevard, and in the city’s largest industrial suburb of Lachine.

Ukrainian immigrants from Volyn and Kiev were instrumental in

organizing the Holy Trinity Orthodox Brotherhood and the Russian

Orthodox parish of SS Peter and Paul, founded in 1906 and located until

1914 in a small rented house in Point St. Charles.^^ Toronto had the

second largest urban concentration of Eastern Ukrainians, who, like the

immigrants from Western Ukraine, settled primarily in the city’s St. John

58. Archives of the SS Peter and Paul Orthodox Church, Montreal, “Metricheskaia

zapis chlenov P[ravoslavnogo] Br[atst]va i Ob[shchest]va Vzaimopomoshchi v g.

Montreal, Canada, organizovanno[go] 13 mar. 1906 g.” The Russian consul in Canada N.

Struve was elected honorary president of the brotherhood. I would like to thank Rev.

Alexander Janowski for giving me access to this document.
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Ward and, increasingly, in the Junetion area. In 1916 a handful of

Toronto’s Orthodox Ukrainians and Belarusians organized the parish of

the Resurrection of Christ, which soon fell victim to the anti-clerical

impulse of the Russian revolution but was revived in 1921 under the

name of Christ the Saviour. Hamilton and Windsor were two other

important destinations for immigrants from Dnieper Ukraine. The influx

of immigrant labourers to Windsor increased dramatieally when the Ford

Motor Company built a plant there in 1904. According to one source, in

1915 Ford City (the part of today’s Windsor where the Ford Motor works

was loeated) had about one thousand “Russians” (that is, eastern Slav

immigrants from Russia).^^ In 1917 the city’s Slavic immigrants

established a Russian Orthodox parish named after St. John the Divine.^^

Small communities of migrant labourers from Eastern Ukraine could also

be found in many smaller industrial centres of the Great Lakes region,

such as Welland, St. Catharines, and Sarnia, and in the mining and

logging areas of northern Ontario.

A statistical comparison of the migrants’ places of origin with their

Canadian destinations reveals different settlement preferenees displayed

by immigrants from specific regions of Eastern Ukraine. Thus, Ukrainians

from Bessarabia were heavily concentrated in Montreal and Ford City. In

the latter place they accounted for about three-fourths of all Ukrainian

immigrants from Russia. They were also more likely than natives of other

provinces to go to Nova Scotia.^^ At the same time, only 5.6 percent of

the 246 Bessarabians represented in the Li-Ra-Ma sample lived in

Toronto and very few were found in the Prairie provinces or British

Columbia. Ukrainians from Kiev and Volyn were more evenly distributed

aeross the Canadian provinces. Volynians displayed the greatest prefer-

ence for Prairie destinations of all Dnieper Ukrainians. While a few may
have settled on the land, most worked as loggers, navvies, or farmhands

in Le Pas, Manitoba, Prince Albert, Saskatchewan, and other Prairie

59. Svit (Wilkes Barre, Pa.), 12 October 1916; The Jubilee Book of the Russian Ortho-

dox Christ the Saviour Cathedral in Toronto, 1915-1965 (n.p., n.d.), 12.

60. Novyi mir (New York), 18 October 1915.

61. Archives of the Archdiocese of Canada, Orthodox Church in America, baptismal

records and collection book of the Russian Orthodox Church of St. John the Divine,

Windsor, 1917-21.

62. See also John Huk, Strangers in the Land: The Ukrainian Presence in Cape Breton.

(n.p., n.d.), 12.
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towns and counties, or tried their hand as miners in the eollieries of the

Crow’s Nest Pass. The North Battleford district in west central

Saskatchewan was the most popular Prairie destination for Russian-born

immigrants of various nationalities and religions, ineluding not only

Orthodox Ukrainians, but also Doukhobors, Baptists, and Germans.

* * *

As a borderland territory, located at the intersection of the Atlantic

(westward-oriented) and Russo-Siberian (eastward-oriented) migration

systems, early twentieth-century Dnieper Ukraine experienced the double

pull of Siberia and the “Ameriean El Dorado.”^^ While Left-Bank and

Southern Ukraine produced relatively few emigrants, the Right-Bank

gubernias, with their closer economic and cultural connections with

Europe and a lower degree of integration with the Russian Empire, devel-

oped stronger ties to the Atlantic economy and came to play a greater

role as suppliers of unskilled labour to the developing Canadian

industries.

The majority of Eastern Ukrainians in early twentieth-century Canada

were male sojourners who intended to return to their families after

achieving the desired amount of savings. The theme of return resonates

through the correspondence between the immigrants and the Russian

consuls and in letters from the immigrants’ kinfolk in Ukraine. The war,

followed by revolution and eivil unrest in the homeland, largely foiled

these intentions. Despite this, some Russian-subject Ukrainians, who did

not fall in the category of “enemy aliens” and were not restrieted in their

movements, managed to return home after August 1914. Although preeise

statistics of remigration from Canada to Ukraine will likely never be

known, probably as many as several thousand Eastern Ukrainians returned

to the homeland between August 1914 and the early 1920s, including

members of agricultural and industrial communes that went to Soviet

Russia to help build the new socialist economy. The rest eventually

crossed the line between sojourning and settling and made Canada their

home. The history of this first generation of Eastern Ukrainians in Canada

is yet to be written.

63. The typology of migration systems used here is taken from Dirk Hoerder, Cultures

in Contact: World Migrations in the Second Millennium (Durham and London: Duke

University Press, 2002), 306.
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Korosten: Mykola Shchors’s

Last Battle

George M. Farion

The town of Korosten is located seventy-five kilometres north of the city

of Zhytomyr in the Volhynia region of Ukraine. An important railway

hub, it was especially valuable during the military struggle from 1917 to

1921: the side controlling it had a significant advantage in transporting

men and equipment. Not surprisingly, many major and minor engage-

ments were fought for Korosten.'

One of the larger contests for control of Korosten occurred from 30

August to 3 September 1919 between the Forty-fourth Soviet Division,

commanded by Mykola Shchors, and the Second Corps of the Ukrainian

Galician Army (UHA), commanded by Lieutenant Colonel Alfred Bizanz.

The Second Corps and levhen Konovalets’s Sich Riflemen served to

screen the left flank of the Kyiv offensive by the two Ukrainian national

armies in the summer of 1919. A part of Bizanz’ s task was to capture

Korosten to protect the national forces from Bolshevik attack from the

north.^ On the other side, Shchors’s division was ordered to hold the

town at all costs, since Korosten kept open the last railroad link between

Right-Bank Ukraine and the Bolshevik base in Russia. Control of the

town was crucial to the survival of three encircled Soviet divisions

fighting their way north from the vicinity of Odesa to link up with the

1. O. S. Chomobryvtseva, ed., Zhytomyrska oblast, unnumbered vol. in Istoriia mist

i sil Ukrainskoi RSR, ed. P. T. Tronko, 26 vols. (Kyiv; Instytut istorii AN URSR, 1973),

308-14.

2. Mykhailo Kapustiansky, Pokhid ukrainskykh armii na Kyiv-Odesu: Voienno-isto-

rychna studiia, 2d ed., (Munich: S. Sliusarchuk, 1946), 2: 142^.
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main body of Soviet forces in the vicinity of Korosten.^ Shchors was

killed on 30 August, the first day of battle, but his division managed to

hold Korosten.

Besides the leading figures at Korosten, such as Bizanz and Shchors,

the battle deserves the attention of historians in its own right. It had a

major impact not only on the outcome of the Ukrainian offensive on Kyiv

but also on Ukrainian military prospects in general. Moreover, Korosten

was one of the few set-piece battles in 1919 involving large brigade-sized

units: typical of the time in Ukraine were smaller engagements. Hence,

it offers the historian an opportunity to examine the tactical performance

of both sides in large-scale operations. The fact that the opposing forces

were battle-tested and led by experienced commanders makes the case all

the more interesting.

The Second Corps was not the only force in the battle that consisted

of Ukrainians. Much of the Forty-fourth Soviet Division was Ukrainian

as well. Many of its regiments had been organized in September 1918 on

Russian territory out of partisan bands from Chemihiv, Kyiv, and

Cherkasy gubernias by the Communist Party (Bolshevik) of Ukraine to

fight Hetman Pavlo Skoropadsky’s German-supported government.^ The

Russian Bolsheviks encouraged their organization secretly, for the Treaty

of Brest-Litovsk prohibited direct hostilities between the Russian-based

Red Army and the German troops in Ukraine.^ In November 1918, as

part of the First Soviet Ukrainian Division, these units took part in the

Bolshevik invasion of Ukraine and proved to be the best troops in the

Soviet campaign against the Army of the Ukrainian National Republic

(UNR Army).

Until recently, the inaccessibility of Soviet archives and fragmentary

recollections made it difficult to form a comprehensive picture of the

Battle of Korosten. As the surviving participants died off, facts were

replaced with the Soviet myth about Shchors.^ Neither Oleksander

3. I[van] N. Dubovy, Moi spohady pro Shchorsa (Kyiv: Derzhavne viiskove

vydavnytstvo “Na Varti,” 1935), 28-9.

4. Oleksander Fesenko, “lak tvoryvsia mif pro ‘ukrainskoho Chapaieva,’” Literaturna

Ukraina, 17 August 1988; Semen I. Aralov, Lenin vel nas k pobede: Vospominaniia

(Moseow: Gosudarstvennoe izdatelstvo politicheskoi literatury, 1962), 147-9.

5. Aralov, Lenin vel nas, 148.

6. Fesenko, “lak tvoryvsia mif.”
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Dovzhenko’s epic film about Shchors nor the mass of Soviet literary and

musical works in his memory gives a historical picture of the battled

There is little documention from the other side, because practically

all of the original records of the UHA have been lost. Its brigades were

ordered to destroy their archives before surrendering to the Poles near

Vinnytsia in May 1920.^ Fortunately, the diary of the High Command of

the UHA survived.^ However, it is only a summary of orders and

situation reports, which no longer exist, and rarely gives detailed

information below brigade level.

The battle attracted interest in 1988 when Ukrainian and Russian

journalists began to revisit the circumstances of Shchors’ s death. Drawing

on both published and unpublished memoirs, as well as interviews with

old Bolsheviks who had worked with Shchors in 1919, a number of

writers have suggested that Shchors did not die from enemy fire but from

an assassin’s bullet pursuant to orders from commissars at higher army

headquarters.

Thanks to greater access to Red Army archives, it is possible to

reconstruct the battle and to explain why the Soviets won. This is my
primary focus here. However, it is difficult to separate the purely military

events from the murky circumstances of Shchors’ s death. Was he

eliminated by his own side during the battle? Although no documentary

proof has surfaced to date, circumstantial evidence suggests that he was.

I devote a section to examining this evidence.

Prelude

By 15 August 1919 the joint offensive of the UHA and the UNR
Army had pushed the Twelfth Soviet Army north of Proskuriv (today

Khmelnytskyi) and Vinnytsia. Meanwhile, on the Left Bank the Thir-

teenth and Fourteenth Soviet Armies were withdrawing north from

7. George O. Liber, “Dovzhenko, Stalin and the (Re)creation of Shchors," Harvard

Ukrainian Studies 21, nos. 3-4 (1997): 271-86.

8. Dmytro Mykytiuk, introduction to Ukrainska Halytska Armiia, ed. Myron Dolnyts-

ky, 4 vols. (Winnipeg: Dmytro Mykytiuk, 1958), 1: 8.

9. Dennyk Nachalnoi Komandy Ukrainskoi Halytskoi Armii (New York: “Chervona

Kalyna” Ukrainian Publications Cooperative, 1974). Hereafter Dennyk NKUHA.

10.

Ivan Tsiupa, “Taiemnytsia smerti Nachdyva Shchorsa,” Kyiv, 1988, no. 11: 114;

lulii Safanov and Fedir Tereshchenko, “Pid chervonym stiahom ishov,” Robitnycha

hazeta, 8 August-13 August 1989; and Nikolai Zenkovich, “Pulia iz livorverta,” Selskaia

molodezh, 1992, no. 1: 52.
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Kharkiv and Poltava towards Orel before the advancing General Anton

Denikin’s Volunteer Army. At the same time the Polish Army was

content with limited anti-Soviet operations in Volhynia from Rivne and

Dubno towards Olevsk and Korets, while it consolidated its lines along

the Zbruch River following the expulsion of the UHA from Galicia.

The most experienced combat force opposing the joint Ukrainian

national armies was the previously mentioned First Soviet Ukrainian

Division. Besides steadily losing men because of casualties and desertion

in the face of the numerically superior Ukrainian national forces, the

division was suffering from internal turmoil as a result of pressure from

Moscow to reorganize. Through May 1919 it belonged to the Ukrainian

Front, which was formally subject to the Workers’ and Peasants’

government of the Ukrainian SSR in Kharkiv, but was directed, in fact,

by the Soviet High Command in Moscow. When General Denikin’s

offensive began to gather momentum, the Russian Bolsheviks decided

that it was time to incorporate the disparate military formations of the

Baltic, Belarusian, and Ukrainian Communist parties into one Red Army
under the control of the All-Russian Commissar of War, Leon Trotsky."

At the same time, Trotsky was very dissatisfied with the slow response

of both the party and the Soviet military leaders in Ukraine to his orders

to reallocate men and materiel from the Ukrainian Front to other fronts

he considered more important at the time.^^ As a result, Volodymyr

Antonov-Ovsiienko, the commander-in-chief of the Ukrainian Soviet

forces, and lukhym Shchadenko, the principal member of the Rev-

olutionary Military Council of the Ukrainian Front, were dismissed. On
4 June 1919 the First Soviet Ukrainian Division was incorporated into the

newly formed Twelfth Soviet Army under the command of Nikolai G.

Semenov." Furthermore, Semen I. Aralov, one of Trotsky’s lieutenants,

was sent from Moscow to sit on the Revolutionary Military Council at

1 1 . Decree of the All-Russian Central Committee on the Union of the Soviet Republics

of Russia, Ukraine, Latvia, Lithuania, and Belarus against World Imperialism, 1 June

1919, in Borba protiv denikinshchiny i petliurovshchiny na Ukraine, mai 1919 g. -fevral

1920 g., vol. 2 of Grazhdanskaia voina na Ukraine, ed. S. M. Korolivsky (Kyiv: Naukova

dumka, 1967), no. 127, 110-11. Hereafter GVnU.

12. Telegram from Trotsky to the Central Committee of the Russian Communist Party,

1 May 1919, The Trotsky Papers, 1917-1919, ed. Jan M. Meijer (The Hague: Mouton,

1964), no. 200, 1: 389-93.

13. Order of the Russian Revolutionary Military Council, signed by Trotsky, Vatsetis,

and Aralov, 4 June 1919, GVnU, no. 138, 2: 122.
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the army’s headquarters, in effect replacing Shchadenko/"* Then on 15

June 1919 Semenov ordered the First Soviet Ukrainian Division to

disband and to transfer its regiments to the weak and inexperienced Forty-

fourth Soviet Division^^ However, the proposed reorganization was

difficult to implement while the division was engaged in combat

operations.

These organizational changes greatly affected the authority of

Shchors, the young commander of the First Soviet Ukrainian Division.

Previously the commander of the Bohun Regiment, he had recently been

appointed commander of the division at the age of only twenty-four.^^

He more than justified the appointment by defeating the UNR Army’s

counteroffensive against Kyiv and Berdychiv in late March and early

April 1919. Nevertheless, after losing his Ukrainian party mentors in June

1919, Shchors came under increasing scrutiny and criticism from his new

Russian party superiors, who preferred to have their own man in his

place. After all, he was a newcomer to Communist ranks who had

volunteered his services only in July 1918, after supporting the left

Socialist Revolutionaries.^^ Furthermore, by the end of the First World

War he had been merely a junior lieutenant at the Romanian front.

Since his successes had occurred before Semenov and Aralov had an

opportunity to observe him in action, Shchors was considered too

inexperienced for his post, and his military talents went unnoticed when

the division began to experience reverses. Semenov and Aralov frowned

on Shchors’s administrative reforms in the division, which did not con-

form to the uniform standard prescribed by the Soviet High Command in

Moscow. His regiments were much larger than the norm in the official

organizational table. Similarly, his officer school for experienced men
from the ranks belonged far above the divisional level. Although such

innovations raised the combat effectiveness of the division, they went

14. Telegram from Trotsky to Skliansky, 7 June 1919, The Trotsky Papers, no. 296,

1: 542-3; and Zenkovich, “Pulia iz livorverta,” 56.

15. Order of the Twelfth Soviet Army Regarding the Formation of the Forty-fourth

Soviet Rifle Division, 15 June 1919, GVnU, no. 174, 2: 150-1.

16. Order of the First Soviet Ukrainian Division, 11 March 1919, GVnU, no. 763, vol.

1, bk. 1, 670-1.
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against the grain of Trotsky’s initiative to construct a uniform military

machine from a patchwork of irregular volunteer formations'^ Internal

reports from Twelfth Soviet Army headquarters began labeling Shchors

a partisan and accusing him of insubordination and resistance to the

regularization of the Red Army.^° His former First Bohun Regiment,

reputedly the backbone of the division, became the subject of negative

reports regarding morale, discipline, and combat effectiveness.^^ Still, his

popularity with the division’s rank and file prevented Semenov and

Aralov from relieving him of command. Matters were complicated further

by Moscow’s repeated orders to send the First Soviet Ukrainian Division

to the Southern Front against the Volunteer Army.“^ This spurred

Shchors to take great risks in order to destroy the UNR Army quickly

and free his division for action against the Whites. As a result, between

21 and 23 July he was defeated by the Sich Riflemen near the town of

Smotrych.^^ When the UHA crossed the Zbruch River in late July to

join forces with the UNR Army, Shchors’ s already precarious situation

became even more difficult: he lost the initiative and went on the

defensive. As his prestige and authority declined, he found himself in

effective command of only the First Brigade of his division. The Second

and Third Brigades were attached to the Forty-fourth Soviet Division

under the command of Ivan N. Dubovy and sent north to meet the Polish

forces advancing towards Korets and Olevsk.^^ Except for a minor

19. lefim Shchadenko, “Iz zapisok o Nikolae Shchorse,” Sovetskaia Ukraina, 1958, no.

5: 145-7; and Orlando Figes, A People’s Tragedy: A History of the Russian Revolution.
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counteroffensive at Starokonstantyniv on 10 August, Shchors’ s forces

were rolled back by the Ukrainian national armies. Zhytomyr was
* abandoned by the Soviets on 20 August 1919 and the brigades of the

I

Second Corps of the UHA entered the city later in the day.“^

The capture of Zhytomyr completed the initial phase of the joint Kyiv

offensive of the two Ukrainian national armies. The First Corps of the

UHA was first to approach the city. Its Fifth and Sixth Brigades captured

i Berdychiv on 19 August, and were perfectly situated to continue their

advance north to Zhytomyr, less than thirty kilometres away."^ However,

I the Galician High Command insisted that Zhytomyr be assigned to the

Second Corps, although it was located further west at Polonne and its

, troops were not as fresh as the First Corps’. The Galicians wanted to

keep the First Corps in reserve in support of the Third Galician Corps and

the Zaporozhian Group of the UNR Army, advancing eastward on Kyiv

1 (see map 1). Although the two armies agreed to form a joint staff headed

!
by Symon Petliura to direct the offensive, the UHA’s larger size and

I superior organization had to be respected when disagreements arose. The

I
Galicians dismissed the advice of UNR staff officers, who urged that the

First Corps continue its momentum towards Zhytomyr.^^ By the end of

I
August this decision would have fateful consequences.

I
The Second Corps halted in Zhytomyr to rest. Despite orders from

I the joint staff to seize Korosten on 21 August and again on 26 August,

I the corps did not begin operations until 28 August.^^ Shchors took

advantage of the eight-day respite after Zhytomyr’ s fall. Assuming the

task of reorganizing the Soviet formations north of Zhytomyr, he drafted

I a plan to merge the remnants of his tired First Soviet Ukrainian Division

with Dubovy’s Forty-fourth Soviet Division. For once, his superiors at the

I

Twelfth Army headquarters could not interfere. First of all, Semenov had

ordered the two divisions to combine as early as 15 June. Secondly, the

Twelfth Soviet Army was preoccupied with the collapsing front around

i Kyiv, the advancing Ukrainian national armies from the west, and the

' Volunteer Army from the southeast. Dubovy could not have been happy

I

with Shchors ’s intrusion into his sphere but quietly accepted Shchors ’s

25. Dennyk NKUHA, 32.

26. Ibid., 31-2.

27. Kapustiansky, Pokhid, 2: \A6-1

.

28. Kapustiansky, Pokhid, 2: 167; diud Dennyk NKUHA, 37.
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plan of reorganization.^^ Thus, accompanied by his chief of staff, Serhii

V. Kasser, Shchors replaced Dubovy as commander of the Forty-fourth

Soviet Division.^® Dubovy stayed on as his nominal assistant. By the

time the Second Corps reached Korosten on 30 August, Shchors had

transformed the town with its flat terrain, riverine barriers, and net of rail

lines into a formidable position.

The Opposing Forces

Shchors placed the four regiments of his First Bohun Brigade at the

southern approaches to Korosten. The First, Second, and Third Bohun

Regiments and the Nizhen Regiment numbered some 2,600 bayonets and

fifty-eight machine guns.^^ Shchors also had the divisional officer school

of approximately 300 men in reserve.^^ The brigade was supported by

artillery of twenty light guns and two heavy howitzers and two armoured

trains with two guns each.^^ A cavalry brigade consisting of the First

Soviet Cavalry Regiment and the Special Cavalry Unit, numbering

approximately 500 riders with fourteen machine guns, was also at his

disposal.^"^ The flat terrain around Korosten was largely covered with

forest; hence, the cavalry would have to fight mostly dismounted.

The First Soviet Ukrainian Division’s Second and Third Brigades

were located in the vicinity of Novohrad-Volynskyi, some seventy-five

kilometres southwest of Korosten. Numbering 3,800 infantry, eighty-five

machine guns, and eighteen light guns, these troops were preoccupied

29. Zenkovich, “Pulia iz livorveita,” 57.
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with the Sich Riflemen advancing from the south and the Poles from the

west.^^ Shchors could not redirect these units towards Korosten.

The Galicians finally appeared on the outskirts of Korosten in the

evening of 29 August. An advance guard of two battalions from the

Thirteenth Galician Regiment and two battalions from the Sixth Galician

Regiment entered the villages of Lisivshchyna and Ivanivka eight

kilometres south of the Soviet lines. They were supported by two

batteries of artillery. Also two battalions of the Fifth Regiment and a

cavalry detachment advanced in a wide flanking maneuver to the west of

the Zhytomyr-Korosten railroad towards the town of Ushomyr, a key

position on the Soviet right flank.^^

The entire group was commanded by Lieutenant Colonel Bizanz, a

career officer of the former Austro-Hungarian Army.^^ On 27 August he

had been ordered by Colonel Arnold Wolf, the commander of the Second

Corps, to seize Korosten. Although a part of his task force had set out by

train from Zhytomyr on the morning of 28 August, it did not reach its

objective until the following evening. The railroad bridge at Novyi

Bobryk had been destroyed and the Galicians had to march seven

additional kilometres to reach their staging area. Furthermore, the march

was slowed down by the hot weather and the soft, sandy condition of the

local roads. The artillery found it especially hard to maneuver in such

conditions.^^

On 29 August Bizanz appeared at Korosten with 1,200 men and

seven light guns, content to perform a reconnaissance in force. In need

he could call on reinforcements; besides his own Seventh Brigade,

consisting of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Galician Regiments, he had

temporary command over the Third and Fourth Brigades, consisting of

35. Situation Reports of Forty-fourth Soviet Division, 27 August-2 September 1919,

TsDAVO, fond 2579, list 1, file 51, fols. 4, 8, and 10; and Novoselsky, “Novye
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the Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth Galician Regiments. In all, he could

muster thirteen infantry battalions numbering approximately 3,400 men,

supported by 100 machine guns, seventeen light artillery pieces, and six

heavy guns.^^ His cavalry support was limited to just a few companies.

30 August

Bizanz began the contest for Korosten by ordering probing attacks on

the morning of 30 August. The Thirteenth Galician Regiment was ordered

to seize Mohylno, and the Sixth Galician Regiment to take Kholosno."^®

Mohylno is a village on the north bank of the Uzh River where it is

joined by its tributaries the Mohylianka and Slavuta. Although the waters

of these rivers are low in August, their deep riverbeds are a significant

obstacle to advancing infantry, especially under artillery and machine-gun

fire. Mohylno is a natural defensive position. Unlike most of the

surrounding terrain, the ground near the rivers is clear of forest and

provides no cover for the attacker. Mohylno would give the Galicians a

foothold on the north bank of the Uzh and easy access to the rail yards

of Korosten to the north (see map 2).

Kholosno is a small village eight kilometres southeast of Mohylno on

the south bank of the Slavuta. It offers a convenient jumping-off point for

an assault on Biloshytsia, a larger village on the north bank of the

Slavuta, which lies on the Zhytomyr-Korosten rail line. Control of the

railroad bridge at Biloshytsia would enable the Second Corps to outflank

Mohylno as far as the Uzh with its armoured trains.

The main assault began after 10:00."^^ The Thirteenth Regiment

assaulted the strong points at Mohylno and Biloshytsia with only one of

its battalions; the other was redirected to Shershni on the eastern edge of

the battlefield in order to screen the corps’ right flank from Soviet attack
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j

from the towns of Meleni and Chepovychi."^^ Only one company probed

towards Mohylno, a second infiltrated towards Biloshytsia, and a third

screened the battalion’s left flank from the marauding riders of the First

Cavalry Regiment, based at Ushomyr."^^ The attacks did not get very far

because artillery barrages from an armoured train and light and heavy

batteries forced the Galician infantry to seek cover."^ The attack on

Mohylno was blocked by the Uzh River and channeled by barbed wire into

I the fields of fire covering the approaches to the bridge. The entire attack was

i supported by only four guns from a battery of the Seventh Galician Artillery

i Regiment under the command of Captain Stefan Kohut. He could assign

only two guns to support the attack on Mohylno and two guns to support the

I

probe on Biloshytsia.^^ The Galicians were clearly outgunned in this sector

and, understandably, were reluctant to close with the enemy.

The two battalions from the Sixth Regiment made much better

;
progress on the eastern side of the front. One battalion advanced from

!
Ivanivka and on second attempt took the village of Zlobych.^^ It

I captured a number of prisoners from the Nizhen Regiment, which

!

recently had morale and discipline problems. The other battalion

advanced toward Kholosno against stiffer opposition from a battalion of

[

the Third Bohun Regiment."^* The town changed hands twice by mid-

I
afternoon, and the Galicians were on the verge of retaking it again."^^
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At this moment of imminent success the fortunes of the Sixth

Regiment abruptly changed. Shchors ordered his officer school to plug

the gap created by the retreating Nizhen Regiment.^® The Galicians in

front of Kholosno and Biloshytsia were hit by an artillery barrage and

then counterattacked by dense lines of Red infantry from Biloshytsia.^*

Shchors’ s counterattack could not have come at a worse time for the

Galicians. Bizanz had committed all four battalions at his disposal and

had no reserves. The Second Corps beat a hasty retreat. In some parts of

the battlefield the retreat turned into a rout. The Galician infantry to the

west of Kholosno retreated south towards Ivanivka. However, the sudden

counterattack caught a number of Galicians in Kholosno at close quarters

with the enemy. The soldiers of the Third Battalion of the First Bohun

Regiment, Shchors’ s old regiment, were in a vengeful mood: just before

their commander, Kazymyr F. Kviatek, ordered the counterattack, they

had learned that Shchors had been killed while visiting the forward lines

at Biloshytsia. The furious attackers took no prisoners; they abused and

then killed the wounded.^^ Lieutenant Levytsky, a company commander

in the Third Battalion of the Sixth Regiment, was rallying his men when

he was struck down by a bullet. He was captured and savagely tortured

before he died: a cross was burned on his chest and strips of skin and

flesh were tom from his legs.^^ The fleeing Galicians were pursued all

the way to Ivanivka.
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31 August

By the morning of 31 August, two battalions of the Fifth Galician

Regiment reached the southern approaches to Ushomyr. They were

supported by three light guns from Captain Volodymyr Zubrytsky’s

battery of the Third Artillery Regiment. Taking the high ground to the

east of the town, the Galicians caught the defenders of the First Soviet

Cavalry Regiment in a crossfire: a company of the Thirteenth Regiment

fired from the northeast, while the Fifth Regiment and the artillery fired

from the southeast.^^ Effective overhead supporting fire enabled the

assaulting infantry from the Second Battalion of the Fifth Regiment to

advance to and through Ushomyr. The Red cavalry were not driven from

the town until 15:00.^^ Some fled north to the village of Vyhov; others

withdrew west towards Puhachivka.^^ Besides the Fifth Regiment’s

fighting spirit, an important factor in the capture of Ushomyr was the fact

that the town was beyond the effective range of the Soviet artillery at

Mohylno. The capture of Ushomyr saw some of the bloodiest fighting of

the battle for Korosten.^^ By the end of the day the Second Battalion of

the Fifth Regiment was reduced to only 120 riflemen and would no

longer be a factor in subsequent offensive operations. At the same

time, the First Soviet Cavalry Regiment suffered heavy casualties in its

stubborn defense of the town.^*^

To exploit the momentum generated by the capture of Ushomyr, the

Fifth Regiment’s First Battalion, under Captain Zenon K. Cherevko,
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crossed the bridge on the Uzh River at Ushomyr and rushed towards

Mohylno. A large battalion of over 300 men and ten machine guns, it

tried to attack the town from the southwest where the Uzh was no longer

an obstacle.^^ It was stopped by concentrated artillery fire and the firm

resistance of the First Bohun Regiment.^^ The Galicians had to be

content with the capture of the hamlet of Rudnia Mohylianska, two

kilometres southwest of Mohylno.^^ Because of the hilly terrain around

the hamlet, the battalion’s new position afforded some cover from enemy

artillery. Nonetheless, the battalion was physically and psychologically

spent and would not be ready for action until 2 September.

With his left flank secured by Ushomyr, Bizanz began planning a

coordinated attack for the following day. His Fourteenth Regiment

reached the front, and its three battalions, totaling 600 men, reinforced the

Thirteenth and Sixth Regiments at Biloshytsia and Kholosno.^"^ He also

expected the Fourth Brigade’s Eighth Regiment to arrive the following

morning. Bizanz ordered the Eighth Regiment to attack along the right

flank of the front from Shershni towards the villages of Sobolivka and

Khotynivka.^^

Late in the afternoon Bizanz received a telephone call from Captain

Hans Koch, adjutant to Colonel Alfred Shamanek, the chief-of- staff of the

UHA. Koch informed him that the day before, elements of the UHA and

the Zaporozhians had driven the Bolsheviks from the Ukrainian capital.

However, by morning the White forces had crossed an unguarded bridge

from the Left Bank and used a ruse to take control of the city. The

Ukrainian forces, confused and disorganized, retreated to the west.

Shamanek wanted to know whether the Second Corps could advance on

Kyiv from Korosten by railroad. Bizanz explained that the corps was

fully engaged against a substantial force and still lacked access to the

Korosten-Kyiv rail line.^^ The news that the Kyiv offensive had failed
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would have a serious psychologieal effect on the Second Corps in the

days ahead.

That morning the Sich Riflemen at Novohrad-Volynskyi received

orders from the joint staff of the Ukrainian armies to assist the Second

Corps in its assault on Korosten. In the evening of 31 August the First

Division and one regiment of the Second Division attacked the left flank

of the Second Soviet Brigade at Sokoliv and routed the Fifth Tarashcha

Regiment.®^ Kalinin, the commander of the Second Soviet Brigade,

threw his Fourth Tarashcha Regiment against the Sich Riflemen.^^ The

fighting continued through the night. With the Second Soviet Brigade

preoccupied to the southwest, the Second Corps was free to move on

Korosten without fear for its left flank and rear.

1 September

In the morning 1,800 Galician infantrymen prepared for a frontal

assault on Korosten. Their eight battalions were arrayed in checkerboard

pattern, extending along a twelve-kilometre front from Mohylno on the

left to Zlobych on the right. There were four battalions in the front line

and four a kilometre or so to the rear.^^ By this arrangement, Bizanz

hoped to avoid the result of 30 August, when he was caught without

ready reserves to respond to a Soviet counterattack. Moreover, during the

night Bizanz had augmented his meager artillery with three batteries,

bringing the gun total to sixteen. However, he could not bring up six

heavy guns and two armoured trains in support of the attack because the

engineering units from the UHA and the UNR Army had failed to repair

the bridge at Novyi Bobryk.^*^

At the same time the Fourth Brigade’s Eighth Regiment arrived at

Shershni and moved forward towards the village of Sobolivka and the

town of Meleni. It was supported by a battery of three light guns from

the Second Artillery Regiment of the Sich Riflemen, temporarily attached

to the brigade, and a mounted machine gun company of eighty-five riders

1935), 153.
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and eight machine guns under the command of Second Lieutenant Saul

“Saltso” Rottenberg. The company’s machine guns were mounted on one-

horse chaises/^ This gave it significant firepower and mobility.

The battalions assaulting Biloshytsia and Kholosno soon began to

experience difficulties. The battalion of the Thirteenth Regiment directed

at Mohylno barely advanced when it was forced to take cover by artillery

fire from Mohylno. Similarly, the First Battalion of the Fourteenth

Regiment only reached a small rise 500 metres south of the Slavuta when

artillery fire from Biloshytsia and an armoured train forced it to seek

cover. Further east, a battalion of the Sixth Regiment took and moved

past Kholosno, only to be counterattacked in its left flank by a detach-

ment of the Third Bohun Regiment, which had infiltrated unobserved by

a small streambed running south from the Slavuta. The defenders had the

advantage of observing the entire front from a bell tower in Biloshy-

tsia.^^

Two companies of the Second Battalion of the Fourteenth Regiment

counterattacked the Soviets in Kholosno and, supported by an artillery

battery from the Third Artillery Regiment, drove them back across the

Slavuta. Captain Andrii Oleksyn, the commander of the Fourteenth

Regiment, called for fire support to restart the First Battalion’s stalled

attack on Biloshytsia. Captain Kohut responded, bringing forward and

unlimbering two guns under shelling from Biloshytsia and an armoured

train. A machine-gun platoon joined the First Battalion to provide over-

head fire support from a small rise in front of Biloshytsia. But before the

Galicians completed the preparations, a detachment of the First Bohun

Regiment infiltrated down another southerly stream from the Slavuta and

surprised Kohut’ s gunners, who limbered their guns and scampered to

safety. Their sudden departure and the unexpected appearance of the

Soviets caused the First Battalion to run. The Second Battalion restored

the situation by a quick envelopment of the Soviet right flank at

Kholosno, coordinated with the Third Battalion’s frontal assault, but Bilo-

shytsia seemed as elusive as ever.^^
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While the Seventh Brigade was stymied in front of Biloshytsia, the

Sixth Regiment again made progress at Zlobych.^^ As on 30 August, the

Nizhen Regiment was pushed back toward Domoloch. However, this time

it was routed completely, never to return to the battlefield.^^ The Sixth

Regiment not only captured Zlobych but also won a foothold in

Domoloch.^^ Late that night, a company of the Eighth Regiment also

captured the town of Meleni after enduring a vicious counterattack out of

Chepovychi by the Second Bohun Regiment. The Galicians suffered

heavy casualties and lost a machine gun.^^ Meanwhile, the Eighth

Regiment’s First Battalion, together with Rottenberg’s machine-gun

cavalry, pushed a battalion of the Second Bohun Regiment out of

Sobolivka, but the issue there was still unresolved by nightfall.^^

Bizanz realized that the suppressive fire on the Soviet positions at

Mohylno and Biloshytsia was insufficient. His own batteries were kept

off balance by Soviet counterfire and maneuvered with difficulty on the

sandy roads. More importantly, his infantry advanced only so long as the

officers led from the front. Whenever a company commander became a

casualty, the attack would stall. Hence, Bizanz asked the High Command
of the UHA for help from the Ukrainian Sich Riflemen (USS) of the elite

First Brigade. Originally with the Second Corps, they had been detached

recently and placed in strategic reserve at Kamianets-Podilskyi.^® The

First Brigade included battalions of the former Austro-Hungarian army

that were trained in infiltration tactics based on a soldier’s initiative rather

than waiting for orders.^* But the First Brigade was on its way south to

fight the Soviet battle group advancing north from the vicinity of Odesa.
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Instead of the USS, Bizanz was promised two battalions of the Ninth

Brigade from the First Corps, which were recuperating at Berdychiv, but

they would not be expected for several days.^^

2 September

By the morning of 2 September, the bridge at Novyi Bobryk was

repaired and Bizanz pulled up six heavy guns and two armoured trains.^^

At last he had an advantage in artillery. He decided to encircle Korosten

from both flanks—the Fifth Regiment was to make another attempt at

Mohylno from the west while the Eighth Regiment attacked Korosten

from the east along the Korosten-Kyiv rail line by way of Khotynivka.

The Sixth, Thirteenth, and Fourteenth Regiments, exhausted by their

exertions the previous day, were to feint an attack on Biloshytsia to divert

the attention of the Soviets from their flanks.^"^ To pursue this plan the

Fifth Regiment was reinforced with a newly arrived battalion of the

Seventh Regiment, consisting of 220 riflemen and ten machine guns.

Bizanz appointed Major Bohuslav Shashkevych, the commander of the

Fourth Brigade, temporary commander of the combat group that was to

seize Mohylno. According to Shashkevych’ s plan, the main assault on

Mohylno was to begin from Rudnia Mohylianska and move northeast

through the natural channel formed by the banks of the Mohylianka, a

tributary of the Uzh. The assault would be carried out by the fresh

battalion from the Seventh Regiment and one company from the First

Battalion of the Fifth Regiment. The remaining companies of the Fifth

Regiment were to isolate the battlefield from enemy counterattacks from

Krasnopil in the north and Puhachivka in the west. Captain Zubrytsky’s

battery of three guns was to provide suppressive fire from Rudnia

Mohylianska, while the heavy batteries at Veselukhy fired to the west and

north of Mohylno to isolate the town from reserves.

While Bizanz continued to pursue the capture of Korosten, a number

of officers in the Second Corps were losing their enthusiasm for the

operation. Captain Petro Hazdaika, the commanding officer of the
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Seventh Regiment, opposed the attack from the start because he believed

that the flat terrain would lead to unacceptably high casualties. Unable to

persuade Bizanz to break off the attack, he began to lobby friends at the

Second Corps headquarters against further operations. A hero of the

Ukrainian-Polish War, Hazdaika was highly respected by the officers in

the UHA.^^ His arguments found support not only at the Second Corps

but also at the highest levels. After losing Kyiv on 31 August, the

Galician military hierarchy became very cautious about personnel and

equipment losses. Consequently, in the evening of 2 September the

Second Corps received a directive from the Galician High Conunand not

to force the issue at Korosten.^^ This was contrary to the standing

orders of 21 and 26 August from the joint staff of the Ukrainian

armies.

Furthermore, morale among the Galician rank and file was falling.

The rate of typhus infection accelerated during the operation.^^ Healthy

soldiers accompanying their sick comrades to the rear reduced the number

of troops at the front.^° Moreover, the officers and enlisted men realized

that the Kyiv offensive had failed. There was no longer any urgent need

to take Korosten.^'

Nevertheless, operations continued. The Galician armoured trains, the

Halychyna and the Zaporozhets, moved up and exchanged artillery fire

with their Soviet counterpart at Biloshytsia. Because of the damaged

bridge on the Slavuta, they could not advance any further. The heavy

artillery at Veselukhy also dueled the Soviet artillery but lost some of its

horses in the process.^^ The suppressive fire at the First Bohun Regiment

in Mohylno was just too weak; hence, the Galician infantry advanced

only to within 500 metres of the Soviet lines. Furthermore, the encircling
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attack along the right flank of the front advanced only as far as Khotyniv-

ka, which fell to the First Battalion of the Eighth Regiment and Rotten-

berg’s machine-gun cavalry at 16:00.^^

There was discord in the Soviet chain of command as well. Although

Dubovy was next in line to command the Forty-fourth Soviet Division,

he was not making the operational decisions. The situation reports for 2

September authored by P. Volkov, the chief of the operations section,

were addressed to Serhii V. Kasser, not Dubovy, as the commanding

officer of the Forty-fourth Soviet Division. Moreover, Volkov started to

refer to himself as chief-of-staff, which was Kasser’ s official position.^^

In fact, Dubovy was relieved of command on 10 September, pending an

investigation into Shchors’s death by a commission from the Twelfth

Army headquarters.^^

Even so, the staff of the Forty-fourth Soviet Division set in motion

a plan to trap the Second Corps between the troops defending Korosten

in the north and a force attacking from the southwest. By 2 September

the Soviets realized that they were facing only three brigades, not the

larger force they originally expected.^^ It was only the passivity in

Soviet leadership after Shchors’s death and Bizanz’s rapid pace of

operations that had concealed the true strength of the Galician forces.

Now the Forty-fourth Soviet Division could finally free the Second Brig-

ade of the First Soviet Ukrainian Division at Novohrad-Volynskyi for

operations in the north. On 1 September this brigade pushed the Sich

Riflemen out of Sokoliv and withdrew from combat.^^ The Third

Brigade of the First Soviet Ukrainian Division, which had faced the

inactive Polish forces west of Korets, took its place in the line.^^ Now
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the Fourth and Fifth Tarashcha Regiments of the Second Soviet Brigade

were on their way north by rail and could hit the rear of the Galician left

flank at Ushomyr.^^

3 September

In spite of instructions not to force the issue at Korosten, Bizanz

insisted on carrying out the previous day’s plan. This time, the six heavy

guns were relocated north of Ushomyr, along the banks of the Uzh, to

escape the counterfire from Biloshytsia.'*^*^ A battalion of the Seventh

Regiment was entrenched within 500 metres west of Mohylno and in

position to assault the Soviet lines. The First Battalion of the Eighth

Regiment was poised at Khotynivka, east of Korosten (see map 3).

At sunrise the Galician heavy batteries directed a five-minute barrage

north and west of Mohylno. Then the battalion of the Seventh Regiment

advanced half-heartedly towards the western defenses of the town. The

attack was repulsed by artillery, rifle, and machine-gun fire.^^^ Captain

Hazdaika’s lack of enthusiasm cannot be discounted as a factor in the

failed assault. Moreover, the fire of the Galician heavy batteries was

not very effective. Soviet reconnaissance had monitored their relocation

from Veselukhy during the night and, as soon as they began their barrage,

the Red artillery knew where to direct its fire. Kviatek, the commander

of the First Bohun Regiment, had anticipated the Galician attack on

Mohylno and had ordered reserve companies at Krasnopil to be ready for

a counterstroke. Shortly after the Seventh Regiment broke off the attack,

Soviet infantry advanced from Krasnopil to encircle the left flank of the

Galicians attacking Mohylno,^*^^ but it was slowed down by fire from

two companies of the Fifth Regiment that were situated south of

Krasnopil for such an eventuality.^®'^ This enabled the Fifth and Seventh
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Regiments to extricate themselves from Rudnia Mohylianska and to

retreat southeast towards Ushomyr/*^^ Suddenly, cavalry patrols to the

west of Ushomyr issued a warning that Soviet reinforcements were

threatening the Galician rear from the direction of Puhachivka. A
Tarashcha Regiment had arrived finally by forced march from the railroad

station in Bondarivka.^“ The alarm caused confusion among some of

the Galician units in the rear.

To relieve the pressure on his left at Ushomyr, Bizanz ordered the

Eighth Regiment to attack Korosten from the east at any cost. Captain

Pavlo Ivaniv, the commander of the First Battalion of the Eighth

Regiment, hurled his three companies in repeated attacks from Khoty-

nivka towards Korosten. But the intense fire of the Soviet artillery and

armoured trains turned back every attack. This maneuver caused the

Soviets to hesitate on the other side of the battlefield at Ushomyr,

enabling the Galician left flank to break out of the encirclement and

retreat over the Uzh River to the east side of the Zhytomyr-Korosten rail

line. There it could withdraw under the cover of armoured trains. Ivaniv

discontinued the attacks only after he received confirmation that the other

brigades of the Second Corps were withdrawing safely south. In order to

screen his own retreat, Ivaniv ordered Rottenberg to attack the Soviet

positions with his machine-gun cavalry. After tactfully questioning Ivaniv

about the prospects of such an attack and being admonished to follow

orders, Rottenberg led his company in an audacious charge that eluded

the fire of the two armoured trains and reached the outlying buildings on

the eastern edge of Korosten. Unlimbering its eight machine guns,

Rottenberg’ s company laid down such an effective rate of fire that part

of the Second Bohun Regiment left its position and reinforcements had

to be brought up by rail. Ivaniv’ s battalion and its artillery made good

their escape. Eventually, Rottenberg ’s company had to retreat in the face

of the Soviet reinforcements and the converging fire of the armoured

trains. It suffered three killed and many wounded. Rottenberg was

evacuated in a chaise with a bullet lodged in the back of his throat and

his teeth and jaw smashed.
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By evening the Second Battalion of the Fourteenth Regiment left

Lisivshchyna, screening the retreat of the Second Corps towards

Zhytomyr.^®^ The Second Corps’ offensive on Korosten was over.

Aftermath

The joint staff of the Ukrainian national armies continued to insist on

the capture of Korosten. The Sich Riflemen, supported by the Seventh

Galician Brigade, made an effort to seize Korosten from the southwest on

11 September. Three of the brigade’s battalions advanced as far north as

Lisivshchyna and even took Zlobych for a brief period. This effort

had little prospect for success: the Sich Riflemen numbered less than

2,000 infantry and were exhausted. The UHA, demoralized by the

failure of the Kyiv offensive and the growing typhus epidemic, was not

keen on another attack on Korosten. The Forty-fourth Soviet Division at

Korosten and north of Novohrad-Volynskyi had grown in strength since

early September to almost 8,000 men.”^ On 13 September the division

launched an offensive aimed at the undefended space separating the

Second Corps north of Zhytomyr and the Sich Riflemen at Novohrad-

Volynskyi^^^ and forced both formations to retreat south.

The failure to capture Korosten prior to 31 August had dire conse-

quences for the Kyiv offensive of the Ukrainian armies. Had the Galician

First Corps occupied Zhytomyr on 20 August and then continued on to

Korosten without giving Shchors’ s First Soviet Ukrainian Division time

to regroup, the railroad centre would likely have been in Galician hands

days before the Whites took Kyiv.^^^ Galician troops would have been

able to advance to Kyiv along the Korosten-Kyiv rail line to seize the

108. Myhovych, “Pry Vll-ii Lvivskii Brygadi,” 6.

109. Dennyk NKUHA, 52-3; Situation Report of the Forty-fourth Soviet Division, 13

September 1919, RGVA, fond 1417, list 1, file 163, fol. 397v.

1 10. Report of dislocation and Organizational Table of the Army of the UNR, 15 August

1919, TsDAVO, fond 1078, list 2, file 28, fol. 136; Intelligence Report of the Western

Front, 17 September 1919, GVnU, no. 396, 2: 351.

111. Organizational Table of the Forty-fourth Soviet Division, 27 September 1919,

RGVA, fond 197, list 3, file 24, fol. 731.

112. Operational Order of the Forty-fourth Soviet Division, 12 September 1919, RGVA,
fond 1489, list 1, file 51, fol. 22.
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114. Kapustiansky, Pokhid, 2: 167; Lev Shankovsky, Ukrainska Halytska Armiia

(Toronto: Dmytro Mykytiuk, 1974), 216.
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capital well before the Whites arrived. The Ukrainian national forces

would have had time to secure the eastern approaches and to consolidate

their hold on the city. Although it is impossible to be certain whether

they would have been able to retain their hold, the setback at Korosten

certainly decreased their chances of doing so.

The Second Corps’ failure to capture Korosten also came back to

haunt the Ukrainian national armies later in the month. On 17 September

the Forty-fourth Soviet Division drove the Second Corps from Zhytomyr

and re-established contact with the Southern Group of the Twelfth Soviet

Army, advancing north from Odesa to escape encirclement. This

group, consisting of the Forty-fifth, Forty-seventh, and Fifty-eighth Soviet

Divisions, had punched its way through elements of both the UHA and

the UNR Army.^'^ It reinforced Soviet forces at Zhytomyr by another

12,000 men, giving them local superiority against both Ukrainian and

White forces in the region. Eventually, the Bolsheviks regained the

initiative against both adversaries and defeated each in turn. Had the

Galicians captured Korosten, the Southern Group would have had to fight

through another seventy-five kilometres to escape encirclement—territory

that the Ukrainian national armies could have defended more effectively.

Lastly, Korosten was the First Soviet Ukrainian Division’s last

success. Although the battle was fought under the formal command of the

Forty-fourth Soviet Division, the staff procedures, tactics, and style of

leadership were characteristic of the First Soviet Ukrainian Division. By

8 September, however, substantive changes were evident. The famous

Bohun and Tarashcha Regiments began to be called by their new

numerical designations; for example, the 388th Soviet Regiment instead

of the First Bohun Regiment."^ Although, as part of the Forty-fourth

Soviet Division they kept their namesakes of Bohun and Tarashcha, they

were no longer Ukrainian regiments. As the memory of this elite

115. Myhovych, “Pry Vll-ii Lvivskii Brygadi,” 8; Situation Report of the Forty-fourth

Soviet Division, 17 September 1919, RGVA, fond 335, list 1, file 12, fol. 61.

116. Situation Report of the Southern Group of the Twelfth Soviet Army, 18 September

1919, RGVA, fond 335, list 1, file 1, fols. 49-50; Situation Report of the Southern Group

of the Twelfth Soviet Army, 15 September 1919, RGVA, fond 335, list 1, file 12, fol. 55.

117. Order of the Fifty-eighth Soviet Division, 30 August 1919, RGVA, fond 1489, list

1, file 47, fols. 70-2; and Istoriia 45-oi Volynskoi krasnoznamennoi strelkovoi divizU:

Boevoi period (Kyiv: Izdanie Politotdela 45-oi divizii, 1929), 1: 67.
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Ukrainian Soviet division receded, the myth of Shchors and the Forty-

fourth Soviet Division gained ascendancy in Soviet recollection of the

Civil War.

Shchors’ s Death Revisited

Was Shchors killed by Galician or Soviet fire? To begin with, no one

has yet discovered an official Soviet order to kill him. Nonetheless, the

circumstantial evidence on hand supports the conclusion that Shchors was

a victim of infighting.

The first accounts of Shchors’ s death were published in Soviet

newspapers by Kviatek and Dubovy in 1935, on the fortieth anniversary

of his birth. Both claimed that they had witnessed Shchors’ s death

and that he had been killed by an enemy machine-gun bullet that hit him

from the front as he lay side-by-side with them at the front line.

This official version of Shchors’ s death was first questioned in the

memoirs of Shchadenko, which were written in 1951, shortly before the

author died, but were published only in 1958 in Sovetskaia Ukraina. In

them Shchadenko insinuates that Shchors was killed on Aralov’s

orders. Shchadenko had witnessed a number of altercations between

Shchors and Aralov in the summer of 1919 over Shchors’ s operational

and administrative decisions. In the author’s opinion, Shchors had been

blamed unfairly for failures at the front because of his resistance to

Trotsky’s reforms. However, Shchadenko did not witness Shchors’

s

death on 30 August.

Ivan Tsiupa presented the first alternative account of Shchors ’s death

in 1988. He summarized his interview with Serhii Petrenko-Petrykovsky,

the commander of the Soviet cavalry brigade at the Battle of Korosten.

Petrenko-Petrykovsky testified that Shchors died at the front near

Biloshytsia from a pistol shot to the back of the head fired by Pavel

Samuilovich Tanchil-Tanchilevich, a young inspector from the Twelfth

Soviet Army headquarters, who was sent to Korosten by Aralov as his

special emissary.'^^ Upon the interviewee’s arrival at the Forty-fourth

Soviet Division headquarters from Ushomyr after Shchors’ s death, an

agitated Dubovy confided to him that Tanchil-Tanchilevich had lain to

119. Kviatek, “Lehendamyi heroi,” 3; Dubovy, Moi spohady pro Schorsa, 29-31.

120. Shchadenko, “Iz zapysok o Nikolae Shchorse,” 142-6.

121. Ibid., 145-6.

122. Tsiupa, “Taiemnytsia smerti Nachdyva Shchorsa,” 115.
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the right rear of the three commanders when Shchors was shot, a fact

confirmed by Kviatek.^^^ Petrenko-Petrykovsky also said that when

Shchors’ s body was delivered to the railroad car housing the Forty-fourth

Soviet Division’s staff, Dubovy made an awkward attempt to lighten the

occasion with an anecdote: right after Shchors was shot, a soldier lying

in the trench not far from Shchors was burned by a shell casing that

landed on his head and cried out “what bastard just fired a pistol!” From

all accounts the enemy was beyond the range of side arms. Moreover,

that morning Tanchil-Tanchilevich had brandished a new nickel-plated

pistol in front of the staff, and he left Korosten later that day, never to

return.

Petrenko-Petrykovsky went on to say that Dubovy continued to

behave in a peculiar way: he rejected requests to replace the hasty battle

dressing on Shchors’ s head, ordered the body to be placed under guard

and kept away from everyone, and sealed it in a zinc-lined coffin without

permitting even Shchors ’s family to see it. The special funeral train that

was to transport Shchors’ s body to his hometown of Snovsk (since renamed

Shchors, near Chemihiv) was stopped at the Twelfth Soviet Army headquar-

ters in Novozybkov and the coffin was transferred to a simple boxcar and

transported to the Russian city of Samara, over one hundred kilometres

away. There, it was interred at a Russian Orthodox cemetery.

Eventually, a steel cable factory was constructed at the site of the old

cemetery. In 1949 Moscow ordered Shchors’ s remains to be exhumed.

Apparently, foreign Communist veterans, some of whom had fought under

Shchors, had inquired about his burial place. With the help of a former

gravedigger, the body was found and identified thanks to its relatively good

preservation in the zinc-hned coffin. Reportedly, an autopsy was performed

and on 5 July 1949 a report was prepared. It concluded that Shchors had

been killed by a smaU-calibre bullet fired from short range, which entered

from beneath and behind the right ear and exited from the left forehead.

The entry and exit wounds confirm the reports of Tanchil-Tanchilevich’

s

position to the right rear of Shchors at the time of the shooting. The autopsy

report contradicts the official account that Shchors was struck by a machine-

123. Kviatek, “Lehendamyi heroi,” 3.

124. Tsiupa, “Taiemnytsia smerti Nachdyva Shchorsa,” 116.
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126. Zenkovich, “Pulia iz livorverta,” 53^. Extended portions of the autopsy report are
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gun bullet from the front, but the current whereabouts of the autopsy

report are unclear. Reportedly, it has been preserved in the collection of

NKVD/KGB documents in the archives of the present Russian security

service in Moscow. The Mykola Shchors Museum’s repeated requests for

a copy of the report have been denied.

Besides the forensic evidence, there is strong circumstantial evidence

to support the thesis that Shchors was eliminated by his superiors. As for

the motive of the murder, one cannot ignore the fact that in August 1919

Trotsky was pressing for a radical purge of the Twelfth Soviet Army
commissars and military commanders. Concurrently, he was reporting

to Moscow that Aralov, exhausted and depressed at the deteriorating

situation, was ineffective in implementing the new reforms in the Twelfth

Soviet Army.^“^ Aralov had to prove himself in Trotsky’s eyes and the

opportunity came when Shchors usurped command over both the First

Soviet Ukrainian Division and the Forty-fourth Soviet Division.

The reports by Aralov and the Political Section of the Revolutionary

Military Council at the Twelfth Soviet Army headquarters in June and

July 1919 complain about the partisan nature and “nationalist” leanings

of Shchors and his lieutenants, as well as their insubordination to the

Twelfth Army headquarters. On 28 June Trotsky telegraphed order

no. 124 to the Twelfth Soviet Army, demanding that the command
elements of insubordinate units be purged! He sent a similar order to

the Twelfth Soviet Army on 9 August, suggesting that “molten steel” be

used against insubordinate commanders in the Ukrainian formations of

the Red Army.^^^ In Aralov’s published memoirs his contempt for

Shchors is only thinly veiled. In a later memoir, written in 1965 but

never published, Sorok lit nazad na Ukraini (Forty Years ago in Ukraine)

127. Serhii Makhun, “Zahybel Mykoly Shchorsa— bilshe pytan, nizb vidpovidei,” Den,

31 August 2001.
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Aralov confessed that “Shchors’s insubordination brought about his

untimely death.

Ivan Dubovy also belonged to the circle of conspirators who
eliminated Shchors. In his memoirs Nikita Khrushchev says that he exam-

ined Dubovy’ s handwritten confession, signed before Dubovy was

executed during Stalin’s purges in 1938. Dubovy wrote that he shot

Shchors near Biloshytsia to win back command of his division. However,

Khrushchev believed that the confession was coerced and that Dubovy

did not pull the trigger. The confession is also at odds with the

forensic evidence: Dubovy admits to firing into Shchors’s face. Moreover,

he mentions a battle against the Whites, not the Galicians. Nonetheless,

it is obvious that Dubovy was at least an accessory to the murder. He had

an interest in Shchors’s death and went to great lengths to prevent any

examination of the corpse.

While the leadership of the Twelfth Soviet Army tolerated and even

welcomed Shchors’s initiative in organizing the defense of Korosten

during the military crisis of late August 1919, his reassertion of command

not only over the First Soviet Ukrainian Division but also over the Forty-

fourth Soviet Division sealed his fate. Given Trotsky’s policy to purge

insubordinate elements of the Red Army, Aralov had ample grounds to

eliminate Shchors. Because of Shchors’s popularity this had to be done

surreptitiously—by assassination.

It is interesting that two of Shchors’s brigade commanders, Vasyl N.

Bozhenko and Tymofii V. Cherniak, died under suspicious circumstances

within weeks of Shchors. Bozhenko, the former commander of the

Tarashcha Regiment, was poisoned in late July 1919 in Dubno allegedly

by a nationalist agent and died on 19 August. Cherniak was shot in

his railroad car in Sarny on 11 August supposedly by a group of

disgruntled Galicians in his Third Soviet Novhorod-Siverskyi Brig-

ade. The commanders who led the Soviet Ukrainian forces to victory
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in early 1919—men like Shchors, Bozhenko, and Cherniak—were former

junior or non-commissioned officers of the tsarist army who exploited the

opportunities for advancement presented by the revolution. When Trotsky

decided to replace them with specialists, mostly senior tsarist officers,

Shchors and his lieutenants were too stubborn or naive to step down

quietly and had to be removed.

Assessment of the Battle

Could the Second Corps have captured Korosten between 30 August

and 3 September? Probably not. Given the natural obstacles of the Uzh

and it tributaries and the net of rail lines exploited by the two Soviet

armoured trains, Bizanz did not have enough troops to succeed. Because

of the need to detach units for rear and flank security, he never had more

than a battalion for attack at any crucial time and place. Furthermore, the

Galicians did not have enough artillery. Korosten was a battle of position,

rather than maneuver: superior suppressive fire at the point of attack was

a precondition of success. The documents indicate that besides the

twenty-three artillery pieces the Second Corps sent to Korosten, it had at

least another sixteen in its inventory. Some of them, however, were

unusable—their barrels were worn out.^^^ Also, ammunition was in

short supply. Lastly, the corps’s Fourth Artillery Regiment was kept

in reserve around Zhytomyr.

Perhaps, with the early participation of the First Brigade (USS) with

its 2,000 men and sixteen guns,*^^ the Second Corps would have

dislodged the Soviets from their defenses around Korosten. But this is

debatable. A frontal assault against the crack First Bohun Regiment,

positioned between Mohylno and Biloshytsia, would have been very

costly. Even if the regiment were pushed out of Biloshytsia, the Soviets

would have taken up a secondary defensive line north of the Uzh, and

revoliutsiia, 114-15.
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Mohylno would have become the pivot on which the new front would

have turned eastward. This explains why Bizanz was so obsessed with

capturing Mohylno. Success there would have exposed the north bank of

the Uzh right from the start. As for wide flanking maneuvers to the east,

west, and north of Korosten, the Ukrainian armies did not have the large

cavalry formations to undertake such operations.

The Galician company commanders exhibited courage and determina-

tion during the battle, urging their men forward as they began to lose

heart. At least five officers were killed or wounded. The Second

Corps incurred some 200 casualties. An almost equal number were

disabled by typhus. Some units fought better than others. The Fifth, Sixth,

and Eighth Regiments fought hard and Rottenberg’s cavalry exhibited

dash and daring. On the other hand, the efforts the First Battalion of the

Fourteenth Regiment at Biloshytsia and the battalion of the Seventh

Regiment at Mohylno were half-hearted.

On the Soviet side, the armoured trains proved to be especially adept

at taking advantage of the three converging rail lines to respond to

Galician attacks. The First Bohun Regiment lived up to its reputation as

an elite unit. Its battalions appeared at key points in critical moments and

exhibited great flexibility and resilience. It could be argued that were it

not for the First Bohun Regiment, the Second Corps may well have

captured Korosten.

The records on Soviet casualties are still unavailable, but the Soviet

casualty rate probably approached that of the Second Corps. A monument

in Korosten indicates that the Bohun and the Tarashcha Regiments lost

soldiers in the battle. We also know that the First Cavalry Regiment took

heavy casualties at Ushomyr and all of the Soviet regiments came under

Galician artillery, machine-gun, and rifle fire.

In the final analysis, the UHA failed to take Korosten because of

faulty intelligence. The Galicians underestimated the First Soviet
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Ukrainian Division and thought that the Second Corps would take the

town by itself without the help of the First Corps. Then the Second Corps

did not press its attack and gave the Soviets time to regroup. Therefore,

one cannot underestimate Shchors’s contribution to the battle. Although

he was killed on the first day, the lion’s share of the credit for the

defense of Korosten is his. It was he who pulled together the tired and

demoralized elements of the First Ukrainian Soviet Division, melded them

with the less experienced Forty-fourth Soviet Division, and placed them

at key sites around the town. Ironically, Shchors was eliminated by his

own side in the battle that gave rise to his legend as a heroic commander.
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IfleojioriHHHH Hacryn na

yKpaiHCbKHH Han,ioHajii>Ho-

BH3BOJIBHHH pyx B SaxinHiH YKpami

y 1944-1945 pp.: Ictophhhhh

KOHTeKCT, nepe6ir, xapaKxep

IpHHB UaBJieHKO

14 2C0BTHa 1944 poKy b KneBi cBBXKyBajiH ocTaxoMHC BijiBoiOBaH-

HB B 4)aUIHCXCBK01 HiMCHHHHH XCpHXOpil YPCP. IlpOXe, BHpimeHHM

oflHiei npo6jieMH 6e3nocepe^Hbo sixKHyjio KOMynicxHHHHH pe:acHM

3 icHyBaHH^M iHinoi. ^ Maio na yBa3i ne xijiLKH xoii anxHpaflaHCBKHH

36poHHHH pyx onopy, bkhh c(|)opMyBaBC5i y SaxijiHiH YxpaiHi ni^ nac

BiiiHH Mixc CPCP xa HiMe^MHHOio. CaMe BHHHKHeHHM D,boro pyxy,

Horo ni^i,xpHMKa MiciieBHM HacejieHixaM 6yjio jiHine nacjii^^KOM m’hko

Ka^cyMH “nenonyjiBpHocxH” pajiBHCBKoro pe:acHMy xa KOMynicxHHHOi

i^eojiorii na ixhx xepenax. Miciieae nacejieHHB Bxce iviajio Mo:aaiH-

Bicxb no3HaHOMHXHca 3i cxajiiHCbKHM pe:acHMOM xa hoxo penpecHB-

HOK) MamHHOK) Ha nonaxKy flpyro’i cbIxoboi BinHH nicjiH, xax

3BaHoro, B033’e^HaHHB 3axiji,Hboi YKpaiHH 3 YKpaiHCbKOK) PCP. Ajie,

n;o HaH6ijibHi BaxoiHBO — iie HaiiionajibHa CBi^oMicxb. II],e 3aflOBxo

a;o nonaxKy flpyroi cbIxoboi BiHHH, y 3axiji;HboyKpaiHCbKoi ejiixH xa

npocxoro nacejieHHB 6yjio nixKO ccJ)opMOBaHe npaxHeHHB 3chxh y

BJiacHiH HeaajieacHiH yKpamcbKiH ^epacaai.

SBHHaHHo, nepmoHeproBHM 3aco6oM y 6opoxb6i KOMynicxiB 3

MicD;eBHM pyxoM onopy xpa^^m^inno 3ajiHuiajiHCB 36poHHe nepecjii-

^^yBaHHji, penpecii xa Macoai BHcejiCHnn. Ajie bhccjihxh (J)aKXHHHO

Bce HacejieHHB npo6jieMHoro 6ijibuiOBHKiB pebiony 6yjio He niji
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CHJiy HaBixL xaKOMy peacHMOBi 5IK cxaniHCLKHH. Sri^HO CBiji;HeHb

H.C. XpymoBa, hkhh b xoh nac aaHMaB nocx nepmoro cexpexapa

U,K Kn(6)y, D;boro ejieMenxapHO ne BHCxaHHJio BaroniB. To:jk,

pa^tHHCBKiH BJIa^^i flOBejioca cniBicnyBaxH 3 HacejieHHHM, axe ne

BH3HaBajio i'x Bjia^H xa, 3a cjiOBaMH 6ijiBuiOBHKiB, “ne npOHniJio

niKOJiH KJiacoBOi 6opoxb6h” (inniHMH cjiOBaMH— MacoBHX penpecin

xa rojio^OMopy 30-x poxiB). CaMe xoMy, Bace y Bepecni 1944 poxy

LI^K BKI1(6) 3BepHyB yBary Ha npo6jieMy “nepeBHXOBaHHH” Hacejien-

HH 3axifl,HBOi yKpaiHH. A ox3ce, — i na Heo5xiflHicxB poaropxaHHH

niHpoKOMacmxa6Hoi aHXHHau;ioHajiicxHHHOi weonoriHHo'i KaMnanii

Ha u,Hx xepenax.

SBHHaiiHO, xaxa anxHHai^ioHajiicxHHHa arixai^ia xa nponaraH^a

npoBO^],HjiacH i panime, nj;e 3a naciB Bej^eHHH bIhcbkobhx ^iii na

xepHxopii yPCP, oco6jihbo aKXHBiayBaBuiHCB nac 3hmobo-

BecHHHoro Hacxyny HepBOHoi apMii na ripaBo6epe3CHy yKpa’iny.

Bapxo ara^^axH xona 6 daraxoHHcejiBHi ypH^OBi xa rpOMaflCBKi

3BepHeHH3 flo HacejieHHH aaxi^Hix o6jiacxeH yKpamn, hk nanp.: '%o

HacejieHHH XHMHacoBO OK)HiOBaHHx panoHiB yKpaiHH” Bifl 12 cIhhh

1944 poxy, “J],o ynacHHxiB xax bbbhhx ‘yilA’ xa THPA’” 14 Jiioxoro

1944 p. xa “Hapo^e yxpaiHH”, npHHHHxe na 4-My aHXH4)auiHcx-

CLXOMy MixHHxy y KhcbI 20 Jiioxoro 1944 p. IliaHime npaxxHxa

6yjia npoflOB:aceHa. SoxpeMa, b oceni 1944 p. bhhhijih m,Q xpn

3BepHeHHH: “J3,o yxpamcbxoro napo^y” bIji 14 :*;obxhh, “JI,o Hacejien-

Ha PajiHHHHH” i “^o HacejieHHH 3axij];Hix odjiacxeii yxpaiHH” bI^ 27

jiHcxona^a.

Ilpoxe, 3 3axiHHeHHHM bIhhh 3a yxpamy i ocxaxoHHHM npHe^-

HaHH5iM H 3axi^];Hix petioniB flo CPCP, xoMymcxHHHe xepiBHHi^xBO

cxajio nepe^^ Heo6xiji,Hicxio noBHOixinnoro “BHHcyBaHHa” u;hx xepenm

B paffHHCbxy iMnepiio, xo6xo ‘ix HXHaHniBH^moi “paAHHi3an;ii”. A i^e,

B CBOK) nepry, noxpe6yBajio 6ijibm xapAHHajitHHX aaxofliB. Poano-

HaBCH, 3a cjiOBaMH 4)paHu;y3Bxoro ^^ocJIiflHHxa icxopii CPCP H.

Bepxa, nepiofl “nepcMO^cHoro cxajiimaMy”, hxhh, b nepmy nepry,

CHHpaBCH Ha 035p0GHe Bij^HOBJieHHH n0BH0n;iHH01 BJia^tH 6ijIBHIOBH-

xiB Ha ycix aoboghhhx xepenax iMnepii 6ijiLmoBHxiB. Bnacjiiflox

n;Boro ^i,pyroro aaBoioBaHHH noBepnyxHx iMnepii xepHXopin
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ocTaHHi 6yjiH “nocHJieHOMy xepopoBi ... MacoBHM apenixaM,

[HacejieHHK)] naKHHyjiH npHMycoBy KOJicKTHBisai^iio”.^

3rij];H0 BHSHaHCHHX pa^^ilHCBKHM KepiBHHI^TBOM U,ijieH, Ha

saci^aHHH Opr6iopo U,K BKri(6) bI^i; 27 BepecH5i 1944 p. ;i;o Mockbh

6yjiH BHKJiHKani saBij^yioHHH bIj^j^Ijigm nponaraH^H xa arixai^ii LI,K

Kn(6)y K.3. JIhxbhh 3 ^i;onoBiji;^^io “Ilpo cxan nojiixHHHOi po6oxH

cepej; nacejieHHji sax^nix odjiacxen YPCP”, cexpexap JltBiBCbKoro

o6KOMy Kn(6)y I.C. rpymeLi,bKHH i cexpexap TepHonijitctKoro

o6KOMy KII(6)y I.JI,. KoMnanei^ 3i 3BixaMH npo nojiixHHHy po6oxy

cepe^i, HacejieHHH JlbBiBCbKOi i TepHonijitcbKo'i o6jiacxeii YPCP.

TaKO^K 6yjio aacjiyxane noBij],OMJieHHii KcpiBHHKa YnpaBjiiRHa

nponaraHji,H i arixai^ii IJ,K BKri(6) F.(P. AjieKcaH^];poBa. Ho peayjib-

xaxaM i^bOFO o6roBopeHH5i D^K BKI1(6) 3a Ho. 175/3rc, 6yjia

npHHHHxa HOcxaHOBa “Hpo He^ojiiKH b nojiixHHHm npai^i cepe^

HacejieHHM Baxi^nix o6jiacxeii yPCP”.“ Caivie nocxanoBa 3HaHHO

aKXHBiayBajia arixai^iHHO-nponaraHj^HcxcbKy po6oxy napxiHHHx

0praHi3aD;ii YKpaiHH, (J)aKXHHHO poanonajia hobhh nepioji aHXHHai^io-

HajiicxHHHoi iji,eojioriHHOi KaMnaHii b pecny6jiiixi. I caMe ochobhhmh

noji03ceHHiiMH H;iei’ nocxanoBH KepyaaBCH y cboih noj^ajibmiH

^i^jibHOcxi U^eHxpajibHHH komIxcx KH(6) YKpaiHH.

Thm HacoM, U,K BKH(6) ne 6yB m’hkhm y CBo'ix BHCJioBJiioBaH-

HRX. Pe30JIK)II,iK), B H,ijIOMy, BiflpiBHaiOXb ^OCHXb pi3KHH XOH 1 FOCXpa

KpHXHKa Ha a^i,pecy yciei napxiHHOi opFaHiaai^ii YPCP.

HpoBe^ienna i^eojiOFlHHOi KaMnaHii 6yjio BHanano KaxeFopHHHO

HeaaflOBijibHHM. 3oKpeMa, napxiHHe KepiBHHi^xBO YKpaiHH BBHHyBa-

HyBajioca y J^o^yH],eHHi xaKHX cepnoBHHx homhjiok, ^k HeAOOH;iHKa

“nojiixHHHOi po6oxH B Macax, noBijibHicxb i opFaHl3aH,iHHa cjia6Kicxb

y poBFopxaHHi MacoBO-nojiixHMHOi po6oxH cepe;; Hacenenna,

oco6jihbo Ha ceni”.^ Hpn H,bOMy, HaFOJioc podHBca caMe na ne;;oc-

xaxHiH po6oxi “no bhkphxxk) cJiamHcxcbKoi i;;eojiOFii i Bopo^coi

Hapofl,y ;;i5iJibHocxH aFenxiB HiMen;bKHx aaFapSnHKiB — yKpamcbKO-

HiMei;bKHX Han,ioHajiicxiB”,'^ nepea xe, ih;o “y nacxHHH napxiHHHX i

pa;;aHCbKHX npai;iBHHKiB cKJiajiocn noMHJiKOBe cy;;3ceHHa, nanedxo

1. Po6epx KoHKBecT, JKHHBa CKopdoTH (KmB, 1993), 363.

2 . PoCCHHCKHH rOCyflapCTBeHHblH apXHB COIlHaJIBHO-nOJIHTHHeCKOH HCTOPHH
(najii — PPACni), 4). 17, on. 116, cnp. 175, apx. 4-9.

3. PPACni, 4). 17, on. 116, cnp. 175, apK. 5.

4. TaM 2ce.
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6opoTb6a npOTH ni^pHBHOi flmjibHOCTH yKpamcbKO-mMei^bKHx

Hau;ioHajiicTiB e cnpaBOio jiHine BmcBKOBHx i a^MimcTpaxHBHHX

opraniB”.^ U,iKaBHM e toh 4)aKT, mo nanoji^raio^H na Heo6xmHocxi

posropxaHHM niHpoKOMacmxa6Horo meojioriHHoro nacxyny na

yKpaiHCBKHx HamoHajiicxiB, napxiHHC KepiBHHi^xBO, xhm caMHM,

peajiLHO sanepeHHJio lqhpoko B^CHBaHy b^kc xoffi iiponaXaH^HCxctKy

xesy npo BmipBanioxB i^loxo pyxy onopy Bi^ napo^y i, Oijibine xoro,

Horo HenonyjiMpnicxb. CaMe na i^BOMy nocxyjiiixi 6yjia sacHOBana

ninpoKOBiflOMa flOKxpHHa npHHajiexcHocxH yKpamcLKHx Hai^ionajiic-

xiB i flo Oyp^cyasi'i i ji;o 4)amHcxiB, Taxe xjiyManeHHM cenapaxHcx-

cbKoro pyxy pa^^MHCBKOK) nponaranj];oio noBasane nepm sa Bce 3

xapaxxepOM caMOi KaMnanii, ochobhhh ifleHHHH npHHi^nn hkoi

nojixraB y nepeKOHanm nacejieHHM y floii;ijiBHOCxi Horo Biflxoji;y Bm
xpa^^H^iHHO^ fljia 3ana^^eHD,iB HaixionajiBHOi caMoifleHXH(|)iKai^ii, i

npoKHKHCHHa MeHxajiixexoM Mi:*;pecny6jiiKaHCBKOi paji;MHCBKOi

“flpyxcOH HapofliB”, a no cyxi, nepexm am ycBiflOMJienHH BJiacnoi

OKpcMocxH j],o Bmnyxxa npHnajie^cHocxH ji,o neanoro yrpynyBanHM

(“ciM’i napoflia”). IlepmoK) cxofl,HHKOio na nuiaxy xaKo'i MenxajiBHOi

nepeopienxai^i'i 6yjio, 3 o^i,noro 6oxy, HaMarann^ BHKJiHKaxn cyMniBH

y flon;ijiBHOcxi caMoro Han;ioHajiicxHnHoro pyxy onopy xa b hoxo

3B’a3Ky 3 caMHM HacejieHHHM, OaxcanHH floaecxH ne xijiBKH Bopo^ce

cxaBJicHHH n;Boro pyxy ji,o rpoMa«CBKOcxH, ajie i nenpHnajie^cnicxB

Horo 3a CBOiM noxo^];HceHHHM ^i,o ne’i. 3 innioro 6oxy, nparnenna

nepcKonaxH nacenennH y BJiacnnx ^i,o6pHX naMipax i cnpoMo^cnocxi

paflHHCBKOi BJia^H na^axH yKpamcBKOMy napo;^y yce xe, mo
nan;ionajiicxH xijiBKH oOmaioxB. ToMy, 3 caMoro nonaxxy anxHnamo-

najiicxHHHOi KaMnanii nocxmno araflyaaBca 3b’h30k OYH 3 (JianiHCx-

aMH, a caMi bohh naanBajiHcn ne inaKme hk “y^paincBRO-niMei^BKi

nai^ionajiicxn”. 04>miHHe noncnennH noj^iOnoi xepMinojiorii 3Po6hb

CBoro nacy i caM XpymoB y cBoeMy BHCxyni na 6-i cecii Bepxoanoi

Pa^H yPCP. Bin, aoKpcMa, CKaaaa: “yKpaincBKHX Han;ioHajiicxiB

na3HBaeMO yKpaincBKO-HiMen;BKHMH, xoMy mo bohh ninoro cnijiBHO-

ro ne MaioxB 3 yKpaincBKHM napo^OM, xoMy mo bohh g bIphhmh

ncaMH i noMiHHHKaMH niMi^ia y noHCBOJiCHni yKpaincBKoro

Hapo^^y”.^ 3ro^i;oM, caMC n;e BaHnyaaneHnn y “3paflHHu;xBi” cbofo

5. PrACni, 4). 17, on. 116, cnp. 175, apK. 6.

6. CTCHorpaMa Vl-i Cecil BepxoBHo’i Pa^n yPCP, lieHTpajiLHHH flepacaBHnn
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Hapoji,y cxajio o^hIgio s ochob yciei aHTHHaii;ioHajiicTHHHOi arixai^ii

xa nponaran^tH SijiLinoBHKiB, ji,OBefleHHio ^ocxoBipnocxH 5iKoro

HHMajio yBaxH npn^;ijiHB i caM XpymoB. OaKXHMHO b ycix cboix

^onoBi^Bx xa BHCxynax, b ^khx bIh xax mh inaKuie xopKaBC^ naxant

saxi^Hix o6jiacxeH YPCP (a oxxce i npo6jieMH icnyBaHHii b hhx pyxy

onopy), nepiiiHH cexpexap U,K KII(6)y naBO^HB npHKJiaj^H no^i^-

Horo “spaj^HHi^xBa”. Tax, y xoMy xc CBOGMy BHcxyni na 6 Cedi

BepxoBHoi PaflH YKpaiHH 1 6epe3Hx 1944 p., bIh, aoKpeMa, posnoBiB

npo “yro^H” m1:»c (J)amHcxaMH xa saronaMH YHA, 3a

axHMH ocxaHHi oxpHMyBajiH HiMeixbxy 36poio, b o6m1h na HaHe6xo

J^aHy noBCxaHD;aMH o6iii;aHKy ne 3aBa:jKaxH niivmaM xpa6yBaxH cejiiiH.

CaMC npo “3paji,HHn,xBo” roBopnjioca i b ycix BBepnenn^x flo

HacejiCHHM aaxdnix o6jiacxeH YKpainn. A xaxn xcmh jieKii,iH,

po3po6jieHHX B^ijiOM nponaran^H xa aXixai^ii LI^K KII(6)Y, 5ik

“YKpaiHCBKi nai^ionajiicxH na cjiyxc6i y Fixjiepa” a6o “YKpaincBKO-

HiMen;bKi Han;ioHajiicxH— Jiioxi Boporn yKpaincBKoro naposy” cxajin

nacxijiBKH nonyjiapHHMH cepej^ npan,iBHHKiB deojioriHHoro (J)ponxy

aaxdnix o6jiacxen YPCP, n;o i^e Bpemxi-pemx naBixb 3a3najio

KpnxHKH 3 doxy n;eHxpajibHoro napxmnoro anapaxy, ocxijibxn

^poBeJ^eHHa MacoBO-nojiixHHHoi po6oxn na Mici^iix bhmbhjioc5I

3Be^^eHHM 4)axxHHHO xijibXH flo i^iei npo6jieMH.

Hacxijibxn ^^ocxoBipHHMH 6yjin xaxn 3BHHyBaneHHa cBi^^nnxt

xona 6 xon 4)axx, m,o cane BHme napxinne xepiBHHu,xBO pecny6jiixn

(ne ahbjibmhcb na CBin 6araxHH ^ocBd y oxBOpenni ^ixxHBnnx cnpaB

“BOporiB napo^y”), naBOj^ann npnxjiafln “3pa^i,Hm^xBa”, pianoMa-

HixnicxK) i cepnoanicxio ne rpimnjio. Ilpn oananoMjieni 3 icxopnHnn-

MH floxyMenxaMH, 6araxo nncejiBHHMH “SBepnenHaMn” ;i,o Hacejien-

HH aaxdnix o6jiacxen Yxpainn xa cxenorpaMaMH BHcxyniB napxinnoi

HOMCHXJiaxypn, ne Moacna ne noMixnxn, m,o yci n,i aannyBanenH^

HOC5ixb Manace BHXjiionHO a6cxpaxxHHH xapaxxep. HaBe^],eHi mhok)

BHn^e (J)axxH 3 BHCxyny Xpym;oBa— n;e CBoepdnnn anoren xonxpex-

HOCXH, G^I,HHHH B CBOGMy pOJ],i. KpiM XOXO, ^OCHXB CyMHiBHOl

j];ocxoBipHOcxH, oco6jihbo, moAO o6in,^Hxn “ne aaBaxcaxn rpadyBaxn

ccjian”. Tnx cbmhx ccjiim, 3 cepe^OBnma xxnx i nocxaB caM pyx

onopy, i na ni^xpnMxy axnx Bin cnnpaBCx.

apxis rpoMaflCBKHX o6eflHaHb yKpaiHH (flajii — LmAFOY), (J). 1, on. 23, cnp. 754,

apK. 24-5.
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AkTHEHC BHKOpHCTaHHa SSHKyBaMCHb yKpaiHCBKHX nOBCTaHLi;iB

y 3B’:33Ky 3 (J)aiiiH3MOM Majio B iji,eojioriMHiH KaMnanii nosBrnny

4)yHKi^iK). 3 OAHoro 6oKy, noB’a3yBaHH^ 3 (J)amHCTCbKHMH 3arap6HH-

KaMH AHCKpe^^HxyBajio pyx onopy b onax nacejiCHH^, 3 inmoro— He

flHBJIHHHCB Ha HCKpaBO BHpa^CeHC HaMaraHH^ KOMyHiCTHHHO’i BJia^H

niflKpecjiHTH MajioHHcejiBHicTb cenapaxHCTiB xa ix Heniji,xpHMKy

HacejieHHSM — ^ochxb hibh^ko nocxajia npo6jieMa b Heo6xi^];HOcxi

HO^CHeHHH Macmxa6iB i^boro pyxy i hoxo chpomo^chocxh

xpHBajioro npoxHcxoHHHH HepBOHin apMii. Taxa M02CJiHBicxb o^^paay,

i xaK caMO xpa^Hi^mHO 6ijibmoBHKiB, 6yjia noB’^aana bhkjhohho

3 niflxpHMKOK) “6aH^^HxiB” 3-3a Kopj];oHy. Ha nepmoMy exani

6opoxb6h (1944-1945 pp.) (J)yHKi^iio aaMOBHHKlB BHKonyBaB rixjiepiB-

CBKHH peacHM. Ha APyroMy, 3 poaropxaHH^M xojioflHo'i bIhhh -

aHFJio-aMepHKaHCBKi “n^najiiOBaHi bIhhh”.

Bpemxi pemx, MaH:ace yci 3BHHyBaHCHHa yKpamcBKHx Hau;ioHajii-

cxIb y apaj^HHi^xBi cbofo napo^^y paj^anctKoio nponaraHj^oio nicjia

bIhhh 6yjiH 3Bej];eHi fojiobhofo nocxyjiHxy — aBHHyBaneHHa y

cnpo6i apyfeyBaxH j^ep:»caBy, iiKa “aBijiBHHJia cbIx bI^ ^^amnaMy”.

BHKOpHCXOByiOHH CBOK) HCpeMOFy Hafl HiMeHHHHOK) y ^pyFiH

cbIxobIh BiiiHi, pa^HHCtKi i^i,eojioFH hocxIhho noBxopiOBajiH yjiio6jie-

Hy j^OKxpHHy: xIjibkh aaB^SKH flpyHc6i napofllB xa ^i,onoM03i bcithkofo

pycBKOFO Hapo^^y CPCP xmIf noj^ojiaxH Bopoxa bcbofo JiiojxcxBa; caMe

y Apy^Si paAHHCBKHX napofllB i nojHiFaG CHJia sep:acaBH i aanoF li

MaH6yxHix nepeMOF, ycniniHOi nicji^BoeHHOi Bij^6yfl,OBH xa xapanx

36epe3ceHHH MHpy. A yKpamcBKi Hai^ioHanicxH, HaMaxaiOHHCB

apyHHyBaxH i^en coioa, BiflipBaxH yKpamcBKHH napo^i; bI^ spy^Hboi

cIm’i pa^MHCLKHx Hapo^i;iB, Hanedxo no36aBJiHK)XB YKpaiHy aaxHcxy,

M03CJIHB0CXH Ho6yAyBaxH flo6pe, aadeaneMene xa cxa6ijitHe ^cHxxa

i KH^i,aK)XB n flo “jian xhhchx 3aFap6HHKiB” KanixajiicxiB. I b u;bOMy

HOJiaxaG IX FOJiOBHe nicjiaBOGHHe “apa^HHi^xBo”, ix HiKi^jiHBicxb

CBOFO Hapofly.

Ihihhm 3aco6oM y ^OBe^^eni Bi^ipBaHOCXH yKpamcBKHX Hau;ioHa-

jiicxiB bIji, Hapo^y 6yjio npoxHcxaBJieHHs pyxy ihhpokhm KOJiaM

HacejicHHH coi^kjiBHO-eKOHOMiHHo. Hai^ioHajibHO-BH3BOJiBHHH pyx

6yB npoFOJiomeHHH KOMymcxaMH 6yp3cya3HHM no cboih cyxi. Tyx

cxajio B npHFOj];! nonepe^i;HG aBHHyBaneHHa ynacHHKlB cxanoBJicHHa

yKpaiHCBKOi flep^caBHOcxH 1917-1921 pp. y 6yp:acya3HOMy Haixionaji-

i3Mi. CaMe bohh — u;i “noMimHKH xa KanixajiicxH”, aa BepciGio

6ijH>moBHKiB, eMixpyBaBHiH, npo^ajiHCii axoflOM na cjiyHc6y npoxH
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CBoro Hapofly IlojiLmi xa HiMen^HHi i yxBopHJiH OYH-yilA. Bhko-

pHcxaHH^, y saHOMy pasi, 6ijibui0BHLi,bK0K) nponafaH^oio d;hx j^box

KpaiH SBHHaHHO HC BHEa^KOBC. BOHO npO^HKTOBaHe Tpa«HI];iHHO

Bopo:acHM cxaBjiCHH^M HacejieHH^ Saxi^Hboi YKpaiHH i nojib-

CbKHX, i HiMei^bKHX 3arap6HHKiB. OaKXHHHa a6cypji;HicTb xaxHX

SBHHyBaneHb KOMynlcxiB He ^i,y:*;e XBHJiiOBajia. IlepeBa^cHa ac

SijibuiicTb THX, 3 MicD;eBoro nacejieHHH, xxo noxpanHB ^^o JiaB

IloBCTaHCbKoi apMii, 3a Bepcieio 6ijibuioBHKiB, 3po6hjih ti;e homhjiko-

BO, npocTO 6axaiOHH 6opoxHCH 3 4)amH3MOM. Taxy MoaxjiHBicxb im,

HaHeSxo, “6pexjiHBo” noo6ii^HJio na^axH Hau,ioHajiicTHHHe KepiBHHH,-

TBO. CaMe HHX, d;hx HaHe6xo “o6MaHyxHx”, xa ix po^HH, cnpHMo-

Bana 6yjia 6ijibmicxb anxHHai^ioHajiicxHHHHX 3BepHeHb xa o6ii^HHKH

aMHecxii. LI,eH CBoepi^HHH 6ijibmoBHixbKHH 3aci6 BC^eHHH arixai];ii

B3ce Heoj^HOpaaoBO npHBepxaB ce6e yaary flocjii^HHKiB pianax

KpaiH. S^iHCHiOBajiHCH HaBixb chpo6h ni^paxyBaxH aarajibny

KijibKicxb xaxHX aBepnenb 3 aMHecxi^MH. Tax, Bi^i,OMHH (})paHi^y3bXHH

icxopHx H. Bepx y cBom xhh31 napaxyaaB cIm no^i,i6HHX o6ii^aHox

aMHecxii xijibXH aa nepioa, 3 jihhhh 1944 poxy no rpy^i;eHb 1949 p7

Taxa HOflBiHHa cnpHMoaaHicxb aaepnenb, ax, 6e3nocepeflHbo, ^o

CBo'ix Boporia (a Mexoio poaxojiy ix pyxy), xax i ^^o nacejieHHa

(flacepejia (|)opMyBaHHa xa ni^xpHMXH yxpamcbxoro pyxy onopy)

6yjia, MoacHa cxaaaxH, xjiacHHHOio ji,Jia pocincbXHX xoMyrncxia.

Bapxo ara^axH, y axocxi npHXjia^i,a, HanncaHHH aa j^opyaennaM

Pa^^HapxoMy 3(16) rpy^na 1917 poxy cneu;iaabHOK) xoMicieio, flo

cxaa^y axoi, aoxpena, Bxoji,HaH B.I. Henin xa H.B. Cxaain, “Mani-

(Jiecxy ^o yxpaiHCbxoro napo^y 3 yabXHMaxHBHHMH BHMoraMH ^o

YxpaiHCbxoi pa«H”,^ ni^i; aac nonepe^Hboro (1917-1921 poxia)

npoxHcxoaHHa Miac 6mbmoBHxaMH xa cenapaxHcxcbXHMH, no

Bij;HomeHHK) «o hhx, yxpaiHCbXHMH cnaaMH.

Ilpoxe, aBHHyaaaeHHa y 6ypacya3HOMy Hat^ionaaiaMi b i^iaoMy

6yao npHxaMaHHe xoMyniaoBamn xpaini, axa noBcxaaa b peBoaiOLi;ii

i 3 racaoM 6opoxb6H 3 yciM “6ypacya3HHM” caixoM. I(iaxoM aoria-

HHM maaxoM, yci Boporn peacHMy aaxoMaxHaHO aanncyBaanca «o

aaa npoxnaeacHoro 6iabmoBHxaM xanixaaicxHanoro xa6opy. Xoaa,

7. H. Bepx, HcTopHM CoBercxoro rocyMapcTsa. 1900-1991 rr. ( MocKBa, 1995),

339.

8. B. H. JleHHH, CovHHeHwi, x. 26 ( JleHmrpaff, 1949), 323-5.
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HacnpaB^^i, nmKHMH “KaniTajiicTaMH” xa “iMnepiBJiicxaMH” yKpam-

ctKi Hati;ioHajiicTH sBHHaHHO He 6yjiH, sajiHmaioHHCB, bk i sa naciB

nepmoi yKpaiHctKOi ^i,ep2caBHOCTH, cKopime, coii;mji-j],eMOKpaTaMH.

OaniHSM, niKi;;jiHBHH nax^ioHajiisM, 3pa^HHii;TBO xa 6yp:acya3HicxL

— yci i^i acncKXH i^eojioriHHOi KaMnanii 3HaHHiJiH CBoe Bi^^o6pa:*;eH-

HB B:*:e y nepniHX nocxanoBax U,K BKI1(6) xa LI,K KIl(6)y anxHHa-

uioHajiicxHHHoro cnp^MyaanH^. CaMm MacoBO-nojiixHHHin po6oxi 3

HacejieHHBM npo6jieMHoro, «jib KOMynicxiB, periony na^i,aBajiocii

BCJIHKe 3HaHeHHB.

BKa3yiOHH Ha Heji,0JiiKH y opraHiaai^ii xa npoBefl;eHi MacoBO-

HOJiixHHHOi P060XH cepefl nacejieHHa aaxij^nix o6jiacxeH YPCP, U,K

BKn(6), y CBom, B^ce ara^yBaniH BHU^e, nocxanoBi BiJ^ 27 BepecHB

1944 p., 30KpcMa, BHMaraB:

BBa^EcaxH nepmoHeproBHM i HanrojioBHiniHM saBflaHH^CM napxifenx

opraHisapiK saxi^Hix o6jiacxeH YKpaiHH Bcedinne poaropxaHHa

nojiixHHHo’i P060XH B Macax i, oco6jihbo na cejii, niflBHipeHHa

nojiixHHHo’i aKXHBHOCXH KOMynicxiB.

3o6oB’a3axH napxinm opraHiaapii saxi^mx oSjiacxeii YPCP
nocHJiHXH nojiixHHHy i iflCOJioriHHy 6opoxb6y npoxH yKpamcBKO-

HiMepBKHX HapioHajiicxiB.

IlapxiHHi opraHiaapii noBHHHi BHKpHBaxH ifleojioriio i Ainjib-

HicxB yKpai'HCBKO-HiMepbKHX HapionajiicxiB nx HaHJHOxiniHx

BoporiB yKpaiHCbKoro napofly, ax penHHX nciB rixjiepiBCbKHx

iMnepiajiicxiB i noKaaaxH HacejieHHio, ipo cane pi Boporn yKpam-

CbKoro Hapofly apnaaioxb Bip6ypoBy HopMajibHoro :acHTxa nacejiCH-

Ha B saxipnix o6jiacxax YKpaiHH.

IlapxiHHi opraHisapii noBHHHi ninpoKO BHKopHCxoByBaxH y

flpypi i y Bcin aXixapiHHO-nponaXaHpHcxcbKiH po6oxi cijaKXH

SJiofliiicxB HiMeii,bKO-(|)amHCTCbKHx 3arap6HHKiB i i’x jiaKei’a —
yKpai'HCbKO-HiMepbKHx HapioHajiicxiB, po3HCHioBaxH HacejieHHio,

ipo xijibKH PapHHCbKa pepxcaBa, 3acHOBaHa na ppyxc6i napopiB,

3a6e3neHye xpypaipHM aaxipnix o6jiacxeH YKpaiHH cnpaBXCHio

CBo6oAy, MaxepiajibHHH po6po6yx i uibhakc KyjibTypne apocxan-

HH.'

IJ,iKaBO, mo BHMarajiocH, xaK02c, 3BepHyxH oco6jiHBy ynary na

po6oxy cepep MicbKo’i xa cijibCbKoi’ iHxejiireHpii. OcKijitKH 6e3

“BHXOBaHHH iHxejiireHpii y papPHCbKOMy pyci, 6c3 3aji)^eHHH u po

aKXHBHo'i ynacxi y pep:*;aBHOMy i KyjibxypnoMy 6ypiBHHn;xBi HeMo:2C-

9. PPACm, 17, on. 116, cnp. 175, apK. 7-8.
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jiHBO ycniuiHO BHpimHXH saB^aHHa, iiKi ctohtb nepe^ napxiHHHMH

i pa^^HCBKHMH opraHi3ai];mMH saxi^^nix o6jiacxeii yPCP”.^° Sa^Jiii

i^boro, 30KpcMa, peKOMeH^i;yBajiocii Bi^^^paBHXH b Saxij^Hio YKpamy
Ha HocxiHHy po6oxy hojiIxhhho nepcBipeHHx i niflxoxoBJieHHx

npau;iBHHKiB b o6jiacxi nayKH xa KyjibxypH.

LI,K BKII(6) CBoeK) nocxanoBoio 3o6oB’5i3yBaB napxiiiHi opraniaa-

u,ii yPCP aKXHBiayBaxH i arixai^iHHO-nponaraH^HcxcBKy po6oxy cepeji,

MOJioj^i aaxi^Hix o6jiacxeH, nparnyxH aajiynHXH n ao 6opoxb6n 3

iAeojiorieio “yKpamcBKO-HiMei^bKHx” HauionajilcxiB. IIInpoKO

BHKopHcxoByBaxH y arixau,iHHO-nponaraHAHCxcLKiH po6oxi na cejii

4)aKx poa^ani acMJii cejianaM. Taxa yaara ^i,o D;boro KOHKpexHoro

acncKxy cxae apoayMijioio, aKmo ara^axH, m,o caMe cxpax cijiBCbKoro

HacejieHHa nepeji; nomnpeHHiiM na Saxi^Hio yKpamy Kojirocnnoro

jia^y 6yB o^khm 3 ochobhhx hhhhhkIb aHxnpa^i,5iHCBKHx nacxpoiB y

perioHi, Ha axHx, b cbok) nepry, 6aayBaBCH Hai^ioHajiBHO-BH3BOJiBHHH

pyx. CaMe xoMy, 3^0J^0M, i y pimennax LI,K KII(6)y aeMCJiBHOMy

HHxaHHK) 6yjia npH^mena ananna yaara.

KpiM BHMor, IJ,K BKI1(6) a^iHCHHB axi aaxo^H no Ha^i;aHHK)

flOHOMOXH napxiHHHM opraHi3au;i)iM YPCP. SoKpeMa, 3ri^i,HO

HacxyHHHx HOCxaHOB Opr6iopo Ho. 175/4r. b1^ 27 Bepecna 1944 p.

“Hpo aaxo^H ji,onoMorH yKpamcBKOi PCP y cnpaai noKpan^aHH^

MacoBO-HOJiixHHHOi 1 KyjiBxypHO-npocBixHHLi;bKoi po6oxh”“ i Ho.

191/5rc. Bij]; 22 rpyj^na 1944 p. “Hpo aaxo^iH aohomoxh aaxi^nlM

o6jiacxMM yPCP y cnpaBi noKpam,aHHa MacoBO-nojiixHHHo’i i

KyjibxypHO-npocBixHHixbKOi po6oxn”.^^ YnpaBJiinnio xa^piB xa

ynpaBJiiHHK) nponaraH;i;H xa arixai^ii H,K BKH(6) flopj^ajioc^

ni^i;i6paxH xa Bi^npaBHXH y poanopn^acenH^ H,K KH(6)y na nocxinny

po6oxy ^eciixb KBajii4)iKOBaHHx nponaraHAHCxcbKHX npai^iBHHKlB,

BiciM 3aBij];yioHHx Ka4)e«paMH MapKCHaMy-jiCHiniaMy b Byaax i ji;ecHXb

raaexHHx npai;iBHHKiB 3 nncjia BHnycKHHKiB H,eHxpajibHHx raaexHHX

KypciB npH H,K BKH(6). KpiM xoro, YnpaBJimH^M ^po^araH^^H xa

arixaii;ii U,K BKH(6) y Jincxona^i 1944 p. ^^o^axKOBO ^o B:ace

npaixK)K)HHx y JlbBiBCbKm, TepHonijibCbKiH, ^poro6Hu,bKiH xa

laMaiJibCbKiH o6jiacxcH YPCP, xepMinoM na xpn Micaui Bi^^npaBjiajiH-

10. PrACm, 43 . 17, on. 116, cnp. 175, apK. 6.

11. PFACni, 45 . 17, on. 116, cnp. 175, apK. 10-11.

12. PFACni, 4)- 17, on. 116, cnp. 191, apK. 17.
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ca nponrpynH HepniBei^bKOi, PiBHCHCLKOi, Bojihhcbkoi i Cxanic-

jiaBiBCbKoi o6jiacTen7 ^ KpiM Ka^^pOBoi, IJ,K KII(6)y Ha^aBajiaca i

TexHiHHa flonoMora y cnpaBi Bi;i,6yAOBH pa^i;ioMepe2ci xa nojiirpa(J)iH-

Ho'i npOMHCJiOBOCXH (nocxanoBa Opr6iopo Ho. 191 5 rc).

KepyiOHHCB caMe ii;hmh pimenHaMH BHmoro napxiiiHoro

KepiBHHL^xBa, Bxce bocchh 1944 poxy H,K KH(6)y 6yjio poaropHyxo

HcproBy niHpOKOMacmxa6Hy aHXHHai^ionajricxHHHy KaMnaniio b

saxiflHix o6jiacxjix yPCP.

HonaxoK m noKJiana nocxanoBa nojiix6K)po H,K KH(6)y Ho. 47

36-on. Bifl 7 BepecH^ 1944 p. “Hpo saxoj^H no BHRonanmo nocxanoBH

H,K BKH(6) Bw 27 Bepecna 1944 poxy “Hpo neflOJiiKH b nojiixHHHin

npan,i cepe^i; nacejiCHHii saxi^^nix o6jiacxen yPCP”.^"^ 3a neio,

soKpcMa, “na ji,onoMory odxoMaM KH(6)y” 6yjia Bi;i;pB:flxceHa rpyna

xepiBHHX napxiiiHHX npai^iBHHKiB, mkI noBHHni 6yjin bs^xh ynacxt

y napa^i,ax o6jiacHHX napxinnnx bkxhbIb, HaMiMennx na 10-11

xoBxna B ycix saxi^nix o6jiacxax yKpainn, i sacjiyxaxn 3Bixni

j^onoB^i cexpexapiB o6kom1b npo “Cxan nojiixHHHo'i npan;i cepe^^

nacejiCHH^ i npo saxo^n no BHRonannio pimenna U^K BKH(6)”. Tax,

Xpyni;oB Bi^i;’ix^];3caB ^i;o JltBiBCLXo'i oOjiacxi.*^ HocxanoBa naxasyBa-

jia noxjiacxH y ocnoBy Bciei MacoBO-nojiixHHHOi po6oxn pimenna H,K

BKH(6), sBepnyBmn oco6jiHBy yaary na cejio; BHXopncxoByBaxn

“BHxpnxxa yxpaiHCbxo-HiMeu;LXHX Hau;ioHajiicxiB” BHCxynn y

nepioj],Hn,i i no pa^io npeflcxaBnnxiB yxpa'incbxoi inxenirenixii. B u;iH

nocxanoBi U^K Bnepnie SBcpnyB yaary i na po6oxy cepe^ 2cinox,

oco6jihbo na cejii, nicjia BinnH bohh cxjiajtajin SHannnH b1j];coxox

nacejiCHH^. SroflOM, n;eH nanp^MOx ij^eojiorinnoi poOoxn BHOxpe-

MHXbCH i cxane oahhm 3 ochobhhx, ax i po6oxa cepeji; MOJio^i. KpiM

xoro, 3riflHO 3 nocxanoBoio H,K BKH(6) Ho. 175 4, npn Bi^^ijii

nponaran^^H xa arixau;ii U,K cxBopiOBajiaca rpyna ;i,onoBi«aniB

cnei^iajibHO ^Jia oprani3au;n moMicannnx Bi^pa^^acenb y aaxi^ni

o6jiacxi i npoBeflenna xaM arixan;ii. Anajiorinni rpynn npononyaa-

jioca cxBopnxH i npn o6xoMax. Bi^iJiy nponaran^n xa arixan;ii

xaxoac ^opynajioct ni^roxyBaxn xa BHji,axH J^JTa arixaxopiB Maxepiajin

npo yxpaincBxo-niMen,LXHX nai^ionajiicxiB i npo “^pyac6y

13. PrACni, 4). 17, on. 116, cnp. 175, apx. 10.

14. IlflAFOy, 4). 1, on. 6, cnp. 739, apK. 31-9.

15. IlJ],Aroy, 4). 1, on. 6, cnp. 739, apK. 32.
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Hapo^i,iB”.'^ SoKpeMa, y ^o^axKax nocxaHOBH, 6yjio BanjiaHOBane

BH^aHHa 25-XHCiIHHHM XHpa^CCM BlflOMOl 6pomypH “yKpaiHCBKO-

HiMeu,bKi Haii,ioHajiicxH — Jiioxi BopoxH Hamoro napofly”/^ BiOTin,

cnijiBHO 3 BiTOijiOM Kaji;piB, noBHHen 6yB xaKO^c nocxifino cjiiji;KyBaxH

sa sMicxoM Bcix raaex i ni«i6paxH xa Bi^npaBHXH y aaxij^Hi perioHH

Ha HocxiHHy npaii,K) rpyny BHKJia^i,aHiB, nponaraHji,HcxcbKHx i

raaexHHx po6ixHHKiB.^^ B H,ijioMy, nocxanoBOio 6yjia BHaHaneHa

ocHOBHa cxpyKxypa, cxeMa opranisaD,!! aHXHHaH;ioHajiicxHHHOi

iAeojioriMHOi KaMnaHii, hkoi napxiiiHe KepiBHHi^xBo j^oxpHMyBajioca

yBCCb HacxynHHH nepio^. Ajie cxpyxxypa, ne ^i,HBJiaHHCb na, b

npHHD,Hni, BejiHKHH o6car ^^OKyMeHxy, b ^i;aHOMy pasi 6yjia OKpecjie-

Ha j],ocHXb cxcMaxHHHO. B 3B’a3Ky 3 XHM, H];o nocxanoBOK) 6yjio

nepeflSaHCHe cKJiHKaHHH njicnyMy L1,K KIl(6)y 3 D,boro nnxaHHH,

MKHH i HOBHHeH 6yB CBO€K) pe30JH0i;ieK) BH3HaHHXH KOHKpeXHi

niJiaxH BHKOHaHHH HOcxaHOBH LI,K BKI1(6) 6ijibm flOKJia^HO.

Ha njienyMi, hkhh npoxo^HB 22-24 JIHCxo^a^^a 1944 p., 6yjiH

aacjiyxani 3BixHi ^onoBi^i cexpexapiB o6kom1b xa cexpexapiB

o6kom1b 3 nponaraH^i,H xa arixai^i'i aaxi^nix o6jiacxeii yPCP npo cxan

i^eojioriHHOi po6oxH y petioni. 3i cboimh ^onoBi^];HMH BHCxynnjiH

xaKOxc XpymoB xa npHcyxHiH na njienyMi rojioBa ynpaBjiinna

nponaranj^H xa arixaii;ii UK BKH(6) t. <J>. AjiCKcan^poB.

OcHOBHi H0JI03CeHHa BClx D,HX BHCXynlB HOCJlij^OBHO 3HaHUIJIH

CBoe Bij^o6paxeHHH b peaojiioi^ii njienyMy. I xona 0(J)iixmH0 6yB

^epe^^6aHeHHH poaxjiHj; jiHUie npai^i xpbox o6KOMiB (BojiHHCbKoro,

CxaHicjiaBiBCbKoro i HepmBeubKoro), hphhhhxI pimeHHa mbjih

Bi^i,HomeHH^ i ^,0 Bcix inninx o6jiacxeH SaxijiHbOl yKpaiHH. Hpoxe,

Ha HJiCHyMi, BHH],e KepiBHHu;xBO bhhjio npeji;cxaBHHKiB o6kom1b ne

xijibKH npaBHJibHO 6y^iyBaxH cbok) ^eojioriHHy 6opoxb6y 3 Hai^iona-

jiiaMOM, ajie i “Bipno” BHCJiOBjiiOBaxHCH. UixaBHM CBoeio cynepcHHic-

XK) e XOH 4^aKX, U1,0 0^1,H0HaCH0 3 BHMOrOK) 30 npeflCXaBHHKiB

perioHajibHOi napxmHo'i HOMCHKjiaxypH 6ijibm ^OKjia^Ho, 6e3

npHXOByBaHb, iH^)opMyBaxH aaci^annH npo Haii;ioHajiicxiB i xi^

6opoxb6H 3 HHMH, HCO^HOpaaoBO niflKpecjHOBajiacH He^oi^ijibHicxb

“nepe6ijibHieHb” 3iei npo6jieMH. SoKpena, npo “naMaraHnn arycxHXH

16. IlpoTOKOJi Ho. 47 saciflaHHH nojiiT6K>po I1,K KH(6)y, 16-31 acoBTHa 1944 p.,

miAroy, 1, on. 6, cnp. 739, apK. 35.

17. TaM ace, apK. 100.

18. TaM ace, apK. 39.
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(J)ap6H” sra^taB y CBOGMy BHCxyni MaHyiJiLCBKHH^^ (sacxynHHK

rojiOBH PHK i HapKOM iHOseiviHHx cnpaB YPCP, ^jien U,K BKII(6)).

iHinHH ^onoBiflan — ccKpexap flporo6Hij;LKoro o6KOMy Kri(6)y no

nponaran^],i xa arixai^ii A.H. flenncHKO — sacBij^nnB EtiKaBy

BKasiBKy, oxpHMany 3 IJ,K KII(6)y, npo xe, mo “ne cjim n;ijiKOM

BHCBixjiioBaxH n;e nnxanHii, ne cjii^ po6nxH 3 ntoro, mk KaxcyxB,

MHpoBoi nojiixHKH, ajic noKa3yBaxH Hai^ionajiicxiB 6aH^^HxiB ...

xpe6a”.^*^

BHRonanna piment Ll^K BKri(6) xa IJ,K KIl(6)y B^ijiOM

nponaran^i,H xa arixami 6yB CKJiafl,eHHH njian aaxo^B, b a.KOuy,

30KpeMa, nepe^],6aHajiocH npoBeAenna pa^^y o6jiacHHX xa Bi^OMHHX

napafl. KpiM xoro, y I|K KII(6)y 6yjio BMpimeno opraniayBaxH

xaKo:ac ninpOKOMacnixadni 3i6paHH5i-^];eM0Hcxpai^ii rpOMa^^cBKOcxn

aaxmnix o6jiacxen yKpamn. Ilpn i^BOMy, BHKopncxoByBaBca

neo^^HopaaoBO Bxce 3xaj],yBaHHH i peKJiaMOBanHH XpymoBHM
npHHi^nn “ji;H4)epeHLi,mi^ii” arixai^mnoi po6oxn aa cxanoBOio xa

bIkobok) oanaKOK). Tax, CBoeio nocxanoBoio Ho. 38/157-on. “Hpo

aaxoflH no BojinnctKin o6jiacxi” Bifl 13 Jincxona^a 1944 p. Opr6iopo

^03BOJiajio BojiHHCbKOMy o6xoMy y JiHcxonafli-rpysni 1944 p.

npOBecxn: “(a) o6jiacny napa^y inxenifenn;!'!’ na 525 nojiOBix, (6)

o6jiacny napa^i,y cejian na 900 nojioBiK i (b) oOjiacny napa^y MOJio^i

na 500 nojiOBiK”.^^ Ha napa^ax nepe^Sananoca nnxanna jieKn;ii na

xeMy “yKpamcBKO-niMeixBKi nai^ionajilcxH, aanexjii Boporn yKpain-

CLKoro napofly”. Ananorinna o6jiacna napaj^a cenan 6yjia npoBe^^ena

i y M. JIbBOBi, aa inmmxHBOio JIbBiBCbKoro oOxoMy. Cbogk) nacxyn-

HOK) nocxanoBOK) aa Ho. 39/24-on. bIa 21 jincxona^a 1944 p.

OprOiopo cxBajiHJio u;i ^bI inmmxHBH, pexoMen^^yBajio yciM o6KOMaM

aaxmnix o6jiacxen yKpamn “npoBecxn odjiacni i panonni napa^n

cejian a nocxanoBOio na nnx ^i,onoBmeH a BHCBixjiennn xaxnx

nnxanb: ... npo noBepncHnn cejinnaM aeMJii, Bmidpanoi y nnx

niMen;bKHMH aarapOnnKaMH, [i] npo 6opoxb6y npoxn yKpa'incbKO-

HiMCixbKHX nan;ioHajiicxiB — nanjnoximnx BoporiB yKpaincbKoro

19. CxeHorpaMa IljieHyMy LIK KIl(6)y (npaBJieHHH cKseMnniip), 22-24 JiHCTona^a

1944 p., miAFOy, 4). 1, on. 1, cnp. 666, apx. 298.

20. IlpoTOKOJi Ho. 7 HjicnyMy D^K KH(6)y (2-n 6K3.), 22-24 jracTona^a 1944 p.,

miAPOy, 4). 1, on. 1, cnp. 662, apx. 334.

21. LOlAroy, 45. 1, on. 9, cnp. 215, apK. 69-70.
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Hapoji;y”.^^ KpiM xoro, peKOMCHAyBajioca npoBecxH MicBKi i panoHni

360PH iHxejiireni^ii, 3 nocxanoBKOio na hhx u;hx caMHx nHxant.

^JIa 6ijibin KOHKpexHoro incxpyKxaxy 3 npo6jieMH opraHi3aii,ii

arixai^iiiHO-nponaraH^^HcxcbKOi po6oxH Opr6iopo CBoeio nocxanoBOK)

Ho. 39/92-on. Bifl 4 rpyji;HM 1944 p. “Hpo PecnydniKanctKy napa^y 3

nHxaHB nponafaH^i;H i arixaii;ii” fl03BOJiajio CKJiHKaxH 25 rpy^na 1944

p. xpbox j^eHHe 3i6paHHji cexpexapiB o6KOMiB i MicbKKOMiB KH(6)y

no nponaran^i, pe^axxopiB pecny6jiiKancbKHx i o6jiacHHx ra3cx i

:acypHajiiB, ^^eaxHX 3aBi^],yiOHHx Bi^;^^ijiaMH nponaran^n i arixaixii

MicbKKOMiB xa paHKOMiB, i pe^^aKxopiB MicbKHx i panoHnnx raaex,

KCpiBHHKiB JICKXOpCbKHX Xpyn o6KOMiB.^^

B i^en :5Ke nac 6yjia aanonaxKOBana noBa npaKXHKa — 3i6panHa

Mi^codjiacHHx napafl y Saxi^nin YKpaiHi. Hapaji,H ^poBO^^HJIHca 3a

anajiorinHHM o6jiacHHM a’is^aM npHni^nnoM j^H(J)epeHixiaLi,ii.

SoKpcMa, cnijibHOK) 3 Pa^^OK) Hapo^^HHX KOMicapiB nocxanoBoio

nojiix6iopo 3a Ho. 52/21 -on. Biji; 21 ^py^^Ha 1944 p., Hapo^noMy
KOMicapiaxy ocBixn YCCP ^03boji5uiocm CKjiHKaxn xaxy Mi:aco6jiacHy

napa^y aKxnay BnnxejiiB aaxi^nix o6jiacxen YKpainn y m. JIbBOBi 5

cinna 1945 p., b noBicxn;! bkoi ^^py^HM nnxannaM cxoajio:

“YKpaiHCbKO-niMen,bKi nai^ionajiicxn na cjiy:*;6i niMcubKoro

iMnepiajii3My”.“^ Y napa^i;i b3^b ynacxb ManyiJibCbKnn. Hianime,

Horo ^i,onoBij];b 6yjia BHj^ana OKpcMOK), ^^y:*;e b^omoio b icxopnnHin

nayu;i 6pomypoK).^^

Hacxynna MixK:o6jiacHa napa^a, na i^en paa pe^aKxopiB panoHnnx

i MicbKHx raaex aaxi^nix o6jiacxen YPCP, 6yjia CKJiHKana arij^no 3

nocxanoBOK) Opr6iopo Ho. 43/ 23-on. Bi« 3 6epe3na 1945 p. Bi^^ijiy

nponaran^];H i arixai^ii H^K KH(6)Y ^^oaBOJi^Jioca CKJiHKaxn 15-18

6epe3na b m. JIbbobI Mi:aco6jiacHy napa^^y pe^aKxopiB mIcbkhx i

panonnnx raaex aaxi^nix o5jiacxen YPCP xa aaBi^yionnx ceKxopaMH

npecH i incxpyKxopiB no npeci o6kom1b KH(6)Y, kIjibkIcxio ynacnn-

22. IlflAroy, 4). 1, on. 9, cnp. 220, apK. 15.

23. IlHAFOy, 4). 1, on. 9, cnp. 220, apK. 74.

24. Ilpo CKJiHKaHHH MlacoOjiacHOi napaflH aKXHBy BnnTejiiB 3axi;o,Hix oOjiacTen

yPCP y M. JIbBOBi, IlHAroy, 4>- 1, on. 6, cnp. 753, apx. 32-3.

25. fl. 3. ManyijibCbKHH, yKpamcbKO-mMeBhKi HapioHajiicTH Ha cjiyxdi y
(pauiHCTCLKOi HmewHHH: JJonoBip;L na Hapaffi yHHrejiiB saxiffmx odjiacren

yKpaiHH, 6 civHM 1945 p. (Khib: YKpflepxcBHflaB, 1945).
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KiB 150 hojiobIk.^^ y nopaj];Ky po6oxH Mi:*;o6jiacHOi Hapa^i;H,

nepniHM 6yjio aanjianoBane xaKe nnxaHHa: “3aB;i;aHHa npecH y

Bi^6y^i,OBi HapoflHoro rocnoji;apcxBa i poarpoM 5TcpaiHCbKO-HiMei];BKHX

Hai];ioHajiicxiB”. KpiM xoro, ynacHHKiB Hapa^i,H ccKpexapcM

JlLBiBCBKoro oOKOMy KII(6)y Fano'XKO 6yjia npoHHxana incxpyKXHB-

Ha JieKn;ia “yKpaiHCBKO-HiMeii;BKi i nojiBCBKi Hai^ionajiicxH na cjiy^cOi

y rixjiepa”. Ilo^i,i6Ha yBara U,K rasex ne BHna^KOBa, ockIjibkh

raaexH 6yjiH o^khm 3 He6araxBOx aacoOiB MacoBoi iH^JopMau,!! na

xoH HSLC i MajiH BCJiHKe SHaHCHHa y nouiHpeHHi aHXHHau;ioHajiic-

XHHHo’i arixau,!! cepe^ HacejieHHii. A b yMOBax o6Me:>KeHOcxH

nponafaHflHcxcBKHMH xa^paMH i Bi^i;cyxHocxH b OijiBinocxi 3 hhx

^oOpo'i i^],eojioriHHoi nij];roxoBKH, caMe raaexH xa Maxepi^JiH, ind b

HHX ApyxyBajiHCii, cjiyryBajiH xieio Bi^npaBHOK) xohkok), na axy

CHHpajiHca y CBom arixai^inniH po6oxi Micu,eBi nponaran^^HcxcBKi

npan,iBHHKH xa aKXHBicxH. Ilpo xy pojiB, axy Bi^^irpaioxB y npoBeflen-

Hi arixai^iHHO-nponaraH^],HcxcBKOi poOoxH raaexH xa paji;io roBOpHB

y CBOiH flonoBi^i;! me na JiHcxona^];oBOMy nuenyMi XpymoB. HnMajio

yBaxH npHflijiHB D;BOMy HHxaHHio i LI^K BKII(6).

y 1945 pom 5yjia, xaxo^c, aanoHaxKOBana npaKXHxa npOBe^eHE^

Mi3co6jiacHHx Hapaj^ cexpexapiB oOkomIb i HanajiBHHKiB o6jiynpaB-

jiIhb Hapo^Horo KOMicapinxy BHyxpimmx cnpaB (HKBC) i Hapo^i;HO-

ro KOMicapi^xy ^ep^caBHOi OeancKH (HKJI,B). B xpaani xaxa Hapa^^a

6yjia CKJiHKaHa y m. JIbbobI b u po6oxi b33b 5^acxB i XpymoB. BecB

BHCxyn ocxaHHBoro 6yB npHCBaneHHH caMe npoOjieMi 6opoxb6h 3

yKpamCBKHM Haii;iOHaJIBHO-BH3BOJIBHHM pyXOM.^^

Ilm Hac flpyroro cboxo BmpMfl3ceHHii y aaxmni perioHH yPCP y

jiHHHi 1945 p. XpymoB 3hob BmBiflaB JiBBiBCBKy o6jiacxB, xax

caMO, y 3B’H3Ky 3 hoxo npmaflOM, 6yjia aiOpana napa^^a cexpexapiB

oOkomIb i HanajiBHHKiB oOjiynpaBJiiHB HKBC xa HKJI,B aaxmnix

oOjiacxen yPCP, na hkIh nepniHH cexpexap LI^K KH(6)y 16 jihhhji

1945 p. BHCxynHB 3 ,rronoBi,T^,n,TO 3H0B hobhIcxio npHCBHHemH

npoOjieMi opraHi3an;ii 6opoxb6h 3 Haii;ioHajii3MOM. Ha i^eii paa,

XpymoB oKpeMO aynHHHBCH caivre na HHxaHHi arixamiiHO-nponaraH-

26. ripo CKJiHKaHHa MiacoSjiacHoi Hapa^H pe^aKTopiB panoHHHX i MicbKHX raaex

3axiji;Hix o6jiacTeH YPCP, imAFOY, cJj. 1, on. 9, cnp. 243, apx. 7

27. Bncxyn XpymoBa M. C. na napafli ceKpexapiB o6KOMiB, nanajiBHHKiB

oSjiynpaBJiiffi. HKBC xa HKUB y m. JIbbobI, 15 xpaBna 1945 p., imAFOY, (J). 1, on.

23, cnp. 1670, apK. 1-7.
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^^HCTCbKOi po60TH 3 HaceJICHHilM. SOKpCMa, KpiM B2Ce TpaflHD,iHHHX

BHMor aKTHBHO npoBO^i;HTH BHxoBHy po6oxy, 6ijibme ^HxaTH JieKii;ii

Ha Micn;ax, cKjiHKaxH HapaflH xa MixHHXH, Xpyn;oB SBepnyB yaary

Mici^cBoro KepiBHHi^xBa na Heo6xij^HicxL cxBopeHHa Micu;eBoro

aKXHBy niHpoKOMacmxa6Horo Horo sajiyMeHHB ^^o opraHiaai^ii

xaKOi po6oxH. Bin noKpnxHKyBaB po6oxy Micn;eBoi npecH b ii;bOMy

HanpBMKy, HanojiBxaiOHH na 6ijibui axxHBHOMy BHKopHcxaHHi y

nponaranj;! 4>aKxy orojiomeHHH aMHecxii noBCxani^HM ^i;o 20 nepBHB

1945 p. i sanponoHyBaB PacHOMy i HanajibKHKaM o6jiacHHx ynpaB-

jiIhb HKBC BHCxynHXH si cxaxxHMH, b hkhx noo6iH,HXH moxcjihbIcxb
• •• • 98

aMHecxii XHM, xxo He bcxhx bbhxhch BKasaHoro xepMiny.

HacKijiBKH xc HpaB^HBHMH y CPCP 6yjiH u,i o61ixhhkh nara^yBaxH

HeMae cency.

HeproBHH H^HOM y 1945 poi^i i^eojioriHHoi anxHHai^ioHajiicxHH-

Hoi KaMnaHii b saxi^nix o6jiacxax YKpaiHH 6yB no’BnaaHHH si

CB^XKyBaHHMM piHHHD;i SailHHXXB XepHXOpii YKpaiHH pa^^HCbKHMH

BincbKaMH. Ha yponncxoMy saci^aHHi, npHCBHMeHOMy i^iii no^ii,

nepniHH cexpexap H,K KH(6)Y XpymoB, shob He odMHHyB npo6jieMy

yKpaiHCbKoro nai^ioHajiisMy. Hicjia ^ocHXb xpHBajioro Bcxyny npo

j^pyxc6y Hapoji;iB b CPCP Bin o6pymHBca na )HcpaiHCbKHH Hau;ioHajib-

HO-BH3BOJibHHH pyx, xpaflHi^iiiHO SBHHyBaxHBUiH Hoxo B “sanpo^aH-

cxBi 6yp:acyHM”, “ji:acenaxpioxH3Mi”, naaiB npHKJia^i;H “3aHe^a^^y ^i,yxy

B pBji;ax Han,ioHajiicxiB” i napenixi noBi^OMHB npo xe, u;o bohh B:ace
• 90

posrpOMJieHi.

Hpoxe, ypoHHcxi ^ohobw BiflpisHHjiHC^ Bi;a; ^iiiCHOCXH. I oji;pa3y,

nicjiB CBHXKyBaHHH piHHHD;i “sBijibHeHH^ YPCP”, nepniHH cexpexap

H^K KH(6)Y 3^^iHCHHB cbok) xpexio 3a 1945 pix noia^Ky flo aaxiflnix

o6jiacxeH pecny6jiiKH. Ha i^en pas Mi3co6jiacHa Hapa^^a cexpexapiB

o6KOMiB KH(6)Y, HanajibHHKiB o6jiacHHX ynpaBJiinb HKBC xa

HKflB 5yjia npoBeflena y m. CxanicjiaBOBi. Y CBom ^onoBi^i, 3 hkok)

Xpyui,OB BHcxynHB na Hapa^^i 23 :*;obxhb 1945 p.,^° xpiM xpa^ni^in-

28 . CTCHorpaMa BHCxyny tob. XpymoBa M. C. na MiacoSiiacHiii napafli ceKpeTapiB

o6KOMiB Kri(6)y, HanajiBHHKiB o6jiynpaBJiiHB HKBC xa HK^B aaxiflHix oSjiacxeH

yPCP, miAroy, Cj). l, on. 23
,
cnp. 2418 , apx. 1-13 .

29. CxenorpaMa flonoB^i XpyuiOBa M. C. na yponncxoMy 3i6panHi npHCBanenoMy
piHHHBi 3BijibHeHHa yKpamn, 19 xcobthh 1945 p., miAPOy, 4>. 1, on. 23, cnp. 1615,

apK. 1-72.

30. CxenorpaMa BHCxyny XpymoBa M. C. na napajii cexpexapiB o6kom1b KH(6)y,
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HOI yBarn BincBKOBHX acneKxiB hpothcto^hh^, bIh nocxaBHB

HHxaHHM npo Heo6xi^HicxB “hochjihxh naxpioxHHHO-nojiixHHHy

po6oxy cepeji; HacejiCHHii”, HHxaHH^ jieKD,iH, ji,onoBi^;eH. U^iKaBHM,

npH xaKiH nocHJienm yBaai Saxi^^HBo’i YKpaiHH b D;ijiOMy i

CxaHicjiaBiBCBKoi' o6jiacxi soKpcMa, bkoi, npo6jieMHOi, 6yjia

nepeneceHa neproBa Miacodjiacna napa^a, axa aaaBHHan 36Hpajiaca

y JltBOBi, cxajio pisxe SBHHyBaneHHM MiciteBHx KCpiBHHKiB y
“posHiHpeHi 3iHHLi;L”. Tax bhcjiobhbcm caM Xpym;oB, roBOpaHH npo

nepe6ijibmeHHji hhmh Macmxa6HOCXH pyxy onopy. Hacxynnoro

24 3COBXHH 1945 p., XpymoB BHCxynHB 3 flonoBij^j^io na napa^
ccKpexapiB paiiKOMiB KIl(6)y i HanajiBHHKiB panoHHHX Bi^^ijiiB

HKBC xa HKJ],B CxanicjiaBiBCLKOi o6jiacxi, 3hob hobhIcxio npHCBa-

HCHOi Hpo6jieMi yKpamcBKoro Hai^ionajiiaMy. I xona ocHOBHa yaara

3HOB npH;i;iji^jiaca 36poHHm 6opoxb6i 3 yKpamcBKHM Haii;ioHajiLHO-

BH3BOJIBHHM pyxoM, XpyH^OB 3xaflaB i npo MacoBO-nojiixnnny po6oxy

cepcA nacejicnna, neodxiAnicxL 6ijiLni mnpoKoro 3ajiyHenHa ^^o

6opoxb6h KOMCOMOJitn;iB xa MicLteBOl inxejiirenu;!’!, BHROpncxann^

paflio y nponaranji,! xa ananenn^ Kojirocnnoro 6y^iBHHi^xBa

npH^ymenna pyxy onopy.

KpiM Bcix i^Hx BHm;e araj^annx aaxofliB, cnpBMOBannx na

noKpani;aHH5i arixau;iHHO-MacoBoi po6oxn cepe^ nacexTenna napxin-

HHX oprani3an;iH xa nifljiexjinx im rpOMa^i;cLKHX ycxanoB, y 1945 p.

IJ^K 6yjia npo^i;oB3ceHa npaKxnxa BH^anna BBepnenb ^o nacejicnn^,

B 3IKHX MicxHJiHca 3aKJiHKH npoxH yKpaiHCBKHX HaixioHajilcxlB.

Ilpoxe, IX KijiBKicxb, nopiBnano 3 1944 p., kojih aax^ni perionn

3naxo^i,Hi[HCM m,e ni^ niMen;BKOK) oxynai^ieio i aBepnenna ^BJi^jinca

(J)aKXHHHO eflHHHM 3aco6oM MacoBo'i arixan;ii b pyxax KOMynicxiB,

6yjia ananno Mennia. Bcboro i'x BnnniJTO noxnpn. Ajie aBepnennaM

Bce uxQ na^i;aBajiocM Bejinxe ananenna b oprani3an;n ifleojiorinnoi

aHXHHau;ioHajiicxHnHoi KaMnanii. Xona, cjiifl; aaanannxn, xena

yKpaincBKoro naixionajiiaMy b hhx B2ce ne 6yjia npoBi^noio. He
xoMy, m;o npo6jieMa 6opoxl6h 3 hhm nocxynoBO Bi^xo^nna na

flpyrnn njian. Bi^xpnxa ny6jiinHicxL xaKoi ^JopMH arixan;ii, b xoh

HanajibHHKiB o6jiynpaBJiiHb HKBC xa HKUB saxi^nix o6jiacxeH y m. CxanicjiaBOBi,

31 rpyffHa 1945 p., imAFOY, cj). 1, on. 23, cnp. 2417, apx. 1-6.

31. Bncxyn xob. XpymoBa M. C. na napafli cexpexapiB PK KH(6)y, HanajibHHKm

paiiBiOTijiiB HKBC xa HK^B CxanicjiaBiBCbKoi o6jiacxi, 31 xcobxhb 1945 p.,

miArOy, 4). 1, on. 23, cnp. 2419, apx. 1-6.
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nac, napxiHHe KepiBHHn;TBO xpa;;Hi;iHHO He nojno6ji3Uio a(|)imy-

BaxH BJiacHi npo6jieMH, thm nane xaKoro CKaH^ajibHoro xapaKxepy,

i o6yMOBHjia pisKHH cnaji; y BH^aHHi ypaj^OBHx SBepneHL. Y 1946 poi^i

Bsarajii 6yjio BH^^ane JiHuie oj^ne xaxe SBepneHHji.

riepmi ;tBa sBepnenHa 1945 p., i HacxKOBO xpexe, HeBHna^^KOBO

6yjiH aApecoBani caMe cijiLCLKOMy HacejieHHio YKpaiHH. U,e 6yjio

noB’^sano 3 nonaxKOM hojilobhx po6ix i BH^aHoi, b sB’asKy 3 i^hm,

nocxanoBOK) U^K BKri(6) “Ilpo MacoBO-nojiixHHHy po6oxy na cejii b

3B’B3Ky 3 niji,roxoBKOK) AO BecH^HOi c1b6h 1945 poxy”. IJ,BOMy xc

HHXaHHK) 6yB HpHCBHHeHHH HepBH6BHH HJICHyM IJ^K Kn(6)y.

Texcx “SBepHCHH^ AO Bcix KOJirocnHHKiB i kojifochhhal, cejian

i ceji^HOK, xpaxxopHcxiB i xpaxxopHCxoK, KOM6afeepiB i KOM6aHHe-

poK, npaAlBHHKiB MTC i paAxocniB, cnen;mjiicxiB cijibCBKoro

rocnoAapcxBa PaA^HCbKoi YKpaiHH” 6yB 3axBcpA^eHHH nocxanoBoio

nojiix6K)po Ho. 58/59-on. bIa 23 6epe3HB 1945 p. “Hpo BBepneHHB

AO Bcix kojifochhhkIb i kojifochhhab, 3a CKOpime BiApOA^eHHB

COAmJlicXHHHOFO cijIBCBKOFO FOCHOAapCXBa PaABHCBKOl YKpaiHH”,^^

I xoHa “yKpaiHCbKO-HiMeD,LKi HaAionajilcxH” b HLOMy jinme 3FaAyBa-

JIHCB, AaHHH AOKyMCHX MaB KijIBKa CBOIX AixaBHX 0C06jIHB0CXeH.

Tax, caMa BHH];e 3a3HaMCHa 3FaAxa, xan Jinme i xIjibxh 3FaAxa, npo

cenapaxHcxcBXHH pyx onopy y aBepncHHi, npHaHanenoMy aji^

cijiBCBXOFo HacejieHHii bcIgi YxpaiHH (a ne xIjibxh n aaxiAHix

peXioHiB), He aycxpinajiaca y anajioFlHHHX paAHHCBXHX BBepnennax

3 nepHioi HOJiOBHHH 1944 p. I no-ApyFe, y nacxHHi 3BepHeHH5i,

aApecoBanoi cneH;iBjiBHO ajih SaxiAHBOi YxpaiHH, po6hxbch oco6jih-

BHH HaFOJioc Ha xaMnanii noBepHenna aeMenB, BiAi6paHHX “HiMeAB-

XHMH HOHeBOJHOBaHaMH”, a caMi aApecanxH, Bxce y niA3aFOJiOBxy,

Ha3HBaioxBC5i xIjibxh “cejianaMH” b xoh nac, ^x yci inmi (MemxaHii;!

iHHIHX peXiOHiB) XOJIXOCHHHXaMH. Il,eH MOMeHX MaB CBoe

3HaHeHHJi, axmo 3xaAaxH, ih,o oahhm 3 ochobhhx acnexxiB anxnpa-

ABHCBxoi nponaXaHAH yxpamcBXHX naAionajilcxiB 6yjio 3ajiaxyBaHHa

MicAeBOFO HacejieHHH 3ixHaHHMM y xojifochh. Toxc, paAHHCBxe

xepiBHHAXBo bmIjio xHMHacoBo HOcxynaxHca hbbIxb y xaxHx

npHHAHHOBHx A^i^ ce6e nnxaHHax, xx xojiexxHBi3aAix, a6n xIjibxh

He ApaxyBaxH nacejieHHB i 6e3 xofo npo6jieMHHx peXioniB.

32. IlAAFOy, 4). 1, on. 6, cnp. 797, apK. 67.
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OaKTHHHO o^HonacHO 6yjio BH^i;aHO iHine SBepHCHHa, sa nocxano-

BOK) nojiiT6iopo Bi;^ 31 6epe3Hii 1945 p. sa Ho. 58/68-on. “Hpo
SBepHCHHa ^i;o cejiiiH i cejianoK saxi^nix oSjiacxeH Pa^HHCLKOi

YKpaiHH”.^^ Ha D,eH pas, y sBepHCHHi, pasoM s xpa^i;HLi;mHo xpHBa-

jiHM nepepaxyHKOM ^ocjirHeHB pafl^HCtKOi BJiaj^H y 3axij];HiH

YKpaiHH xa oco6jihbok) aKixeHxyaixielo na “xyp6oxi npo mHOK” i

“noBepHCHHi seMjii” (ne j^hbji^^hcb na BMimenm xyx ace arixau;ii sa

KOJirocnne 6yji,iBHHi^xBo), SHanno 6ijii>me yaarn npnj^ijiaexBca caMe

yKpaiHCBKOMy Hai^ionajiisMy. Cnei^HcJjiHHicxt aHXHHai^ioHajiicxH^HOi

nponaraHflH xyx nojiarae y li noB’^syBanni s seMejiBHHM nnxaHHaM.

SoKpeMa, “yKpaiHCBKO-HiMei^BKi Hai^ionajilcxH” sBHHyBanyioxBca y

flonoMOsi (J)amHcxaM y B^dHpanni seMejib b cejiancxBa. SBHHaiiHO,

xaxi SBHHyBaHCHHa 6yjin ne 6ijiLine Hiac BH^a^^KOK).

HacxynHe SBepneHHa 6yao BH^ano, sa nocxanoBOio Hoaix6K)po

Ho. 63/3-on. bw 18 xpaBHa 1945 p. “Hpo SBepneHHa ^^o po6ixHHKiB,

ceaaH i inxealreHi^ii saxi^nix o6aacxcH YKpamn”,^^ na smIhhhx

cxopiHKax pecny6aiKaHCBKHX rasex, a xaxoac b ycix o6aacHHX,

MicBKHX i paHOHHHX xascxax saxij],Hix odaacxen YPCP, xa OKpcMoio

SpomypoK). Becb xexcx sBepncHHa 6yB ({)aKXHHHO hobhIcxio

npHCBaneHHH caMe yKpamcBKOMy Haij;ioHaabHO-BHSBoai>HOMy pyxy.

KpiM xoro, B HbOMy noBij];oMaaaoca npo nporoaomeHna aMnecxii

flaa XHX, xxo aBHXtca s noBHHHOio ^^o 20 annna 1945 poxy. H,en

xepMin nasBaHHH ocxanniM (xax caMO, ax i nonepeffni xepMmn
aMHecxi'i).^^

HanpHxiHLi;! 1945 p. Bniimao ocxanne s Moxnpbox SBepHenna,

saxBCpj;aceHe HoaixSiopo nocxanoBOio Ho. 76/9-on. bI^ 5 ancxonaj^a

1945 p. “Hpo xexcx SBepnenna ^o Haceaenna sax^nix o6aacxen

Yxpa’iHH”,^^ B axoMy xax caMO ne odMHHyan npo6aeMy yxpamcbxo-

ro Han;ioHaaisMy.

AnaaisyiOHH b i^iaoMy xoMynioxnany arixaD,iio xa nponaran^y

Bace na i^bOMy exani, yMOBHO Moacna pos^ianxH 'fi na ^b 1 cxaaflOBi

aacxHHH: saraabny, xax 6n mobhxh, “renepaabny” ainiio aHXHHau;io-

HaaicxHHHOi xaMnanii, s BaxopncxannaM ochobhhx saco6iB opranisa-

33. IlflAFOy, (|D. 1, on. 6, cnp. 797, apK. 84.

34. miAroy, 4). 1, on. 6, cnp. 811, apK. 9-10.

35. “SBepnennii .no poOixHHKiB, ccjihh i inTejiirenaii saxi^nix oOjiacxen yKpainn”,

miAroy, (Jj. 1, on. 6, cnp. 811, apx. 111-17.

36. imAPOy, 4). 1, on. 6, cnp. 841, apx. 3.
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i^i'i xa npoBeflCHHa iji,eojioriHHOi po6oxH cepe^^ nacejiCHHa (BH^aHHa

SBepHCHB, noniHpeHH5i pa^^aHCBKo^ npecH, mbcobc HaACHJiaHHa

nponaranj^HCTCBKHx xa jieKxopcbKHX rpyn y saxi^Hi o6jiacxi YKpaiHH

xa X. 1h.); xa OKpeMi, xHMHacoBi saxoflH, noB’^sani 3 ncBHHMH

nOJi;mMH, XaKHMH MK CBBXKyBaHHil piHHHIl,! Bi«BOK)BaHH5I y HImcm-

HHHH xepHxopii YKpaiHH, piMHHi^i ^OBXHeBOi peBOJiK)i;ii, HH Bnepme

sopraHiaoBane aa iHiixi^xHBOio XpymoBa, cBiixKyBaHHii 290 pinnii xax

SBanoro “boss’ e^i,HaHHH” YKpaiHH xa Pocii.

Ho peni, cjii^^ Biji,3HaHHXH, mo cane s 1945 poxy noHHHaexbCH

HiHpoKOMacmxaOHa KOMynicxHMHa KaMnanm c})ajibCH4)iKan,ii

yKpaiHCbKOi icxopii, oco6jihbo nepio^y XiviejibHHHHHHH xa BHSBOJib-

HHX sMaraHb 1917-21 pp. Cane s 1945 p. Icxophhhhh ejieMCHx y

meojioriHHiH aHXHHan,ioHajiicxHHHm po6oxi cxae oahhm s npoBi^HHx.

3a aKXHBHOK) nmxpHMKOK) XpymoBa, noHHHaexbcn cnjianoBane,

i^eHxpajiisoBane (na hojiI s nponaraH^H xa arixai^ii LI,K

Kn(6)Y xa iHCXHxyxoM icxopii YKpaiHH) nepenncyBaHHH ji;eHKHX

MOMCHxiB yKpaiHCbKoi icxopii.

Yci Hacxynni saxo^H, npHHHiixi napxiiiHHM KcpiBHHi^xBOM y

1946^7 pp. 6yjiH noB’Hsam, nepm sa Bce, s npOBe;;eHHHM b u,i pOKH

BHOopiB ^;o BepxoBHHX Pa« CPCP xa YPCP, mo i oOyMOBHJio

cneu;H(J)iKy nepio^y. Ilpoxe, ocHOBHi CKjia;;oBi yciei no^^ajibinoi’

MaCOBO-HOJliXHHHOi P060XH (4)OpMyBaHHa rOJIOBHHX HanpHMKiB,

ycxiHHCHHH xepMiHOJiorii, Bm6y^i,OBa xexniHHoi 6asH 3a6esneHeHHH

(nojiirpa(|)m, pamoMOBjiCHHH) OyjiH BHSHaneHHi caMe HanpHKmm
1944 p. i 1945 p., b nepio^^ cxanoBJieHHH xa posropxaHHH anxHHai^io-

HajiicxHHHoi' arixamHHO-nponaraH^HCxcbKoi KaMnaHii. Sannafeo,

u;eH nepioA xaxoHc MaB CBo’i oco6jihbocx1, hkI BHSHaHajincH i

npo^i;oB2ceHHaM flpyro'i CBixoBo'i bIhhh, xan bhcc i hc na xepenax

CPCP, i xijibKH HOHinpcHHiiM Ha HOBonpneflHaHi flo iMnepii xepnxo-

pii ifi aflMmicxpaxHBHo'i, BiHCbKOBoi' xa napxiiiHoi BJia^H. B n;eH

nepioj^ 6yjiH pospoOneni, a6o peamMOBani s nonepe^Hboro ^ocBmy
BHpimCHHH 6ijIbHIOBHKaMH Han,iOHaJIbHHX HHXaHb, OCHOBHi saxo^H

xa sacoOn npoBeji,eHHH meonoriHHOi KaMnaHii. B xoh hcc nac, no

saKiHHCHHK) Li;boro Honepe^^Hboro exany hpoxhcxohhhh, (JiaKXHHHo

HiBejiiOBajiaca xaxa c|)opMa afixami xa nponaraH^H, hk “sBepncHHa”

j],o HacejiCHHH saxmnix oOjiacxcH YPCP. IlpHpoflHo, nepejiiK 3axo^^iB

npHHHHXHx I3K KII(6)Y B BHSHaHCHOMy Hanp^MKy 6yB naSaraxo

umpuie. Ilpoxe, yci BHmesra^aHi pimeHHH xa nocxanoBH g ^i,ochxb

HOKasoBHMH, ocKijibKH MajTH BHSHaHajibHHH xapaKxep B opraHisan,ii
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aHTHHan,ioHajiicTHHHOi i^eojioriHHoi KaMnanii hk na ii,bOMy, nonepe^i,-

HBOMy CTani npOTHcxoaHHH, xax i b Hacxynni poKH.

Ajie He Mo:5KHa He sasHaHHXH, hi;o BejiHKa yBara, axa npHji;ijiHJia-

CH i IJ^K BKI1(6), i U,K KII(6)y npoBeji;eHHK) aHXHHan;ioHajiicxHHHOi

iAeojioriHHOi KaMnaHii' B3ce na H;bOMy exani npoxHcxoaHHH, xa

Macmxa6HicxB li posropxaHHB, SBHHaHHO CBi;;MaxB npo xe BejiHKe

SHaneHHM, HKe Ha^i;aBajioca arixaLtmHO-nponaraHj];HcxcBKiH po6oxi

cepej^ HacejieHHH napxiiiHHM KepiBHHi^xBOM. Hi^e 6ijibme pa^HHCbKa

iMnepm He sycxpijiacH 3 xaKHM Macmxa6HHM i saBsaxHM Haixionajib-

HHM pyxoM OHOpy, 3K Ha yKpami. CepHOSHicxB, 3 bkok) ni^^xo^HjiH

6ijIBHIOBHKH AO HHXaHH^ MaCOBO-HOJliXHHHOl po6oXH 3 HaceJieHHBM

xa iAeojioriHHoro npoxHcxo^HHa ynpamcLKHM Hau,ioHajiicxaM aaiiBHii

pa3 3acBiAHyK)Xb ak) CHjiy onopy. TaKHH pyx HeMo^cjiHBO 6yjio

HOAOJiaxH JiHHie 36poeio xa KapajibHHMH aKH;mMH y kopoxkhh

xepMiH, 3K Ha Ae cnoAibajiaca HOBa BJia^a. IcHyBanna Heo6xiAHocxH

iAeojioriHHOi po6oxH 3 nacejieHHBM jinme 3acBiAHye xoh (J)aKx, m,o,

He AHBJiaHHCb Ha ny6jiiMHe aanepeHenna, noBcxaHU,i MajiH niHpOKy

HapOAHy niAxpHMKy. Bijibme xoro, caM pyx 6yB HapOAHHM. KoMy-

HicxH poayMijiH, m,o noAOJiaxH onip jinme chjiok) im He BAacxbca i

HaMarajiHCii inmHMH mjiHxaMH BHJiHHyxH na Micn,eBe Hacenenna, b

xoMy HHCJii i Hepe3 nponaraHAy xa arixan;iK).

Ilpoxe, nepe6ijibHiyBaxH 3HaneHHa arixai;ioHO-nponaraHAHCx-

cbKOi KaMnaHii, hk Ae po6hjiocb b o4)iLi;mHiH paAKHCbKm icxopiorpa-

4)ii, He Bapxo. lAeojioriHHa po6oxa 6e3nepeHHO 6yjia Ba:acjiHBHM

HHHHHKOM cxaHOBJieHHB paA^HCbKOi BJiBAH y perioHi, npoxe AaJieKO

He BHpimajibHHM i, Bce 2c xaKH, BBJiBJiaca jinme cynpoBiAHOio

(JiaKxopy CHJiH. Xona ocxaHHin MOMenx 3aB:acAH 0(J)iii;iHH0 KOMynic-

xaMH aanepenyBaBCB. SriAHO ix iAeojioriHHm AOKxpHHi cane

BHacjiiAOK ycnimHoro i hibhakoxo nepeKonaHHa MicAeBoro Hacejien-

HB y “BipHOCxi” xa “nporpecHBHOcxi” napxii JlemHa-CxajiiHa,

yKpaiHAi BiABepHyjiHCB: bIa xaK 3BaHHx “apaAHHKiB”, hhm no36aBHJiH

ix CBoei niAxpHMKH. “KyjiaKiB”, axi, cjiiAyiOHH xpaAHH,iiiM paA^iHCbKoi

nponaraHAH, eKOHOMinno niAxpHMyBajiH 6aHAepiBu;iB, xaK caMO, bk

i HJieniB ix ciMeii, napxieio 6yjio BHcejieno. I Hapemxi — cxBopeHHM

KOJirocniB, hh, hk xoAi HHcajioca, “oAHOCxaHHHH nepexiA ycboro

xpyAOBoro cejiancxBa na 61k coH;iBjiicxHHHoro rocnoAapiOBaHHB”

name ocxaHHiii yAap no “yKpaincbKHM 6yp2cya3HHM Han,ioHajiicxaM”

i ix iAeojiorii. HacKijibKH n;e 6yjio Bipno Mo:acHa cyAHXH xona 6 3

xaKHx abox (JiaKxiB: no-nepme, anxHpaABHCbKe niAnijuiB, 3xiAHO 3
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ji,OKyMeHTaMH IJ,K KIl(6)y, peajiLHO npoicHyBajio hk MiHiMyM ao

1959 p. IIpHHaHMHi, AO Aboro poKy napxiHHHM KepiBHHAXBOM

pecny6jiiKH BHAaBajiHca nocxanoBH 3 opranisaAii xa npOBeAenna

6opoxb6h 3 HHM. SBHHaHHO, xaKC 6yjio 6 HeMo:acjiHBO 3a yMOBH, ax

cxBepA^yBajiH xoMynlcxH, noBHOi BiAipBanocxH pyxy onopy bIa

HapoAy.

I no-Apyre, ne cexpex, mo SaxiAHii yKpama, xax caMO ax i

IlpH6ajixiHCbxi xpaiHH ao caMoro xiHii;ii icHyBaHHH CPCP, aanHuiH-

jiHca onjioxoM HaAioHajibHoi ono3Hii,ii MocxoBCbxoMy xepiBHHD,xBy.

To:jx He Moacna cxaaaxH, mo paA^HCbxa arixama xa nponafaHAa

MajiH cxobIacoxxobhh ycnix y cBoi'x aHXHHaH;ioHajiicxHHHHx aaaixaH-

H^X.

npoxe, anajiiaa iAeojioriHHOi po6oxH xoMynicxiB na HOBonpneA-

HaHHx AO CPCP xepHxopinx xcxpaBO aacBiAHye iix xbophjihc^ mIxh

npo yxpaiHCbXHX Han,ioHajiicxiB cepcA HacejieHHa paAHHCbxoi iMnepii

i Ha MOMy BOHH rpynxyBaBCH. Anajiiaa po3xpHBae yci 4)ajibCH4)ixau;ii,

AO axHx BAaBajiHCH xoMymcxH y CBom 6opoxb6i 3 napoAHHM pyxoM

onopy.
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An Uneven Contest between

Ethnographism and Europeanism

*

Andrii Danylenko

The Ukrainian-language studies abroad that have been conducted by

Ukrainian emigre scholars after the Second World War were conditioned

by the development of linguistics in Ukraine. Postwar Ukrainian

linguistic studies outside Ukraine, both in Europe and North America,

were a direct continuation of the work of the linguists and writers of the

Ukrainization period in Soviet Ukraine. To place Ukrainian diaspora’s

(mostly theoretical) contribution to linguistic studies in its proper context,

we must take a brief look at the main trends in the development of

linguistics in Ukraine in the 1920s and early 1930s. This will give us a

new insight into the development of Ukrainian linguistic thinking in

recent times.

The Origin of Ethnographism and Europeanism in

Ukrainian-Language Studies

The impact of Kharkiv and Kyiv, particularly on the normalization of

literary Ukrainian in the period of Ukrainization was so strong that even

Galicia and other Ukrainian ethnic territories, which found themselves

under Poland, Czechoslovakia, Romania, Hungary, and Russia after the

First World War, were exposed to the direct or indirect influence of the

humanistic intelligentsia of Left-Bank Ukraine. Thus, the unity of the

Ukrainian language and of its studies was largely preserved. Let us recall

that Kyrylo Studynsky, Ilarion Svientsitsky, and Vasyl Simovych, who

I am grateful to the late Professor George Y. Shevelov for commenting on an

earlier version of this paper.
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represented Western (Polish-ruled) Ukraine, participated in the work of

the orthographic commission in Kharkiv in 1928-29.

Because of limited contacts, some regional differences, reinforced by

either Russian or Polish socio-historical and cultural domination, were

preserved and affected Ukrainian-language studies. In the nineteenth

century two research traditions had developed, one in Western and the

other in Eastern Ukraine, and they continued into the twentieth century.*

Ethnographic romanticism was represented by the professors of philology

at Lviv University, Omelian Ohonovsky (1833-94) and Oleksander

Kolessa (1862-1945), and at Chemivtsi University, Stepan Smal-Stotsky

(1859-1938) and Omelian Kaluzhniatsky (1845-1914). Smal-Stotsky and

Theodor Gartner championed this approach in their Grammatik der

ruthenischen (ukrdinischen) Sprache (A Grammar of the Ruthenian

[Ukrainian] Language, 1913). Using the Neogrammarian method, they

tried to show that Ukrainian originally differed from other (East) Slavic

languages. Unfortunately, the book presented well-known phenomena in a

rather mechanical way and did not offer any compelling evidence concerning

the unique position of Ukrainian among the Slavic languages. The grammar

was criticized by many Slavists for its insufficient historicism and its

accidental generahzations based on inadequate empirical data.

This tendency was very different from the approach first outlined by

Oleksander Potebnia (1835-91), professor of the Russian language and

literature at Kharkiv University (1874-91). He transcended the eclecticism

(Romantic-Neogrammarian combination) of his predecessors and in his

synthesizing works on historical syntax opened up a new perspective of

the evolution of the (East) Slavic languages. Potebnia and his followers

specialized in general linguistics and comparative studies, including

studies of the development of the Ukrainian language in the broadest

(East) Slavic context. By contrast, devotees of ethnographism were not

interested in comparative studies, only in the history of Ukrainian, its

dialects and literary monuments.

The two traditions gave rise to two different groups among the

linguists who worked in Soviet Ukraine from about 1917 to 1933 on

normalizing standard Ukrainian. Although all of them propagated on the

whole the “unspoiled” vernacular, the ethnographic group espoused

1. George Y. Shevelov, “Linguistics,” in Encyclopedia of Ukraine, ed. Danylo H.

Struk (Toronto: University Toronto Press, 1993), 3: 126-7.
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mostly the populist approach and brought literary Ukrainian closer to the

vernacular. The main representatives of this extremely puristic or rather

archaizing group were Ahatanhel Krymsky (1871-1942), levhen

Tymchenko (1866-1948), Olena Kurylo (1890-1937) in her early

writings, and Serhii Smerechynsky (1891-?), and outside Soviet Ukraine,

Vasyl Simovych (1880-1944) in his Na temy movy (On the Subject of

Language, 1924) and some later articles. The other, moderately puristic

trend in Ukrainian linguistics may be called synthetic or European.^

Scholars such as Oleksa Syniavsky (1887-1937), Mykola Sulyma

(1892-7), Olena Kurylo in her later writings, and Vsevolod Hantsov

(1892-1979), who belonged to this group, tried to synthesize native rural

components with urban ones, thus following the European tradition in

constructing the literary language.

Without going into detail, I would claim that these two approaches

to linguistic phenomena were a continuation of two regional traditions

that survived beyond the 1920s to the postwar period when a wave of

Ukrainian emigre scholars reached the West. It is interesting that these

scholars continued to work within one of these approaches, depending on

his or her region of origin, although some of them used to base them-

selves on conflicting criteria, rooted partly in romanticism and ethno-

graphism and eclectically combined with the Neogrammarian method.

Ethnographism versus Europeanism in Western Ukraine

Simovych (1880-1944) was the first representative of Western

Ukraine to abandon his early ethnographic views and adopt a new

“synthetic” view of the development of the Ukrainian language. During

the Prague period in his life he became familiar with the latest achieve-

ments of the Prague Linguistic Circle, and upon returning to Lviv

Simovych propagated its structuralism in Ukraine. On the basis of

extensive historical material, he traced the development of the structure

of Ukrainian Christian names. His ideas met with a rather hostile

response. The philologists at the Shevchenko Scientific Society (NTSh)

in Lviv, such as Vasyl Lev (1903-91), Kost Kysilevsky (1890-1974), and

Jaroslav Rudnyckyj (1919-95), adhered to the spirit of Miklosich and

Vondrak in their research. This was the first clash between the ethno-

2. George Y. Shevelov, The Ukrainian Language in the First Half of the Twentieth

Century (1900—1941): Its State and Status (Cambridge: Harvard Ukrainian Research

Institute, 1989), 138-9.
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graphic tradition, which predominated in Western Ukraine, and the

synthetic (European) tradition, which predominated in Eastern Ukrainian.

A second attempt at exploring linguistie phenomena from a structuralist

point of view was made right after the war by a representative of the

synthetic group from Kharkiv, George Y. Shevelov (1908-2002).^

Along with the NTSh in Lviv there were other centres of Ukrainian

linguistics—the Ukrainian Scientific Institute in Warsaw and the

Ukrainian Free University in Vienna (from 1921 in Prague). The first

published several works by Galician linguists in the “Romantic spirit” and

supported Ivan Ohiienko’s (1882-1972) and Roman Smal-Stotsky’s

(1893-1969) research. Ohiienko was a typical representative of ethno-

graphic romanticism in Ukrainian linguistics. A prolific writer, he was

particularly interested in popularizing the norms of literary Ukrainian.

Generally speaking, he identified the standard language with the

vernacular, as he did in Chystota i pravylnist ukrainskoi movy (The Purity

and Correctness of the Ukrainian Language, 1925). His puristic and

ethnographic views remained unchanged and are evident in his later

publications in the history of Ukrainian, such as his Istoriia ukrainskoi

literaturnoi movy (History of the Ukrainian Literary Language, 1950).

Taking the Ukrainian literary language in isolation, he claimed that its

history was governed by an immanent tendency to narrow the gap

between it and the vernacular. He assessed the contribution of particular

writers to the development of the literary language by their closeness to

the people, to the people’s traditions and language. This approach did not

provide a realistic picture of the complex linguistic processes in Ukraine

and the adjaeent countries and failed to identify not only the external but

also the internal causes of the emergence of a new standard Ukrainian

language in the eighteenth century.

A similar ethnographic approach was favoured by Roman Smal-Stotsky

in his early writings, especially in his first study of Ukrainian word

formation Abrifi der ukrainischen Substantivbildung (A Study of the For-

mation of Ukrainian Nouns, 1915). From pure description he went on to a

systematie study of word formation in eonnection with semanties in his best-

known book Prymityvnyi slovotvir (Primitive Word Formation, 1929).

Although they were based on extensive studies of synehronic data, his works

3. lurii Sherekh, Narys suchasnoi ukrainskoi literaturnoi movy (Munich: Molode

Zhyttia, 1951).
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were ethnographically biased. He came under the influence of the German

psychological school, particularly after he had joined the faculty of the

Ukrainian Free University in 1923. The residual psychologism and the

Neogrammarian method are evident in his main work, which presents the

formation of Ukrainian inteijections from the psychological viewpoint of

Wundt and Marty Smal-Stotsky developed an interesting theory of the

derivation of interjections, which finally made it possible to treat them

etymologically. Unfortunately, without a strictly structural approach, Smal-

Stotsky’ s works do not fit well into the broad evolution of Slavic languages;

consequently, they are scarcely known among non-Ukrainian linguists.

Thus, linguistic studies in Western Ukraine and at research centres

headed by Western Ukrainians in Warsaw and Prague were basically

ethnographic. Simovych was the only figure in Galicia who produced

some pioneering studies based on the structuralist method. His studies of

personal names and word formation, particularly the formation of

adjectives, broke new ground in these areas and are less dated today than

some of his inquiries in historical morphology and phonology^ or in the

history of Old Church Slavonic. The latter was a consistently Neogram-

marian study that made no new discoveries.^

Studies of Ukrainian in the Postwar Emigration

After the Second World War Ukrainian scholars abroad have brought

about a significant change in Ukrainian linguistics. In contrast to Soviet

Ukraine, where ideology continued to deform research, Ukrainian lin-

guists in the West, particularly at the Free Ukrainian University in

Munich, made many, although not always successful, attempts^ to apply

both traditional and new approaches to language. Some areas of

4. See Roman Smal-Stotsky, Prymityvnyi slovotvir (Warsaw, 1929), 1-17.

5. George Y. Shevelov, “Vasyl' Simovych and His Work,” introduction to Vasyl

Simovych, Ukrainian Linguistics, comp. George Y. Shevelov (Ottawa: University of

Ottawa Press, 1981), 1: 17f.

6. It came out in mimeograph form titled Narys hramatyky starobolharskoi

(starotserkovnoslovianskoi) movy (Prague, 1926).

7. For statistics relating to the scholarly works of professors at the Ukrainian Free

University from 1947 to 1980, see Dan B. Chopyk, “Movoznavstvo i slavisty

Ukrainskoho vilnoho universytetu,” in his mimeographed Ukrainian Language:

Phonemics, Morphophonemics (Munich and Salt Lake City, 1995), 181-6. Unfortunately,

the author did not offer a conceptual survey of the main contributions by Slavists

affiliated with the Ukrainian Free University during this period.
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linguistics were almost neglected abroad. For instance, after Ohiienko’s

Istoriia ukrainskoi literaturnoi movy no synthetic work in the history of

literary Ukrainian came out until Shevelov’s Die ukrainische Schriftspra-

che, 1798-1965: Ihre Entwicklung unter dem Einflufi der Dialekte (The

Literary Ukrainian Language, 1798-1965; Its Development under the

Influence of the Dialects, 1966) appeared.

Vasyl Chaplenko’s (1900-?) Ukrainska literaturna mova (XVII

St -1917 r.) (The Ukrainian Literary Language [17th Century-1917],

1955) dealt almost exclusively with the nineteenth century and the

beginning of the twentieth century and, consequently, did not provide a

comprehensive picture of the literary language. Moreover, the book

covered the formation of modem literary Ukrainian from an ethnographic

standpoint that extolled not so much the vernacular as the Eastern variant

of the standard language and promulgated the idea of its monodialectal

foundation.^ By dismissing Panteleimon Kulish’s contribution to the

formation of literary Ukrainian because of his “alienness to the puristic

tendency”^ Chaplenko had prejudged the issue of the dialectal synthesis

of literary Ukrainian.

Shevelov’s book Die ukrainische Schriftsprache 1798-1965, which

was based largely on his monograph Halychyna v formuvanni novoi

ukrainskoi literaturnoi movy (Galicia in the Formation of the Modem
Ukrainian Literary Language, 1949) and a series of articles covering

various aspects of the problem, gave a much more synthetic and realistic

treatment of the evolution of literary Ukrainian. While refuting the idea

of the “Poltavan-Kyivan basis of the Ukrainian national language,”

Shevelov maintained its bidialectal basis with a predominance of the

eastern contribution. Furthermore, he challenged the populist treatment of

literary Ukrainian, which prevailed not only in the ethnographic group of

linguists in the 1920s but also later on in Soviet Ukraine. According to

him, modem literary Ukrainian, which emerged in Ivan Kotliarevsky’s

time, was a continuation of earlier tradition rather than an innovation,'*

8. Vasyl Chaplenko, Ukrainska literaturna mova XVII st.-I917 r. (New York:

Ukrainskyi tekhnichnyi instytut, 1955), 271f.

9. Ibid., 125. Kulish is known for his liberal use of Polonisms and Slavonicisms in

his later literary works.

10. Poltavsko-kyivsky dialekt — osnova ukrainskoi natsionalnoi movy (Kyiv: AN
URSR, 1954).

11. lurii Shevelov, “Chernihivshchyna v formuvanni novoi ukrainskoi literaturnoi
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although the tradition had suffered a number of interruptions before

Kotliarevsky.

Panteleimon Kovaliv’s (1898-1973) works are of particular interest

for the history of the East Slavic languages. He wrote (with Mykola

Hrunsky) Narysy z istorii ukrainskoi movy (Essays in the History of the

Ukrainian Language, 1941) and some works on the descriptive and

historical morphology of Russian and Ukrainian before concentrating on

the history of Ukrainian. His Leksychnyifond literaturnoi movy kyivskoho

periodu, X-XIV st. (The Lexical Fund of the Literary Language of the

Kyivan Period, 10th-14th Centuries, 2 vols., 1962, 1964) is largely pat-

terned on Krymsky and remains practically unknown among Slavists. He

did not succeed in presenting the East Slavic lexical data in a develop-

mental perspective and thereby failed to draw a convincing distinction

between the East Slavic elements proper and Old Church Slavonic words.

For instance, Kovaliv quite reasonably emphasized the correlation

between the lexical elements of the Old Slavonic and the Old (Common)

East Slavic^^ but refrained from any comprehensive differentiation of

these elements depending on where the particular monuments might have

been written. Hence, Kovaliv’s attempt at exhaustiveness proved to be a

failure. He did not take into account the nature of the written language

used by the Orthodox Slavs of the time, which was basically Church

Slavonic in its East Slavic recension. Nor did he distinguish persuasively

between Church-Slavonic loan forms and indigenous ones. A preliminary

delimitation of Old Ukrainian texts from the non-Ukrainian East Slavic

ones, which Shevelov later undertook, would have provided the necessary

data for questioning the old-standing theory of Common East Slavic in

the eleventh to fourteenth centuries.

In his book Vstup do istorii skhidnoslovianskykh mov (Introduction

to the History of East Slavic Languages), Kovaliv attempted to revise the

movy,” in Zbirnyk na poshanu Zenona Kuzeli, vol. 169 of Zapysky NTSh (Paris, 1962),

256.

12. Panteleimon Kovaliv, Leksychnyifond literaturnoi movy kyivskoho periodu, X-XIV
St. (New York; Shevchenko Scientific Society, 1962), 1: vii-ix.

13. Among other failings of this book is the almost total lack of references to the recent

work in the field, especially, in non-Slavic languages. For example, Kovaliv does not

mention Linda Sadnik and Rudolf Aitzetmiiller’s Handworterbuch zu den altkirchensla-

wischen Texten (s’Gravenhage: Mouton, 1955), a dictionary that would have been helpful

to him.
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theory of Common (Old) Russian, which Aleksei Shakhmatov had first

proposed. Unfortunately, the book did not attract much attention among

Slavists. Its main flaws were its parochial methodology and almost a total

lack of references to recent publications in the area. Shevelov’s Prehis-

tory of Slavic (1964), a pioneering contribution to the study of the history

of Slavic, is only cursorily mentioned. All in all, Kovaliv’s monograph

was no more than a belated survey of the problems relating to the genesis

of the present-day East Slavic languages.

Kovaliv’s works differed essentially from those of Ukrainian emigre

linguists, particularly the proponents of ethnographic romanticism.

Although he used a limited bibliography and the rather scanty data

available outside of Ukraine, Kovaliv was much more systematic and

insightful than most of his compatriots. His Slovianski fonemy: Pokho-

dzhennia i istorychnyi rozvytok (Slavic Phonemes: Origin and Historical

Development, 1965), for example, is an attempt at an all-encompassing

study of Slavic phonemes from the developmental point of view. The

attempt fails: lacing factual data, Kovaliv re-tells in his own terms what

the Neogrammarian school had taught long ago. Nevertheless, considering

its ambitious task, the book is valuable as an effort to present an overall

picture of Slavic historical phonology.

Compared to Shevelov’s work on Slavic historical phonology, A
Prehistory of Slavic, Kovaliv’s effort looks amateurish. Shevelov devised

his own “integrated comparative method”*^ based on a conception of

language as a structure with intrinsic laws of functioning and evolution.

This method enabled him to overcome most of the drawbacks of the

Neogrammarian comparative method, establish a relative chronology, and

identify the motive forces of Slavic sound changes. Furthermore, he

questioned the traditional division of the Slavic languages into the

Eastern, Western, and Southern groups, and proposed that the develop-

ment of separate Slavic languages could have resulted not merely from

preservation or differentiation, but also from historically conditioned

regroupings. This hypothesis was a real breakthrough in the treatment of

14. George Y. Shevelov, A Prehistory of Slavic (Heidelberg: Carl Winter Universitats-

verlag, 1964), 6. For an assessment of that method in comparison with other methods of

linguistic reconstruction, see, e.g., Henrik Birnbaum, “Some Terminological and Substan-

tive Issues in Slavic Historical Linguistics (Reflections on the Periodization of the Slavic

Ancestral Language and the Labeling of its Chronological Divisions),” International

Journal of Slavic Linguistics and Poetics 35-6 (1987): 302^.
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the history of Slavic, which has been conventionally conceived as a

process of (dialectal) differentiation. It also provided a new vantage point

from which to tackle the problem of Common Old Russian.

This problem was widely discussed in the 1920s. Hantsov, Kurylo, and

Ivan Zilynsky (1879-1952) attempted to explain the genesis of Ukrainian

and its dialects from Common Old Russian. Following in the footsteps of his

predecessors, Shevelov offered a completely new approach to the alleged

formation of the East Slavic languages from the hypothetical common

Russian language. He argued that to explain the rise of present-day

Ukrainian, Russian, and Belarusian we must start out not with a (common)

East Slavic language nor with the three present-day languages, but rather

with a certain configuration of dialectal groups that changed in the course

of east European history. This proposal was inspired largely by Hantsov’

s

idea.^^ Pointing to the diphthong- or monophthong-like reflexes of the

etymological o, e in the newly closed syllables (cf. North Ukrainian piech

and South Ukrainian pick ‘stove; oven’), Hantsov assumed that there were

four, not three, as Shakhmatov claimed, prehistoric dialectal groups in

eastern Europe—the Southern and Northern Ukrainian dialects and the

northern and eastern Russian dialects. Shevelov modified this scheme

postulating five dialectal groups among the East Slavs: the Novgorod-Tver,

Polatsk-Smolensk, Murom-Riazan, Kyiv-Polissia, and Galicia-Podilha

unities. He showed that the two major dialectal units, the Kyiv-Pohssia

and Galicia-Podilha groups, evolved since about the seventh century into the

current Ukrainian language.

Oleksa Horbach (Horbatsch) (1918-97), who published extensively

on the history of Ukrainian, Polish, and other Slavic languages, was a

devoted advocate of the traditional Neogrammarian method. He was

interested mainly in purely descriptive research and concentrated on

argots in Church-Slavonic, Ukrainian, and Polish texts from the sixteenth

15. For a discussion of Shevelov’s adaptation of the theory of “punctuated equilibrium”

to historical linguistics, see Robert A. Orr, “Evolutionary Biology and Historical

Linguistics,” Diachronica 16, no. 1 (1999): 127-8.

16. George Y. Shevelov, Problems in the Formation of Belorussian (New York: The

Linguistic Circle of New York, 1953), v ff.

17. Vsevolod Hantsov, “Diialektolohichna kliasyfikatsiia ukrainskykh hovoriv,” Zapysky

istorychno-filolohichnoho viddilu UVAN 4 (1924): 141.

18. See Problems in the Formation and especially his magnum opus A Historical Pho-

nology of the Ukrainian Language (Heidelberg: C. Winter Universitatsverlag, 1979).
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to the nineteenth century. His most important contributions here are his

studies of Meletii Smotrytsky’s grammar and Pamva Berynda’s lexicon.

He also published meticulous descriptions of Ukrainian dialects

—

especially those in Romania and Slovakia—which are based on the

traditional, largely out-dated approach and do not advance our under-

standing of the development of Ukrainian dialects in the broader context

of the adjacent Slavic and non-Slavic languages.

Horbach’s studies in the history of the Ukrainian language do not

shed much light on the linguistic processes in the East Slavic territories.

His views on the origin and development of Ukrainian are based on out-

dated philological assumptions, defended by Stepan Smal-Stotsky. He

does not even mention the studies by Hantsov and especially Kurylo, who

in the early 1930s was the most innovative thinker in the field. His claim

that the Izborniki of Sviatoslav of 1073 (sic!) and 1076 are reliable

sources for the history of the Ukrainian vernacular, is based on too

hasty an identification of the literary tradition of Kyivan Rus' with the

contemporary spoken language. That language can hardly be found in the

1073 Izbornik, which faithfully reproduces the Church-Slavonic

(Bulgarian) original and contains only occasional slips into the copyist’s

mother tongue. Interestingly enough, another devoted Neogrammarian,

Nikolai Dumovo,^® proved long before Horbach that the few local

features that are recoverable from the text of the 1073 Izbornik are

basically East Slavic.

In his works dealing with the genesis and history of the Ukrainian

language, Horbach also demonstrated a somewhat outdated approach

towards the periodization of literary Ukrainian. Although scrupulously

elaborated, the author’s periodization is premised on the Neogranunarian

understanding of the history of language. Thus, contrary to Shevelov, who

as a follower of Jan Baudouin de Courtenay’s and Ferdinand de

Saussure’s structural tradition, distinguished between internal and external

factors in the history of language, Horbach confuses the above factors in

his periodization of literary Ukrainian.^^ By varying the internal and

19. Oleksa Horbach, “Heneza ukrainskoi movy ta ii stanovyshche sered inshykh slov-

ianskykh mov,” in his Istoriia ukrainskoi movy: Zibrani statti ([Munich: Mauersberger],

1993), 5.

20. See Nikolai Durnovo, “Russkie rukopisi XI i XII vv. kak pamiatniki staroslav-

ianskago iazyka,” Ju noslovenski filolog 4 (1924): 78.

21. Oleksa Horbach, “Zasady periodyzatsii istorii ukrainskoi literatumoi movy i etapy
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external criteria of linguistic development he arrives at disorienting

statements such as the following: the “Ukrainian literary language [sic!]”

dates back to the Proto-Indo-European period, while the beginning of the

Old Ukrainian period coincides with the Christianization of Kyivan

Rus'.“ All in all, unlike Kurylo and Hantsov,'^ Horbach overlooked the

necessity of singling out a pivotal criterion for the periodization of the

history of Ukrainian.

In his theoretical writings Horbach did not overcome the limitations

of the Neogrammarian tradition. Although some of his ideas are original,

some of his generalizations are unfounded and subjective. His philological

and dialectological studies are rich in facts but, like the works of other

Ukrainian emigre scholars, weak on theory.

Bohdan Strumihski (1930-98), who was interested in onomastics,

dialectology, and etymology, showed a strong interest in genetic and

historical problems, although his early forays into the history of

onomastic phenomena were not always successful and are largely

irrelevant. But his last book, dealing with multifarious linguistic problems

of the “beginnings of Rus',” was a significant contribution not only to

traditional Normanist theory, which is at best questionable, but also to

onomastic and etymological studies.^'^ Besides some excessive theoretical

generalizations,^^ Strumihski had many insights into the history of

Ukrainian and other East Slavic languages. In this regard his work is

quite different from Rudnyckyj’s etymological studies, which are chaotic

and mostly outdated.

Let me complete this survey of the major tendencies in Ukrainian-

language studies abroad with a review of the achievements of emigre

ii rozvytku,” in Druhyi mizhnarodnyi konhres ukrainistiv (Lviv, 22-28 serpnia 1993 r.):

Dopovidi i povidomlennia. Movoznavstvo (Lviv; Mizhnarodna asotsiatsia ukrainistiv,

1993): 7-12.

22. Ibid., 8.

23. Olena Kurylo, Sproba poiasnyty protses zminy e, o v novykh zakrytykh skladakh u

Pivdennii hrupi ukrainskykh diialektiv (Kyiv: UVAN, 1928); Hantsov, “Diialektolohichna

kliasyfikatsiia ukrainskykh hovoriv,” 87-8.

24. Bohdan Strumihski, Linguistic Interrelations in Early Rus': Northmen, Finns, and

East Slavs (Ninth to Eleventh Centuries) (Edmonton and Toronto: Canadian Institute of

Ukrainian Studies Press, 1996).

25. See my review of Strumihski’ s Linguistic Interrelations in Early Rus' in Harvard

Ukrainian Studies 21, nos. 1-2 (1994 [1998]): 197-200; and George D. Knysh’s review

of the book in The Ukrainian Quarterly 54, nos. 1-2 (1998): 11-15.
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linguists in the field of lexicography. Since Ukrainization, this discipline

has reflected the transition of the Ukrainian language from everyday and

literary use to all the uses of a national language in a modem society.

Both ethnographic and synthetic (European) research traditions have

influenced dictionary making, especially after the revival of lexicography

in the 1920s. The first volume of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences’

Rosiisko-ukrainskyi slovnyk, compiled under the direction of Krymsky,

lefremov, et al. (3 vols., 6 fasc., A-P), was excessively puristic and

essentially different from the subsequent volumes, which were compiled

largely in the synthetic spirit. It has retained its practical and standardiz-

ing value for the modem literary language.

Work in Western Ukraine enriched Ukrainian lexicography with

several Ukrainian-Polish and Polish-Ukrainian dictionaries, particular

those by Svientsitsky and Kysilevsky (1920) and levhen Hrytsak (1931).

In the 1930s several technical, terminological, and practical dictionaries

were published in Germany under the auspices of the Dictionary Division

of the Ukrainian Scientific Institute in Berlin. The division’s main

achievement was Zenon Kuzelia and Jaroslav Rudnyckyj’s Ukrainisch-

deutsches Worterbuch (Leipzig, 1943), which contained about 100,000

entries, including idioms, phrases, and modem terms.^^

As for English-Ukrainian and Ukrainian-English dictionaries, the best

is the Ukrainian-English Dictionary compiled by Constantine H.

Andrusyshen and James N. Krett (first published in 1955). It remains the

most comprehensive work on Ukrainian compiled to date inside or

outside Ukraine.^^ From the scientific viewpoint, however, it is not an

original work but is based mostly on Borys Hrinchenko’s dictionary and

previous publications in the field. Nevertheless, without it Ukrainian

studies outside Ukraine would not have progressed as rapidly as they did

during the following two decades. Indeed, so far among publications

of its kind it is second to none in practical importance. Maria, Wolody-

myr, and Alla Dejko’s A Ukrainian-English /English-Ukrainian Diction-

ary for Popular Use, published in Australia in 1979, is only a compila-

tion of two main lexicographic sources—Hryhorii Holoskevych’s

26. Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopaedia, ed. Volodymyr Kubijovyc (Toronto; University

of Toronto Press, 1963), 1: 443^.

27. Victor O. Buyniak, “Constantine Henry Andrusyshen: The First Canadian-Born

Slavist,” Journal of Ukrainian Studies 16, nos. 1-2 (1991): 216.

28. Ibid.
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Pravopysnyi slovnyk (Orthographic Dictionary, 1914) for the Ukrainian

language and The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Current English for the

English language. It was designed for use by the average bilingual

speaker. Along with other similar publications,^^ it helped maintain the

use of Ukrainian in the immigrant community.

The most significant contribution to Ukrainian lexicography in the

West was levhen Onatsky’s (1894-1979) Vocabulario ucraino-italiano

(Rome, 1941; 2d ed. 1977) and Vocabulario italiano-ucraino (Rome,

1977). In keeping with the moderately puristic trend in Ukrainian

linguistics, Onatsky used lexical material from the Southwestern,

Northern, and Southeastern Ukrainian dialects in proper proportions. His

approach to normalizing the standard language with the help of diction-

aries may be compared to some extent with the synthetic vision of literary

Ukrainian that was propagated by Kulish in the nineteenth century.

According to the latter, literary Ukrainian should be based on a polydia-

lectal synthesis with various admixtures of languages such as Church

Slavonic and Old Polish.

Historical and etymological dictionaries were virtually neglected

abroad.^® The only etymological dictionary was compiled by Jaroslav

Rudnyckyj—An Etymological Dictionary of the Ukrainian Language (2

vols. in 22 fascicles, 1962-82). It was a pioneering effort in several

respects: it was the first etymological dictionary of Ukrainian to

encompass a vast quantity of historical, dialectal, and slang data; the first

etymological dictionary of a Slavic language to be published basically in

English; and the first etymological dictionary to be published in Canada.

Still, “Rudnyc'kyj’s merits are mostly in his intentions and general design,

his failings—in his execution.”^

^

29. See, for example, Wasyl Niniowsky’s Ukrainian-English and English-Ukrainian

Dictionary (Edmonton: Ukrainian Book Store, 1985), a carefully prepared dictionary for

elementary, junior, and senior high school as compared with the wholly dilettantish Ukrai-

nian-English /English-Ukrainian Dictionary compiled by Leonid Hrabovsky (New York:

Hippocrene Books, 1991). For an assessment of the latter, see Robert De Fossa’s review

in Harvard Ukrainian Studies 16, nos. 1/2 (1992): 199-200.

30. This is also true of terminological dictionaries. Anatol Vovk compiled several rather

amateurish dictionaries such as his posthumously published Anhliisko-ukrainskyi slovnyk

vybranoi leksyky (New York and Lviv: Shevchenko Scientific Society, 1998).

31. See George Y. Shevelov’s extensive review of the first six parts of the dictionary

in Language 44, no. 4 (1968): 856-75.
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Besides exeerpting words haphazardly from various sourees,

Rudnyckyj left some essential problems unsolved. First, he failed to

delimit Ukrainian from non-Ukrainian Eastern Slavie texts of the eleventh

to the fourteenth centuries. Secondly, besides using the label “Old Eastern

Slavic” for all sorts of Church Slavonic and indigenous components, he

introduced “Middle Ukrainian” and “Old Ukrainian,” which constantly

overlap in his entries. But his main weakness was the method of

reconstructing words. His reconstructions were usually limited to roots,

and the few reconstructions of whole words were anachronistic and far-

fetched. All this allowed Shevelov to reasonably state that Rudnyckyj ’s

approach to Indo-European was conservative, one would say pre-

Kurylowiczian and pre-Benvenistean.^" Suffice it to mention Rudnyc-

kyj ’s cool reaction to the structural method as propagated by Simovych

in Lviv before the Second World War. A devout disciple of the Neogram-

marian tradition, Rudnyckyj, like the ethnographic purists in the 1920s,

treated Ukrainian in isolation from other languages. This tendency

eventually culminated in Pavlo Shtepa’s dictionary of indigenous

substitutes for loan words in Ukrainian.

Conclusion

The evidence I have presented here shows that the tradition of

historical and ethnographic romanticism has predominated in Ukrainian-

language studies outside Ukraine. It is not surprising that Ukrainian

linguists in Soviet Ukraine at the time of Ukrainization, then in Polish-

ruled Ukraine, and subsequently in the West embraced this tradition.

Almost all researchers of national languages embraced it at the time their

languages were undergoing a renaissance and expanding their functions

and lexical inventory. This was true of Czech, Bulgarian, and Romanian.

The Ukrainian case is different only in that the renaissance of the

language has been artificially prolonged abroad by the emigre scholars,

especially from Western Ukraine. The populist approach both to the

language and to Ukrainian-language studies has been entrenched in the

emigration. European structuralism, particularly that of the Prague school,

has left only a weak impression in Kovaliv’s, Rudnyckyj ’s, and Hor-

bach’s work. Emigre linguists who have tried to apply some new methods

in their work have produced works devoid of any originality. This holds

32. Ibid., 862.
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true of Dan B. Chopyk’s studies, which give a synchronic description of

Ukrainian, especially its ikavism.^^ Compared with the works of

American structuralists, such as Henning Andersen, Christina Y. Bethin,

and Michael S. Flier, on Ukrainian, Chopyk’s contribution, although also

formalistic in spirit, is hardly innovative. I agree that Strumihski’s

“legacy should increasingly be viewed as that of fine philologist rather

than of a conjectural historian.”^'^ Thus, the only towering figure among

Ukrainian emigre linguists was Shevelov. His synchronic and diachronic

studies of (East) Slavic languages, especially of Ukrainian, are truly

impressive in method and result.^^ A consistent, yet innovative follower

of Potebnia, Kurylo, Hantsov, and Simovych, Shevelov not only situated

the Ukrainian language in a broader context, but also substantially

expanded the methodological basis for future scholarship in most

linguistic domains.

33. See Dan B. Chopyk, “Computer-Assisted Tallying and the Present State of o, e: i

Alternations in Ukrainian Nouns (Inflectional-Level Analysis),” in his Ukrainian Lan-

guage, 106-16. This article was first published in The Annals of the Ukrainian Academy

of Arts and Sciences in the U.S. 15, nos. 39^0 (1981-3): 49-59.

34. Knysh’s review of Linguistic Interrelations in Early Rus', 115.

35. See my article “George Y. Shevelov as a Linguist,” The Ukrainian Quarterly, 2000,

no. 2: 199-211.
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The Influence of the Reformation on

the History of Ukraine

James R. Payton, Jr.

It may seem chimerieal to ask about the influence of the Reformation on

the history of Ukraine,^ since in the sixteenth century Ukraine was a

traditionally Orthodox area. In general Protestantism has had little impact

in such regions. The Reformation^ developed in the Christian West as a

reaction to what medieval Catholicism had become. Protestant teaching

arose within Western Christianity and was shaped by its special concerns.

Since Orthodoxy is Eastern Christianity and raises different questions than

its western counterpart, Protestant teachings do not address Orthodox

Drafts of this paper were presented in May 1999 as a lecture in the liberal arts

program of Crimean Medical University in Symferopil, Ukraine, and on 26 October 2001

at the Sixteenth Century Studies Conference in Denver, Colorado. I want to thank

Douglas Shantz of the University of Calgary, and Graeme Murdock of the University of

Birmingham, England, for their helpful comments.

1. I use “Ukraine” to refer to the territory of the present state of Ukraine. In this

regard, I am following the example of the leading historians of Ukraine in the West

—

Orest Subtelny and Paul Robert Magocsi. This approach allows one to investigate de-

velopments that have led to the existing state of Ukraine even in periods, such as the

sixteenth century, in which there was no Ukrainian state.

2. Following the conventions of Polish historiography, which have shaped Ukrainian

historiography of the sixteenth century, I use “Reformation” to refer to all the various

shades of non-Roman Catholic reforming movements, including Lutheranism, Calvinism,

the Polish Brethren, Socinianism, and antitrinitarianism. This approach is found in Stanis-

las Lubieniecki’s 1664 history of the Reformation (available in English as the History of

the Polish Reformation and Nine Related Documents, trans. George Huntston Williams

[Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995]) and Adam Zamoyski’s The Polish Way: A Thousand-

Year History of the Poles and Their Culture (New York: Hippocrene, 1994).
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issues. Hence historically, Protestantism has not spread in or significantly

affected traditionally Orthodox regions.^

Even so, the question about possible Reformation influence on the

history of Ukraine is not as strange as at first it might appear. While

Ukraine has been traditionally Orthodox, by the sixteenth century it had

already become (and has continued to be) the meeting place—at times the

battleground—of East and West."^ For this reason, the traditionally

Orthodox territories of Ukraine are the most likely to have been

influenced somehow by the Reformation.

This is more than mere conjecture, for the Reformation did in fact

penetrate Ukrainian territory. Ukrainians look to the glorious state of

Kyivan Rus', which flourished from the mid-ninth to the mid-thirteenth

century, as the foundation of the Ukrainian state. After the Mongols

destroyed Kyiv in 1240, the state nonetheless survived in its western

regions, Galicia and Volhynia, for another century. By the mid-fourteenth

century, Poland and Lithuania began annexing these territories, thus

bringing the Ruthenians^ under their rule. Two centuries later the

3. In addition to Ukraine, Protestants attempted to spread their beliefs to Moldavia and

Transylvania during the Reformation era. For recent accounts of these endeavours, see

Maria Craciun, “Orthodox Piety and the Rejection of Protestant Ideas in 16th-Century

Moldavia,” in Ethnicity and Religion in Central and Eastern Europe, ed. Maria Craciun

and Ovidiu Ghitta (Cluj: Cluj University Press, 1995), 70-91; idem, “Protestantism and

Orthodoxy in Sixteenth-Century Moldavia,” in The Reformation in Eastern and Central

Europe, ed. Karin Maag (Aldershot, U.K. and Burlington, Vt.: Ashgate, 1997), 126-35;

idem, “Building a Romanian Reformed Community in Seventeenth-Century Transylva-

nia,” in Confessional Identity in East-Central Europe, ed. Maria Craciun, Ovidiu Ghitta,

and Graeme Murdock (Aldershot, U.K. and Burlington, Vt.: Ashgate, 2002), 99-120; and

Krista Zach’s “Protestant Vernacular Catechisms and Religious Reform in Sixteenth-

Century East-Central Europe,” in Confessional Identity in East-Central Europe, 49-63.

4. See Ihor Sevcenko, Ukraine between East and West: Essays on Cultural History

to the Early Eighteenth Century (Edmonton and Toronto: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian

Studies Press, 1996).

5. I use “Ruthenians” for the inhabitants of the territories of the former Kyivan Rus'

known today as Ukraine and Belarus, whose self-designation was “Rusyn” (Latin: “Ruthe-

nus”). As Prank E. Sysyn has pointed out, “Rusyn” was not used in reference to the

Muscovites or Russians in the early modem period (“Ukrainian-Polish Relations in the

Seventeenth Century: The Role of National Consciousness and National Conflict in the

Khmelnytsky Movement,” in Poland and Ukraine: Past and Present, ed. Peter J.

Potichnyj [Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press, 1980], 73). While

Ruthenian lands originally encompassed both Ukraine and Belarus, the Union of Lublin

in 1569 separated the two territories by uniting the central and eastern Ukrainian regions.
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Reformation entered Ukrainian territories through Poland and Lithuania,

which ruled over them. In this way the traditionally Orthodox territories

of Ukraine came into close contact with Protestantism.^

To date little scholarly attention has been devoted to the question of

the Reformation’s influence in the history of Ukraine.^ While it has long

been recognized that the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries saw an

intensification of church life in Ukrainian territories,^ this has not led to

a detailed examination of the role the Reformation may have played in

this area. Some general effects have been acknowledged, to be sure:

historians have recognized that the Reformation stimulated vigorous

discussion of religious issues and the establishment of schools in

Ukrainian territories.^ But there is nothing distinctive to Ukraine in these

developments: they can probably be found in any region in which the

Reformation took some root. Nor are these effects particularly significant

for the unfolding history of Ukraine itself: they do not shape the main

themes of Ukrainian history.'*^

In analyzing the impact of the Reformation in Ukrainian territory in

the sixteenth century I hope to demonstrate that the Reformation

which had been under Lithuanian rule, with the western region, which had been under

Polish rule. Thereafter, a distinctively Ukrainian culture developed out of the previously

shared Ruthenian one (Frank E. Sysyn, “The Formation of Modern Ukrainian Religious

Culture: The Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries,” in Church, Nation and State in Russia

and Ukraine, ed. Geoffrey A. Hosking [Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian

Studies Press, 1990], 16-17). Since I focus on what transpired before and shortly after the

Union of Lublin, I shall follow common scholarly practice and use the designation

“Ruthenian.”

6. Sevcenko, Ukraine between East and West, 127.

7. The most thorough study of the topic in English is by G. H. Williams, “Protestants

in the Ukraine in the Period of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth,” Harvard

Ukrainian Studies 2, no. 1 (March 1978): 41-72; 2, no. 2 (June 1978): 184-210.

8. Sysyn has commented, “However the age is evaluated, there is agreement that from

the mid-sixteenth century to the end of the seventeenth century, church life was

fundamentally transformed in the Ukraine. With this transformation the foundation was

laid for Ukrainian religious traditions that have endured into the modem age” (“The For-

mation of Modem Ukrainian Religious Culture,” 2-3).

9. See Paul Robert Magocsi, A History of Ukraine (Toronto: University of Toronto

Press, 1996), 162; and Sevcenko, Ukraine between East and West, 119.

10.

Subtelny often uses the term “theme” in his Ukraine: A History, 3d ed. (Toronto:

University of Toronto Press, 2000) to refer to the recurring patterns in Ukrainian history.

Magocsi deals with the same patterns without calling them “theme.” Both recognize the

themes I discuss here as major issues in the history of Ukraine.
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influenced the history of Ukraine in ways that intersect with three such

themes. These ways were rather indirect and they did not determine the

history of Ukraine. However, the Reformation helped to spark the first

manifestation of the three themes. To understand how it influenced these

themes we must first consider how the Reformation and the Counter-

Reformation entered and interacted in Ukrainian territory.

The Coming of the Reformation

During the sixteenth century, Poland came to be known for its rehgious

toleration. Indeed, King Zygmunt II August (reigned 1548-72) prided

himself on this unique characteristic of his realm. Undeniably, rehgious

toleration was unusual in the sixteenth century: a few cities had tried and

failed to implement it. The only major state to practice it was Poland.
“

This remarkable tolerance arose from and reflected the extraordinary

privileges enjoyed by nobles in Poland. By the sixteenth century they had

long since established their individual and collective rights vis-a-vis the

king sufficiently to ensure that he would not be able to encroach on their

special prerogatives.^^ Because of this the Polish monarchy was unable

to move forward with the kind of state centralization that France, Spain,

and England had achieved. During the sixteenth century, although Poland

became the largest state in Europe, its king had little control of it. The

nobility was the most influential segment in Polish society. A noble had

the right to do almost anything he pleased, including the right to adopt

any faith he liked.

Poland shared fully in the Northern Renaissance that had affected the

nations of Western Europe.^^ While the Renaissance had come some-

what later to Poland than to west European nations, it caught on quickly

and captured the enthusiasm of many bright young Polish scholars. In the

1 1 . Within the smaller territories of Transylvania and Moldavia, religious toleration

found limited acceptance in the period. For Transylvania, see the discussion in Maria

Craciun, Ovidiu Ghitta, and Graeme Murdock, “Religious Reform, Printed Books and

Confessional Identity,” 21; for Moldavia, see Craciun, “Protestantism and Orthodoxy in

Sixteenth-Century Moldavia,” 129.

12. In 1573, a year after the death of Zygmunt II August, the Polish nobles won the

right to elect their monarch.

13. According to Sevcenko, “Late sixteenth-century Polish culture had absorbed what

was best in Renaissance Europe” {Ukraine between East and West, 1 19). For a wide-rang-

ing treatment of the Renaissance in Poland, see “The Kingdom of Erasmus” in

Zamoyski’s The Polish Way, 105-25.
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1540s, when Protestant doctrine began to spread within her borders,

Poland was in the grip of intellectual ferment brought on by the Northern

Renaissance.

In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the Poles had joined the

criticism of rapacious bishops and profligate priests that prevailed

throughout Western Christendom. In Poland, as in other countries, the

Catholic Church owned large tracts of land, which supported the lavish

lifestyle of its episcopal lords. Furthermore, the Polish nobles decried the

privileges of the ecclesiastical courts and opposed compulsory tithes.

When the Reformation erupted in the sixteenth century, the Poles were

ready to pay close attention.'"^ They quickly realized that the Reforma-

tion provided them with a justification for opposing the long-resented

church hierarchy, for refusing to pay the tithes and to heed the church’s

judgments, and for claiming much of the productive land that had been

deeded to the church. Moreover, since the king remained loyal to the

Catholic Church, the nobility could use the Reformation to thwart royal

attempts to encroach upon its long-hallowed privileges.

While in the medieval period Poles had shown little interest in

questions of dogma, in the sixteenth century Polish nobles paid close

attention to the teachings of the leaders of the Reformation.^^ Protestant

educational centres attracted the sons of the Polish nobility, who upon

graduating returned to their homeland to propagate Protestant ideas. From

1523 to 1546 (the year of Luther’s death), about 100 Poles had studied at

the University of Wittenberg, the centre of Lutheranism.^^ As the sixteenth

century wore on, Polish students flocked to universities committed to

Calvinism—Basel, Strassburg, Heidelberg, and, eventually, Leiden.^®

14. Zamoyski, The Polish Way, 79-80.

15. Janusz Mallek, “The Reformation in Poland and Prussia in the Sixteenth Century;

Similarities and Differences,” in The Reformation in Eastern and Central Europe, 187.

16. Confessional Identity in East-Central Europe, 20. See also Zamoyski, The Polish

Way, 87.

17. Zamoyski, The Polish Way, 80.

18. Lubieniecki’s History of the Polish Reformation (79-313) gives a well-researched

and documented treatment of the doctrinal discussions among the Poles who embraced

the Reformation and assesses the influence of Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, and many other

Protestant leaders on Polish thought.

19. Mallek, “The Reformation in Poland,” 186-7.

20. In the sixteenth century Basel had 124 students from Poland and Heidelberg had

145 (ibid., 188).
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A considerable portion of the Polish nobility embraced Protestantism.

Unlike many nobles in the Christian West, Pohsh nobles could do so without

fear of royal reprisals. Initially, they were attracted to Lutheranism.

However, Lutheranism suffered under some disadvantages in Poland. It was

somewhat tainted by its German background and connection with the

Teutonic Knights, whom the Poles had fought for centuries. In 1525 the

Teutonic Knights embraced Lutheranism and established the state of Ducal

Prussia. Furthermore, the Lutheran attitude to secular rulers and church

authorities was entirely too deferential for Pohsh nobles. Calvinism permitted

subjects to oppose the king under certain circumstances and this agreed with

Pohsh noble sensibihties. Also, Calvinism gave laymen greater influence in

church government than did Lutheranism.^^ Eventually, between twenty-

five and thirty percent of the Pohsh nobihty embraced the Reformed faith.

In the 1550s more than half the deputies to the Sejm were Protestant,^^ by

1569 fifty percent of the Pohsh Senate was Protestant, and by 1580 1,000

parishes throughout Poland—one in every six—were Protestant.^^

The Reformed faith was especially warmly embraced in Lithuania.

Ever since the two states joined in 1386, the duchy had been the junior

partner in the Polish-Lithuanian union. Lithuania’s commitment to

Catholicism (1386) was much more recent than Poland’s (966), and many

Lithuanians remained aloof from the church that dominated Pohsh relig-

ious life, adhering instead to the Orthodox faith of the Ruthenians whom
they ruled. In the sixteenth century a large number of Lithuanian nobles,

resisting Polonization, turned to Protestantism rather than the Roman

Catholic faith of the Pohsh royalty. What has all this to do with Ukraine?

In the sixteenth century, almost all of western and central Ukraine (as far

east as the Kyivan palatinate) was part of the Polish-Lithuanian union. In

Galicia, which was under Pohsh rule, the Poles had privileged the

21. Zamoyski, The Polish Way, 81. See also Frank E. Sysyn, “The Problem of Nobil-

ities in the Ukrainian Past: The Polish Period, 1569-1648,” in Rethinking Ukrainian

History, ed. Ivan L. Rudnytsky (Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press,

1981), 57-8.

22. Zamoyski, The Polish Way, 81.

23. Mallek, “The Reformation in Poland,” 189. According to Waldemar Kowalski, at

its peak in 1570 Protestants had 700 parishes (420 of them were Calvinist and more than

140 Lutheran), and approximately fifty percent of the gentry and townsfolk and five

percent of the peasants embraced the Reformation (“From the ‘Land of Diverse Sects’ to

National Religion: Converts to Catholicism and Reformed Franciscans in Early Modem
Poland,” Church History 70 [2001]: 488).
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Catholic over the Orthodox faith. In Volhynia and territories east of

Galicia, which up to the Union of Lublin (1569) were under Lithuanian

rule, the Lithuanian overlords had largely assimilated—culturally,

linguistically, and religiously—to their Ruthenian subjects.^"^ Although

some Lithuanian nobles had adopted Catholicism from the Poles, many

had embraced Orthodoxy. When Protestantism arose in the sixteenth

century, a large number of the Lithuanian nobles of Catholic background

embraced the Reformed faith. Some who were of the Orthodox faith did

so as well. Among the converts were magnate families such as the

Radziwill-Chomys, the Khodkevyches, the Volovyches, the Sapiehas, and

the Vyshnevetskys.^^

By the sixteenth century some of the Ruthenian nobles had assimi-

lated to either the Polish or the Lithuanian nobility. This opened doors of

political influence and privilege otherwise closed to them.“^ Assimilation

was prompted also by Ruthenian cultural backwardness. Many Ruthenian

nobles were profoundly disappointed by their Orthodox clergy, which was

the bearer of Orthodox learning and culture. By the sixteenth century the

Orthodox clergy was clearly outmatched by the learned spokesmen of

Catholicism and Protestantism alike.^^ Culturally, the Ruthenians could

not compete with the Poles. In this situation a fair number of Ruthenian

noble families were attracted to Catholicism or Protestantism by Polish

culture or Lithuanian privilege.^^ Not surprisingly, a much smaller

percentage of Ruthenians than Poles or Lithuanians turned to Protestant-

ism:^^ the Reformation’s teachings, after all, addressed problems in

24. See Subtelny, Ukraine, 70-2.

25. MsLgocsi, A History, 161.

26. See Sysyn, “The Formation of Modem Ukrainian Religious Culture,” 6; and

Omeljan Pritsak, “Kievan Rus’ and Sixteenth-Seventeenth-Century Ukraine,” in Rethinking

Ukrainian History, 16.

27. See Borys A. Gudziak, Crisis and Reform: The Kyivan Metropolitanate, the Pa-

triarchate of Constantinople, and the Genesis of the Union of Brest (Cambridge, Mass.;

Harvard University Press, 1998), 78-9; and Subtelny, Ukraine, 92.

28. The reasons for such conversions offer a field of investigation as yet unexplored by

scholarship (Sysyn, “The Problems of Nobihties in the Ukrainian Past,” 55). Zamoyski offers

an interesting suggestion to explain the attraction of Protestantism: of the four main reforms

urged by the Reformation three—the marriage of priests, communion in both kinds, and the

use of the vernacular in the Uturgy— coincided with Orthodox practices (The Polish Way, 83).

Thus conversion to Protestantism did not mean a complete break with the Orthodox tradition.

29. Magocsi, A History, 162.
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Western Christian teaching and practice and had little bearing on doctrinal

or administrative issues in Orthodoxy.

Yet most of the Volhynian nobihty, whether of Ruthenian or Lithuanian

heritage, remained committed to Orthodoxy.^® There were relatively few

Poles in Volhynia, so Pohsh influence was limited. Orthodoxy found fervent

support in the Ruthenian noble family of the Ostrozkys, who owned about

one-third of Volhynia.^ ^ They used their considerable influence to preserve

the Orthodox heritage among the Volhynian nobility.

Relations between Protestants and Orthodox were basically good in

the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, not least because the Orthodox

were not criticized and did not feel threatened by the Protestants. The

Protestants attacked only the Catholics and this often led to close ties

between the Orthodox and the Protestants.^^ Both Lutheran and

Reformed Protestantism developed basically positive perspectives on

Orthodoxy,^^ because it was closely tied to the undivided ancient church

and was not corrupted by the specific flaws of the medieval Catholic

Church that drew Protestant fire. In some ways Protestantism even

strengthened Orthodoxy by awakening a new interest in church affairs

among the Ruthenian nobility and townspeople.^^

The Coming of the Counter-Reformation

The Council of Trent in 1563 issued the marching orders of the

Counter-Reformation. In 1564 King Zygmunt II August welcomed the

Jesuits into Poland, and in 1565 he endorsed the Tridentine enactments.

In 1569 the Union of Lublin, by which Lithuania exchanged sovereignty

30. Sysyn, “The Problem of Nobilities,” 55.

31. Pritsak, “Kievan Rus',” 20.

32. Metropolitan Ilarion, The Ukrainian Church: Outlines of History of the Ukrainian-

Orthodox Church, trans. Orysia Ferbey (Winnipeg, Manitoba: Ukrainian Orthodox Church

of Canada Millennium Central Committee, 1986), 111. Eventually, as some Protestants

turned to and espoused antitrinitarianism. Orthodox leaders sought to distance themselves

from them.

33. For a discussion of Protestant-Orthodox relations in the sixteenth century, see Ernst

Benz, Wittenberg und Bizanz. Zur Begegnung und Auseinandersetzung der Reformation

und der ostlich-orthodoxen Kirche (Marburg: Elwert-Grafe und Unzer Verlag, 1949); and

George Mastrantonis, Ausburg and Constantinople: The Correspondence between

Tubingen Theologians and Patriarch Jeremiah II of Constantinople on the Augsburg

Confession (Brookline, Mass.: Holy Cross Orthodox Press, 1982).

34. Metropolitan Ilarion, The Ukrainian Church, 1 12; and Gudziak, Crisis and Reform,

105.
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for protection from Poland against Muscovite intrusions, brought the rest

of the Ukrainian territories under Polish jurisdiction and thus opened

them to the Jesuit offensive against Protestantism. The union paved the

way for the influx of Polish nobles into the Ruthenian territories formerly

controlled by Lithuania.^^ Although in the Union of Lublin the Ruthen-

ian nobles secured the rights of the Orthodox Church,^^ as the number

of Poles increased, both Roman Catholicism and Protestantism made

headway in the Ruthenian regions, including staunchly Orthodox Volhynia.

Soon the Jesuits began to wield considerable influence in those territories.

The Jesuits established and ran excellent schools throughout the Polish-

Lithuanian Commonwealth. Mihtantly Roman Catholic, they offered the best

education and had the most sophisticated curriculum, which met the

demands of the Northern Renaissance and included an updated version of

scholastic theology. Only the nobility could afford this kind of education.

But not only Catholic famihes sent their children to the Jesuit schools: most

of the recently converted Protestant nobles^^ and a large number of the

Orthodox nobles did so as well. Almost all the non-Cathohc children who

graduated from Jesuit schools converted to Roman Catholicism.^^ By the

early seventeenth century the Jesuits had stopped and dramatically reversed

the spread of Protestantism among the nobles in Poland.

Well before then the Jesuits had turned their attention to the

Orthodox,^^ denouncing their teachings and practices as schismatic. The

sophisticated Jesuits had little difficulty disparaging the intellectual and

cultural attainments of the Orthodox clergy of the time. While the Union

35. Sysyn, “Ukrainian-Polish Relations,” 66-7.

36. Sevcenko, Ukraine between East and West, 115.

37. See Pritsak, “Kievan Rus',” 20.

38. Gudziak cites a 1577 will of a Ruthenian noble that stipulated that his children

should be sent to a Jesuit school to receive a good education, but they should not abandon

their Orthodox faith (Crisis and Reform, 81). This was so common a practice and forlorn

a hope among the Ruthenians that it elicited the following lament (in 1605 or 1606): “Not

having any learning of their own, they began to send their children to receive Roman in-

struction, and these children learned not only the instruction but the [Latin] faith as well.

And so, step by step, by their learning they [the Jesuits] enticed all the Rus' lords into the

Roman faith so that the descendants of the Rus' princes were rebaptized from the

Orthodox faith into the Roman one, and changed their family names and their Christian

names as if they had never been descendants of their pious forebears” (cited by Sevcenko,

Ukraine between East and West, 118).

39. See Gudziak, Crisis and Reform, 82-6; and Metropolitan Ilarion, The Ukrainian

Church, 121-3.
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of Lublin had finally granted Orthodox nobles full rights, Jesuit polemics

stripped Orthodoxy of its lustre for many Ruthenian nobles and under-

mined their commitment to the Orthodox heritage.^® During the seven-

teenth century, Jesuit efforts bore fruit among them as well. Thus,

whether Protestant or Orthodox, most of the Ruthenian nobility converted

to Roman Catholicism. In so doing they gained access to the higher Pohsh

culture and the privileges, power, and prestige enjoyed by the Pohsh

nobility, but they lost their ties with the rest of the Ruthenian people.

Influences

In this way Ukrainians lost their nobility. The importance of this loss

can hardly be exaggerated: “In the hierarchically structured societies of

early modem Europe, for a people to be without a nobility was tanta-

mount to being a body without a head.”^^ This predicament was the first

occurrence of a recurring phenomenon in Ukrainian history—the periodic

loss of the nation’s elite.^^

How is this phenomenon connected with the Reformation in Ukraine?

Although the loss of the Ukrainian nobility to Polonization was not the

direct result of the Reformation, the Reformation was a contributing

factor in that loss. Had the Reformation not spread so dramatically among

the Polish nobility, as well as the Lithuanian and Ruthenian elites, the

Jesuits probably would not have devoted much attention to Poland. The

rapid expansion of the Reformation in the Polish-Lithuanian Common-

wealth, the largest state in Europe, caused the Jesuits to concentrate their

efforts on the Commonwealth. Their success in converting Protestant and

Orthodox nobles to Roman Catholicism was an important factor in the

Polonization of the Ukrainian elite. Would it have been Polonized in the

absence of the Counter-Reformation in the Commonwealth? Perhaps, but

the Counter-Reformation was at least a factor in its Polonization. Thus,

by provoking the Jesuit campaign against Protestantism the Reformation

had an indirect influence on Ukrainian history."^^ This is the first

significant influence that the Reformation had in the history of Ukraine.

40. Sevcenko, Ukraine between East and West, 137-9.

41. Subtelny, Ukraine, 95.

42. Ibid., 96.

43. Ivan L. Rudnytsky failed to note the role played by the Reformation in this devel-

opment when he stated; “In the course of some two generations following 1569, nearly

all Ukrainian aristocratic families and a large portion of the middle gentry converted to
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The second important influence of the Reformation was on the

development of the Ukrainian language, which is a key component of

national identity. Therefore, the evolution of the Ukrainian language is

another major theme in the history of Ukraine. Wherever the Reforma-

tion caught on in Europe in the sixteenth century, it promoted schools of

higher learning, literacy, printing, and the vernacular language. As

Protestantism took root in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, it

encouraged all these developments. In the Protestant churches sermons

were delivered in Polish; Protestant printing presses produced Polish-

language books and pamphlets and several Polish translations of the

Bible appeared, the most respected of which was Szymon Budny’s

(1572).^^

By the mid-sixteenth century the pattern spread to Ukrainian territory.

In 1562 Budny published a Protestant catechism in Ruthenian using

Cyrillic characters.^^ Ruthenian translations of the Bible also began to

appear in Cyrillic script to make Scripture intelligible to the common

reader."^^ Altogether four translations were made from Polish Protestant

versions: the Peresopnytsia Gospel (1556-61), the Bible of V. Tsiapinski

(c. 1570), Nehalevsky’s New Testament (1581), and the Krekhiv Apostol

(consisting of the Acts and Epistles of the Apostles, 1570s).'^^

Most of the books printed in the Ruthenian vernacular in the sixteenth

century were Protestant editions of the Bible.^*^ One should not exagger-

ate the importance of these early Ukrainian-language Bibles in the devel-

Catholicism, thus accepting Polish nationality” (“Polish-Ukrainian Relations: The Burden

of History,” in Poland and Ukraine, 9). Sysyn’s comment that the seventeenth century

witnessed the Ukrainian nobility’s “acceptance of Polish culture and Roman Catholicism

(or first Protestantism and then Roman Catholicism)'’'’ (“Ukrainian-Polish Relations,” 65,

my emphasis), is more informative.

44. Subtelny, Ukraine, 225, 229-32.

45. Oscar Halecki, A History of Poland (Chicago: Henry Regnery, 1956), 125.

46. Williams explains that Bundy’s version was not only in exeellent Polish, but was

translated from the original Hebrew and Greek (History of the Polish Reformation, 599,

n. 133).

47. Ibid., 747, n. 6.

48. George Y. Shevelov, “Evolution of the Ukrainian Literary Language,” in Rethinking

Ukrainian History, 220.

49. See Gudziak, Crisis and Reform, 106; Metropolitan Ilarion, The Ukrainian Church,

98, 112; Lubieniecki, History of the Polish Reformation, 730, n. 921.

50. Gudziak, Crisis and Reform, 107.
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opment of the Ukrainian literary language, which would undergo many

changes in the subsequent centuries before it would be standardized and

widely accepted. Still, the first printed literature in the Ukrainian language

was this set of Ruthenian Bibles, which were inspired by the Reforma-

tion.^^ The development of literary Ukrainian began in the Reformation

period: “In Ukraine, as in other European and Slavic nations, the Refor-

mation brought the popular language to life as the literary language. Until

this time, the Ukrainian literary language was Church Slavonic, as Latin

was for the Catholic nations. It is only from the period of the Reforma-

tion that the vernacular was accepted in Ukraine as the literary language

and books were begun to be written in the popular language.”^^ This is

the second way in which the Reformation influenced the history of

Ukraine.

The third way in which the Reformation influenced the history of

Ukraine is closely related to the second: it helped shape a distinctive

national culture. This is a third theme in the history of Ukraine.^^ As I

have noted, the Orthodox clergy had historically been the transmitter of

culture. In the sixteenth century, when the Ukrainians had no state of

their own, the church served as the only institution that represented their

collective identity.^"^ It was the Orthodox rite that distinguished the

Ruthenian people, now almost bereft of its elite, from its neighbours and

rulers. Ever since the baptism of Kyivan Rus' in 988, the language of

worship in Ukrainian territories had been Church Slavonic. By the

sixteenth century it was no longer well understood by the Ruthenians, and

yet it remained the language of Ruthenian cultural achievement. Church

Slavonic had prestige as the language of high culture. While Protestants

published the Bible in Ruthenian, the language of the Orthodox liturgy

and Scripture was Church Slavonic. The first complete edition of the

Bible in Church Slavonic, known as the Ostrih Bible, was printed under

the auspices of Konstantyn Ostrozky in Ostrih in 1581.^^ Carefully

researched and edited, the Ostrih Bible served the entire Orthodox Slavic

51. Metropolitan Ilarion, The Ukrainian Church, 112.

52. Ibid., 114.

53. Subtelny, Ukraine, 92.

54. Subtelny, Ukraine, 92; Metropolitan Ilarion, The Ukrainian Church, 127.

55. Sevcenko, Ukraine between East and West, 139. See also Magocsi, A History, 157.

Subtelny erroneously comments that this was “the first printed Bible to appear in a Slavic

language” {Ukraine, 96).
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world, but especially the Ruthenians, as an authoritative text. It was the

first critical edition of a text that was at the heart of their heritage and

culture; therefore, its publication was a significant step in Ukraine’s

cultural development.^^ But the idea of publishing a corrected complete

version of the Bible was suggested by the Protestants. In this way once

again the Reformation influenced the history of Ukraine.

To sum up, the Reformation influenced the history of Ukraine by

contributing indirectly to Ukraine’s loss of its nobility, to the develop-

ment of Ukrainian as a literary language, and finally to the development

of Ukrainian culture. In these three relatively small but significant ways

the Reformation has left a permanent mark in Ukraine’s history. Given

the fact that Ukraine has been traditionally Orthodox and that Protestant-

ism has made almost no significant inroads in traditionally Orthodox

areas, it is rather surprising that the Reformation has had the impact I

have described on the history of Ukraine.

56. For an extended discussion of the Ostrih Bible, see Metropolitan Ilarion, The

Ukrainian Church, 143-56; Gudziak, Crisis and Reform, 121-8 ; and Henry R. Cooper,

Jr., Slavic Scriptures: The Formation of the Church Slavonic Version of the Holy Bible

(Madison, N.J.: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 2003), 134-41.
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Book Reviews

International Conference “Russian, Ukrainian and Belorussian

Emigration between the World Wars in Czechoslovakia: Results and

Perspectives of Contemporary Research. Holdings of the Slavonic

Library and Prague Archives. ” Prague, 14-15 August 1995. Proceed-

ings. 2 vols. Prague: Narodni knihovna Ceske republiky, 1995. 992 pp.

For many years, central and eastern European scholars have ignored the problematic

of the interwar emigration from the Soviet Union to Czechoslovakia. Only at the end of

the last century did this migration attract the attention of researchers in Prague. In the past

decade a string of publications dealing with Ukrainian, Belarusian, and Russian

immigrants has appeared.

One of the first works on this theme is the two-volume collection of papers that were

delivered at an international conference held on the occasion of the seventieth anniversary

of the founding of the Slavonic Library in Prague and organized by three prominent

academic institutions—the Slavonic Library of the National Library of the Czech Repub-

lic, the Slavonic Institute of the Czech Academy of Sciences, and the Society for East and

Central European Studies in the Czech Republic.

The collection consists of 1 10 papers by scholars from various countries, thirty-five

of which deal with the Ukrainian emigration. Ukrainian emigrants are also mentioned in

three other papers on the Russian emigration.

The conference papers are divided into several groups: plenary session (fourteen

papers on the Russian and the Belarusian, three on the Ukrainian, and one on both the

Ukrainian and Russian emigrations) and five sections: literature (sixteen papers on

Russian and Belarusian, three on Ukrainian, and one on common subjects), science

(eleven, nine, and one respectively), history and historiography (sixteen on Russian and

Belarusian and four on Ukrainian questions), culture and education (seven and nine

respectively), and emigre life (eight and seven respectively). At the end of the second

volume there are various documents that pertain to the Russian emigration. Here I shall

focus solely on papers about the Ukrainian emigration.

The papers presented at the plenary session discuss questions in a wider framework.

In his “Prague: Secret Capital of the Ukraine between the Two World Wars,” B. A.

Osadzuk-Korab (from Germany) shows that Prague was the city in which the Ukrainian

emigration attained its highest academic and cultural achievements—many educational

institutions, publishing houses, and a significant number of publications. The author points

out that, except for the problem of Carpatho-Ukraine, there was mutual understanding

between the Prague government and the representatives of the Ukrainian political

emigration. In his paper the Czech scholar V. Podany outlines the current state of research
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on the interwar emigration in Czechoslovakia and enumerates over one hundred archives

and fonds that must be studied in the future (the materials of various organizations and

institutions and lists of prisoners of war from the First World War). S. Vidniansky

(Ukraine) gives a historical sketch of the Ukrainian emigration to Czechoslovakia,

summarizes the results of Ukrainian research on this emigration, and identifies the tasks

that lie ahead (estimating the number of emigrants, analyzing the social structure of the

emigration, examining former special fonds, and assessing the cooperation among various

emigrant groups—from Dnieper Ukraine, Galicia, Kuban, and Bukovyna—and the

activities of the Ukrainian emigration in Transcarpathia. In the last paper on the Ukrainian

emigration at the plenary session V. Troshchynsky (Ukraine) points out the relevance of

the historical experience of the Ukrainian interwar emigrants in Czechoslovakia for

current socio-political transformations in Ukraine. He believes that the model of the

interwar emigration can be useful in developing a pluralistic model of Ukrainian society.

Considering the fact that a good part of the emigration consisted of writers, the

literature section is rather deficient in papers on Ukrainian writers. N. Salnikova (Ukraine)

focuses on the life and work of an outstanding poetess of the Prague school, Olena Teliha.

A. Moravkova (Czech Republic) analyzes the legacy of Teliha’ s collaborator, Oleh

Olzhych and underlines the fact that his better works are close to the poetry of the

Ukrainian Neoclassicists. Moravkova also points out that the Ukrainian writers did not

establish close and permanent ties with Czech writers; hence, we cannot talk about

interrelations and influences among the representatives of the two groups. An interesting

feature of the works of Ukrainian poets, who were mostly political emigres, was their

image of the Princely era. T. Ananchenko (Ukraine) analyzes this symbol of the

fatherland in various writers of the Prague school. In her paper on F. Dostoevsky M.

Mahydova (Czech Republic) gives a positive evaluation of Dmytro Chyzhevsky’s

contribution to the complex study of the Russian writer by outstanding scholars from

different emigrant communities.

The science section is more diverse. O. Konovets (Ukraine) discussed different forms

of the scientific potential of Ukrainian emigrants (educational institutions, cultural centres,

publishing houses, and so forth) and their place in the context of Ukrainian science in

general. V. S. Chyshko explores the development of biographical studies, not only their

history but also their prospects and the place of Ukrainian scientific and cultural figures

in the Ukrainian biographical dictionary. L. Krushelnytska (Ukraine) deals with the Prague

school of Ukrainian archeology (V. Shcherbakivsky, O. Kandyba, la. Pasternak, and

others), while N. Chemysh (Ukraine) discusses the Prague period in Ukrainian sociology,

paying particular attention to M. Hrushevsky, M. Shapoval, and O. I. Bochkovsky.

Another Ukrainian scholar, O. Buriak, analyzes the historical and psychological aspects

of Ukrainian sociology in Prague and reviews the work of the Ukrainian sociological

institutes in Prague and Vienna.

M. Helytovych (Ukraine) discusses V. Sichynsky’s conception of art and his

influence in contemporary art studies. M. Bodnaruk (Ukraine) assesses the influence of

German mystical thinkers on D. Chyzhevsky’s philosophical symbolism in his works of

the Prague period.

O. Lupii’s (Ukraine) paper on the idea of state independence in the works of

Ukrainian poets synthesizes the available information about the representatives of the

Prague school of poets (O. Oles, S. Cherkasenko, le. Malaniuk, lu. Darahan, L. Mosendz,
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0. Olzhych, O. Stefanovych, O. Liaturynska, I. Irliavsky, A. Harasevych, H. Mazurenko,

and O. Teliha), almost all of whom responded to Carpatho-Ukraine’s declaration of

independence in 1939 and believed that this was the beginning of the rebirth of an

independent Ukraine. Interestingly enough, Lupii mentions the contacts between Ukrainian

poets and their Czech and Slovak colleagues without going into details. In her paper on

the Prague school H. Kolesnychenko-Bratun (Ukraine) turns her attention to the

phenomenon of spiritual emigration of stateless writers and draws parallels between P.

Tychyna’s generation and representatives of the Prague literary school.

D. Pume’s (Czech) paper deals with agronomists of various immigrant nationalities

who graduated from institutions of higher learning in Prague and Brno. It contains

statistical data on students in different years and of various nationalities, including

Ukrainians.

The section on history and historiography includes four papers by Ukrainian scholars.

1. Khorunzhy focuses on the work of Ukrainian historians and historiographers in

Czechoslovakia. Besides older specialists (D. Doroshenko, V. Bidnov, S. Narizhny, D.

Chyzhevsky, and others), he mentions their younger followers and the work of the

Historical-Philological Society. N. Kasiianov acquaints the reader with documents and

sources on the Ukrainian national movement that are found in various institutions in

Prague. N. Myronets analyzes the documents of M. Shapoval’s archive, which the

Czechoslovak government handed over to the Ukrainian SSR at the end of the Second

World War. Most of the archive consists of manuscripts of ShapovaTs published and

unpublished works.

M. Lytvyn’s study of the interned veterans of the Ukrainian Galician Army

(1919-24) takes a somewhat different approach from the preceding articles. It presents

data on various internment camps and statistics on the internees. The author underlines

the fact that the authorities of some countries that did not support Ukrainian independence

attempted to infiltrate some veteran groups in order to undermine their ideological and

political struggle.

Scholars from four countries took part in the section on culture and education. Most

of their papers have a broader theme than the preceding papers and touch on a large

number of questions. It is well known that the interwar Ukrainian emigration set up its

first organizations in Vienna. Because of various socio-political circumstances, its

educational institutions, organizations, and scholars were transferred to Prague, where the

Ukrainian immigrant community had a chance to grow. T. Potushnytska-Sydoruk

(Ukraine) deals with the cultural-educational activities of the Ukrainian emigration in

Vienna and Prague. N. V. Kazakova (Ukraine) focuses on L. Bykovsky’s contribution to

the development of Ukrainian and Slavic bibliology and describes the circumstances that

led to the emergence of the Ukrainian bibliological school. N. L. Lelikova (Russia) also

writes about this Ukrainian bibliologist, bibliographer, and librarian who is associated with

the birth of Ukrainian bibliographical theory. He accentuated its sociological aspects,

cooperated with libraries in Ukraine, and maintained contacts with Czech bibliological

organizations and particularly with one of the finest Czech bibliologists and bibliogra-

phers, L. Zivny.

Many scholars at the conference touched upon the founding and work of the

Ukrainian Free University (UVU). In his paper on Professor O. Kolessa, a rector of the

UVU, K. Kolessa (Ukraine) outlines the structure of this university and the principles on
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which it was founded. Two scholars focus on the prominent pedagogue S. Siropolko. T.

Bednarzhova (Czech Republic) concentrates on the important events in his life and his

activities after emigrating, evaluates his contribution to pedagogical scholarship, and

analyzes his views on national education and education in general. T. Kivshar (Ukraine)

touches on new biographical information about him, his cooperation with Russian

emigres, and his promotion of the Ukrainian publications. She also corrects several widely

held and unfounded opinions about Siropolko and members of his family.

The Ukrainian emigration of the interwar period was active in many fields. Ukrainian

emigres achieved great success in music. O. Martynenko (Ukraine) provides information

about choirs and brass and string orchestras in various camps and cities. The paper

presents Ukrainian emigre music scholars and the Ukrainian Republican Kapelle under

O. Koshyts. It underscores the role of emigres in the development of Carpatho-Ukraine’s

musical culture. O. Pelenska (Ukraine) discusses the work of the Ukrainian Studio of

Plastic Arts and the artists connected with it, including H. Mazepa, O. Liaturynska, R.

Lisovsky, N. Levytska, M. Brynsky, and I. Loshak. M. Mushynka (Slovakia) presents new

information and assessments of the life and activities of Symon Narizhny, the last director

of the Museum of Ukraine’s Struggle for Independence in Prague, and shows that he had

been judged unfairly by some representatives of the Ukrainian emigration.

The final section, titled “Emigre Life,” covers diverse themes. V. Markus (United

States) concentrates on the Ukrainian immigration to Transcarpathia in the interwar

period: he describes its representatives, distinguishes the waves of immigration, and

defines its sociocultural categories. The immigrants participated in school, choir, and

theatrical activities and influenced the intellectual and the cultural development of the

indigenous population.

Two scholars, V. M. Danylenko and O. V. Dobrzhansky, write about S. Smal-

Stotsky, who developed an original methodology for studying and interpreting literary

works and a comparative method of teaching the Ukrainian language. N. Sydorenko’s

paper analyzes the journalistic work of Mykyta Shapoval, a notable representative of the

Ukrainian emigration, and assesses his role in establishing Ukrainian periodicals in

Czechoslovakia, as well as his contribution to the theory of revolutionary socialism in a

national context.

Book publishing always played a significant role in the development of national

consciousness. E. Ohar’s (Ukraine) paper on this subject recounts the founding principles

and the work of the Ukrainian Society of Bibliophiles and its magazine Knyholiub. V. A.

Sokolova’s (Russia) paper on F. S. Mansvetov, the editor of the journal Slavianskaia

kniga, complements this study by listing the Ukrainian articles printed in the journal. O.

Zaremba evaluates the work of the publishing house Chas and other Ukrainian publishing

houses that appeared in Czechoslovakia in the 1920s.

H. Svamyk’s (Ukraine) paper deals with the well-known Ukrainian publicist and

editor D. Dontsov and his Prague correspondents. Almost fifty writers, including some

members of the Prague school, corresponded with Dontsov, and this correspondence is

a valuable source not only for the literary activity of individual authors but also for

literary processes in Czechoslovakia and Soviet Ukraine.

The last paper of the section is I. Trach’s (Germany) paper on Dr. Vasyl Myketiuk,

who wrote a dissertation about I. Galiatovsky, belonged to the Sich Riflemen, kept a diary

for many years in which he registered not only his experiences but also philosophical
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reflections, analyses of political events, and impressions of political and cultural figures.

The diary is a unique key to the mind of the Ukrainian interwar emigration.

As we see, the articles in the collection cover many subjects. Some topics are treated

in great detail, others less so. Some questions are discussed in more papers than other

questions, but they are tackled from different viewpoints. This is why some basic data is

sometimes repeated. Much of the information is new because the special fonds in which

it was found have only recently become accessible to researchers.

The analysis of the materials on the Russian emigration differs markedly from that

of the materials on the Ukrainian emigration. Of all the national emigrant groups of the

former Soviet Union, the Russian one was and is the best researched group. It is

important to note that various facts about the Ukrainian emigration have been put into

circulation for the first time, and they will be useful in determining its nature and course

of evolution. The papers I have discussed represent the best work done so far on the

given problematic. They help to fill the gaps that continue to exist in the history of the

Ukrainian emigration. Research in this area must be continued because it constitutes an

essential part of Ukrainian scholarship and culture.

L’ubica Babotova

Presov University

Andre Partykevych. Between Kyiv and Constantinople: Olexander

Lototsky and the Quest for Ukrainian Autocephaly. Edmonton:

Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 1998. xvii, 101 pp.

This is a study of Olexander Lototsky (1870-1939) and his role in the Ukrainian

Orthodox quest for autocephaly during Ukraine’s 1918-1920 struggle for independence.

Serving in various capacities, Lototsky helped to shape the different Ukrainian

governments’ religious policy. As minister of religious affairs, he paved the way for the

recognition of Ukrainian Orthodox autocephaly. Later, as ambassador to Turkey, he

sought ecclesiastical recognition directly from the Patriarchate of Constantinople.

Although the autocephaly project failed in its time, the articulation of the goal of

ecclesiastical independence from Moscow is an important historical reference point for

understanding the development of Ukrainian national consciousness. As a member of all

three independent Ukrainian governments between 1917 and 1920 and as the author of

pioneering studies of autoeephaly and church history, Lototsky indisputably occupies a

key place in the recent history of Ukrainian Orthodoxy.

Based on Lototsky ’s memoirs Storinky mynuloho (Warsaw, 1932-39), the first

chapter lays out the historical context and Lototsky’ s formative years. The author pays

special attention to Lototsky ’s national credentials. Bom and raised near Mohyliv-

Podilskyi in a patriotic Ukrainian family, he was educated at the Ukrainophile Kamianets-

Podilskyi Seminary (1884-89), the Kyiv Seminary, and the Russified Kyiv Theological

Academy (1892-96), where many of his views on Ukrainian identity were formed.

Serving as a senior civil servant in St. Petersburg from 1900 to 1917, he became active

in the cultural and political awakening among Ukrainians in Russia. He was involved in

the publication venture Vik, which produced Ukrainian books even before the ban on them
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was lifted in 1905; the political club Hromada, which in 1906 ran Ukrainian candidates

to the First Duma; the founding of an underground Ukrainian university (1914-17); the

publication of a Ukrainian-language New Testament (1906) and a two-volume

encyclopedia of Ukraine (Moscow, 1914-16); the Society of Ukrainian Progressives;

obtaining concessions from the Russian Provisional Government for a Ukrainian school

system; and gaining the release of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Metropolitan Andrei

Sheptytsky from exile.

Chapter two covers Lototsky’s fight for autocephaly in the turbulent period from the

fall of the tsar to the establishment of Soviet rule in 1919. Interestingly enough, he did

not mention this period in his memoirs. Based on Lototsky’s other writings and works by

Bohdan Bociurkiw, Dmytro Doroshenko, and Vasyl Lypkivsky, this chapter may well be

the most significant research achievement of the book. As the Russian Holy Synod turned

its full attention to re-establishing the patriarchate and withheld its support for the

monarchy, a new idea of political and ecclesiastical independence gained ground in

Ukraine. The ecclesiastical debate in Ukraine focused on two options: either complete

autonomy (autocephaly) or gradual liturgical Ukrainianization.

Partykevych gives a clear answer to the principal historical question, why the

autocephalist movement failed. The Russian Holy Synod naturally opposed the idea of

relinquishing authority (pp. 29-30), while Ukrainians failed to muster sustained support

against a hostile, pro-Russian episcopate. The Ukrainian Central Rada was dominated by

socialists who were either uninterested in church matters or who viewed religion as at best

a private matter and church-state separation as a fundamental principle. By the time the

Rada came around to supporting Ukrainian Orthodox autocephaly, the Russified

episcopate had consolidated itself sufficiently to quash the project (pp. 32-3). Hetman

Pavlo Skoropadsky’s government initially favoured autocephaly, but ultimately showed

its pro-Russian colours (p. 36). Also the election of the Ukrainophobe Antonii

Khrapovitsky (who considered Ukrainian “suitable for the marketplace but not for the

worship of God,” p. 34) as Metropolitan of Kyiv was a major setback for ecclesiastical

self-determination. Finally, the Directory, headed by Symon Petliura, was too short-lived

for its January 1919 law on autocephaly to have any real impact (pp. 39^0). Thus, in the

complex mix of revolutionary conflict and political upheaval, external factors rather than

theological or canonical arguments, ultimately sealed the fate of the autocephalist project.

Chapter three, based on his book V Tsarhorodi (Warsaw, 1939), outlines Lototsky’s

service in Constantinople as Ukraine’s ambassador to Turkey (April 1919-March 1920).

His diplomatic mission was complicated by the legacy of his predecessor, Mikhail

Sukovkin, who had followed the hetman’s policy of federation with Russia and union

with the Russian Orthodox Church, and by the deteriorating military and political situation

in Ukraine. The main story centers on Lototsky’s appeals to the Ecumenical Patriarchate

of Constantinople to recognize the Ukrainian Orthodox Church’s autocephaly. The

Phanar’s response addressed the central issue with due regard for “the true voice of

history” and explicitly affirmed the legitimacy of Ukrainian (political) independence and

the quest for ecclesiastical autocephaly through Constantinople. But in the end, the

vacancy of the patriarchal throne and the unstable political situations in Ukraine and in

Turkey made it impossible for Constantinople to grant autocephaly. Despite their failure,

Lototsky’s arguments for autocephaly did have an impact—they were cited in the

Ecumenical Patriarchate’s tomos of autocephaly to the Orthodox Church of Poland in
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1924 (p. 58). In Ukraine, the movement for autocephaly took its own course: in October

1921 the all-Ukrainian Church Council took the controversial and canonically problemati-

cal step of unilaterally proclaiming the independence of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church

and of proceeding with irregular consecrations of bishops (pp. 60-1).

The final chapter treats Lototsky’s emigre years and focusses on his two-volume

study of autocephaly Avtokefalia (Warsaw, 1935 and 1939). From 1922 Lototsky taught

canon law at the Ukrainian Free University in Prague, and six years later he accepted a

position in church history at the Orthodox Theological Section of the University of

Warsaw. This gave him the opportunity to develop more fully his conception of

autocephaly and its theoretical underpinnings. In Lototsky’s elaboration autocephaly

combined a centralized unity of Orthodox communities in faith and action with a

decentralized independence in administration and governance (pp. 70-1). He situated the

catholicity (or sobomisf) of the church “primarily in the relationship between the hierarchy

and the faithful: while their roles are different, in matters offaith all are equal" (p. 72). As

for the delicate question of the apostolicity of a church, Lototsky pointed to the early

Christian practice of electing bishops with the participation of the faithful and claimed that

the Ukrainian church continued this practice until the eighteenth century (p. 74).

In his discussion of autocephaly, Lototsky was sensitive to the tensions between

historical tradition and the need for adaptation to change. The last ecumenical council

recognized by Orthodox churches had taken place more than a thousand years before, and

the First World War had shaken the foundations of church-state relations and, indeed, of

religion itself. Lototsky believed that autocephaly provided a constructive alternative to

the resulting political and religious instability.

Beyond the appeals to scriptural, theological, canonical, and historical authorities,

Lototsky’s notion of autocephaly was grounded ultimately in a secular pragmatism akin

to that which Theokletos Pharmakides had formulated for the Orthodox Church of Greece

in the nineteenth century: an independent (secular) state had the right to declare the

church on its territory autocephalous (p. 79). Lototsky’s own formulation was crystal

clear: “the source of ecclesiastical autocephaly is the state power” (p. 80). Similarly, the

autocephalist rejection of any higher church authority outside the nation’s borders, unlike

the Catholic submission to Rome, rested on political, rather than canonical considerations:

“No government that understands its duties to the State would agree to having the center

of ecelesiastieal authority located in another state” (p. 35). Thus, in a matter that touched

the very core of the existence of an Orthodox church, Lototsky explicitly recognized that

the ultimate decision-making prerogative rested with the civil authority. Hence he

considered any separation of church and state to be foreign to Orthodoxy in general and

to Ukrainian Orthodoxy in particular.

It is possible that the purpose of Lototsky’s study of autocephaly was to serve not

only as a theoretical template for the future, as the author suggests, but also as a retro-

spective justification of the autocephaly law of 1919 and of the 1921 unilateral

declaration. Yet even as a template for future use, Lototsky himself would have likely

been the first to recognize that the times have changed, as have circumstances. If an

autocephaly law such as that of 1919 can be recognized as legitimate in its time, what

happens, in canonical terms, to an autocephalous church when its sponsoring state loses

its independenee? The principle to which he is said to have dedicated his life, that “in an

independent state there must also be an independent church” (pp. 35, 83) appears to have
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been oriented more towards nineteenth-century models of monocultural nation-states than

to the later twentieth-century recognition of pluralism and inter-ethnic harmony.

On the crucial issue of church-state relations, Lototsky’s conception would require

considerable reformulation before it could be treated as a viable option for the future. The

model of one church-one state (ethnoreligious) unity resonates little with either the ethnic

pluralism of current Eastern Christianity in North America or with the principle of

religious tolerance in the former USSR. Unlike Russia, whose patriarchate aspires to be

the official spiritual voice of the nation, Ukraine and other former Soviet countries have

introduced constitutional and juridical provisions that prevent religious monopolies. In

Lototsky’s time the generally accepted supposition was that ecclesiastical autocephaly and

national independence could go hand in hand. But one very enlightened document bucked

that trend towards political and ecclesiastical exclusivism. The Poltava diocese resolution

of 1917 (“In a free, territorially autonomous Ukraine, there must be a free, autocephalous

Church, independent from the state in its internal order,” p. 28) called precisely for the

separation of church and state, in effect positing autocephaly in Ukraine outside of the

Byzantine model. Unfortunately, this valuable contribution did not enter into Ukrainian

reflection on religious and political self-determination. It could well have served as the basis

for a constructive revision of ethnorehgious assumptions that are no longer applicable.

Autocephaly was, and will likely long continue to be, one of the most hotly contested

issues of Ukrainian Orthodoxy and, indeed, of Orthodoxy at large. How can ecclesial

unity of faith be reconciled with the right to declare autocephaly unilaterally? How is the

discourse of a “Christian bond of love” between churches transformed when that bond is

reduced to a master-slave relation (as the autocephalists view the Russian Orthodox

attitude towards Ukrainian Orthodoxy)? And how is the liberating right to separate

preserved without sliding into anarchy? These and related questions will certainly be the

subject of continued debate as Orthodox churches in eastern and central Europe face the

challenges and pressures of religious pluralism and church-state separation. As the focal

point for reflection on a wide range of urgent canonical, theological, historical and

political questions, the issue of autocephaly is both complex and rich in possibilities for

creative reflection. Lototsky’s lifelong contribution is a monument of Ukrainian

Orthodoxy, and Partykevych’s study is a valuable gift to all who are interested in the

Ukrainian Orthodox Church’s struggle for national, cultural, and ecclesiastical indepen-

dence from Russia.

Andrii Krawchuk

University of Sudbury

Andrzej Sulima Kaminski. Historia Rzeczypospolitej wielu narodow,

1505-1795: Obywatele, ich panstwa, spoleczenstwo, kultura. Lublin:

Instytut Europy Srodkowo-Wschodniej, 2000. 264 pp.

The history of the “Commonwealth of Many Nations”—a play on the Common-

wealth of Two Nations, the official name of the state that arose at the Union of Lublin

(1569)—originates in a project conceived in Rome in 1990 for Polish, Lithuanian,

Belarusian, and Ukrainian historians to write histories of their respective nations that
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would be translated into the other three languages. Professor Andrzej Kaminski, the author

of the tome under review, is the only participant from outside the region (having resided

in the United States since 1969. In choosing him, the editors have enriched the series by

including a perspective formed as much by Western historiography and attitudes toward

east central Europe as by the contending historical perspectives in the region.

In his introduction to Belarusian, Lithuanian, Polish, and Ukrainian readers, Kaminski

admonishes them not to think of the Commonwealth as Poland. He also calls on his non-

Polish readers not to reject the heritage of the Conunonwealth in which their ancestors

played such a significant role. He describes the Commonwealth as a society of citizens,

which for most of the period he discusses means the nobility (szlachta), and asserts the

influence of the model of a citizens’ society on the burghers and Cossacks and, at the end

of the Commonwealth, even on the peasants. This political tradition, he claims, is very

different from that of the absolutist states and more like the path taken by England,

Holland, Switzerland, and Venice. He reminds the reader that until the nineteenth or even

twentieth centuries citizens constituted only a small part of most societies. His approach

certainly provides a new perspective for Belarusian, Lithuanian and Ukrainian readers.

Polish readers may find the emphasis on citizens new, although other scholars such as

Edward Opalinski have adopted this approach. Much of the text harkens to the nineteenth-

century Warsaw school and interwar Polish historiography (Konopczynski, Halecki and

Korzon, mentioned in the short bibliography, echo in the discussion), though informed by

the considerable achievements of post-Second World War Polish economic and social

history. The emphasis on the successes of the Commonwealth and the citizen nature of

the noble republic seems to be more a response to the ignorance and misunderstanding

of the Polish state that Kaminski has encountered among Western colleagues than a new

approach for Polish historiography.

Kaminski announces his conviction that the civic tradition of the Commonwealth

served not only as a link among the four countries in the past, but also can determine

their return to Europe in the future. He sees the European tradition based on Western

Christianity or Catholicism as the core of the Commonwealth experience and scarcely

mentions a common Christian tradition with the Orthodox. He asserts that the Dnieper

basin of two hundred years ago was fully a part of Europe, but sees its inclusion in the

new east central Europe as hanging in the balance, with an understanding of the past

being a factor in how the future will be charted.

The editor of the series calls the volumes proposals for discussion and debate.

Certainly the volume at hand cannot be seen as a synthetic comprehensive history, though

it appears to take that form in some chapters. Rather it is an exposition of the citizen

model, with the emphasis on its positive rather than its negative aspects. Kaminski takes

the reader from the flowering of Poland in the sixteenth century, the citizenry formed by

the “execution of the laws movement,” and Commonwealth created by the Union of

Lublin, through the triumphs and the constitutional struggles and wars of the seventeenth

century, to the decline of the state and society and the great reforms of the eighteenth

century. He is at his best when he explains political institutions and political theory. He
expounds his often innovative views—for example, that the Sandomierz Confederation

of 1606 ultimately succeeded in the constitutionalist victory of 1609, that the Cossacks

in the early seventeenth century led something analogous to the execution of the laws

movement in sixteenth-century Poland, and that the Ukrainian nobility could break the
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control of the great princes and new magnates only by joining the Cossacks—in vigorous

prose.

The Ukrainian reader will certainly find much that is new and provocative in

Kaminski’s interpretation. While his pen is directed particularly sharply against Soviet

historiography, he also takes issue with much traditional Ukrainian historiography. As one

might expect, Kaminski lists Lypynsky but not Hrushevsky in his bibliography, for while

Lypynsky was much more critical than Kaminski of the Commonwealth, unlike

Hrushevsky he had a respect for its nobility. For Kaminski the authority on Ukrainian

history is Natalia Iakovenko, an excellent Kyiv historian who is strongly critical of

traditional and contemporary Ukrainian historiography.

The average Ukrainian reader will have to change his perspective to accept the

chapter on the struggle against the Khmelnytsky Uprising or “national liberation war”

titled “The Defence of Liberty.” The layman will find the task of following the narrative

quite difficult. He will often need a firm grasp of past events in order to fill in the blanks

and make the necessary connections. For example, while Kaminski discusses Zygmunt III

at length, largely for his negative actions and influences, he gives Wladyslaw IV short

shrift and does not mention that it was his plan for a grand and illegally initiated war and

his contacts with the Cossacks that stood at the heart of the Khmelnytsky Uprising. One

is hard put to see any continuous development of Ukrainian culture or political thought

in the book, so the reader is little able to understand how the Kyiv Mohyla Academy

came about (strangely first placed in the chapter on 1572 to 1609 and only later assigned

properly to the 1630s) or where the ideas for establishing a Ukrainian state in 1648 came

from. Concentrating on the integration of the Commonwealth, Kaminski pays little

attention to countervailing processes, despite his occasional reference to distinct national

traditions.

Kaminski is openly partisan in respect to church affairs, above all in favour of the

Uniate Church. Regrettably, this leads him to interject nineteenth- and twentieth-century

realities into the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. On one occasion, he calls the Uniate

Church Greek Catholic, although that term originated only under the Habsburgs who

strengthened the institution sufficiently to make it a vehicle for Ruthenian-Ukrainian

identity. A more glaring error is his depiction of the Union of Brest as an attempt of the

bishops to isolate their church and flock from any contact with or influence from

Muscovy when there were many more important reasons for this step. Kaminski calls the

Union the crowning of the process of Ukraine’s Westernization, thereby ignoring the

Orthodox reform that preceded it. Iakovenko’s work in the series, now available to the

Polish reader, shows how influences of the citizens’ Commonwealth combined with

discrimination and persecution of the Orthodox church, an illegal institution from 1596

to 1632, to mobilize the Orthodox nobles into civic activity in the Kyiv, Volhynian, and

Bratslav lands and into coalitions with burghers and Cossacks {Narys istorii Ukrainy z

naidavnishykh chasiv do kintsia XVIII stolittia [Kyiv, 1997]). Indeed much of the support

for the Orthodox Church focused on the particular brand of conciliar national Orthodoxy

that had evolved in the Commonwealth and was threatened by the Jesuit-inspired model

of Uniate clericalism.

Ukraine does not fit neatly into Kaminski’s construct. He is quite right in pointing

to the tremendous influence of Poland and the Commonwealth on Ukrainian society and

political thought. But in the end the frequent revolts in Ukraine and the eventual breaking
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away of a substantial part of the country demonstrated the failure of the Conunonwealth.

And the failure was not just with the Cossacks and commoners. Iakovenko asserts that

the nobles who joined the revolt displayed a “fanatic anti-Polish stubbornness, a readiness

to fight to the end, to perish or triumph” (p. 206). The policies of the Commonwealth had

made it possible for Khmelnytsky to wrest away the leadership of the “Ruthenian nation”

from the nobility so that middle nobles and magnates such as Bohdan Stetkevych and lurii

Nemyrych joined him, and the long-term leader of the Rus' nobility, Adam Kysil, ended

his career scorned as a traitor to the Commonwealth because he was a “schismatic.” It

was in the very lands that broke away that a new Ukrainian political thought, identity, and

culture took hold and became the core of modem Ukrainian identity. However great the

Commonwealth’s influence on Ivan Mazepa and Pylyp Orlyk may have been, it was

because the Hetmanate had broken from the Commonwealth that a new elite propagated

autonomist and independentist thought for their Ukrainian “fatherland,” patronized the

Cossack baroque, and wrote the histories that inspired the nineteenth-century Ukrainian

revival. While Kaminski much lauds the Uniate triumph on the Right-Bank in the

eighteenth century, he never confronts the reality that in these lands the Ukrainian elite

disappeared entirely and Ukrainian cultural creativity was hardly visible in striking

contrast to the Cossack Hetmanate, even under Russian oppression. Modem Ukraine

traces its roots not to the territories that remained part of the Commonwealth but to those

that did not. It was the traditions of the Hetmanate, not of the citizens’ Commonwealth,

that nurtured the nineteenth-century Ukrainian movement in the Right-Bank and Galicia,

including the Greek Catholic clergy.

Had Kaminski dealt with these nuances and complexities he might have been able

to write a more convincing piece for the Ukrainian reader on the heritage that Ukrainians

share with the other peoples who came out of the citizens’ Commonwealth. As it is he

has written a fascinating interpretative vision of the Commonwealth that will assist the

four major peoples who live on its former territory to reassess its significance.

Frank E. Sysyn

University of Alberta

Henryk Stronski. Represje Stalinizmu wobec ludnosci polskiej na

Ukrainie w latach 1929-1939. Warsaw: Stowarzyszenie “Wspolnota

polska,” 1998. 314 pp.

This book is the first monograph in any language on Stalinist repressions directed

at the Polish population of Ukraine between 1929 and 1939. The author, a Ukrainian of

Polish origin, who has worked on this rare topic for several years and published a dozen

important articles on it in Poland and Ukraine, is probably the best specialist in the field.

Stronski’ s work is based on extensive research, mainly in Ukrainian archives, both

central and oblast. They include the former Ukrainian Communist Party Archive in Kyiv

and the local archives in Zhytomyr, Khmelnytskyi, and Vinnytsia. Much of his archival

material, considered top secret in the Soviet Union and declassified only after its collapse,

has not been previously published or used by historians. Particularly interesting are the

reports of local Party committees on the implementation of policies adopted by the central
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authorities and the case files of the security organs (the GPU/NKVD/KGB) relating to

specific instances of repression.

The author argues that Stalinist repressions against Ukrainian Poles arose after the

policy of national-cultural concessions had failed to Sovietize them. Confronted by the Poles’

unexpected resilience to Sovietization, the authorities decided to apply repressive measures,

which eventually led to the virtual obhteration of the Pohsh minority in Ukraine.

In the 1920s the Bolsheviks made limited national-cultural concessions aimed at

Sovietizing the Poles in Ukraine. A significant number of schools of various kinds with

Polish as the language of instruction were established in areas inhabited by Poles,

especially in eastern Volhynia, Podillia, and the city of Kyiv. Soviet authorities encour-

aged the Poles to set up their own local and central newspapers, libraries, reading rooms,

clubs, and other cultural institutions. A Polish national autonomous region was established

around the town of Dovbysh (renamed Markhlevsk), and it included 107 villages inhabited

mainly by Poles. Moreover, as many as 170 Polish village councils were formed in Right-

Bank Ukraine. This state-sponsored Polish revival involved an estimated 700,000 people.

Although Ukrainian Roman Catholics who considered themselves Poles responded

well to these national concessions, they overwhelmingly rejected Soviet ideology, which

was propagated by state-sponsored Polish schools, cultural institutions, and press. They

tended to keep aloof from other nationalities and focused their attention primarily on their

parishes. Indeed, local Poles traditionally saw the church as their protector and the

defender of national interests. Concluding that the church must be annihilated before

Soviet ideology could take root among Poles, in 1930 the authorities began mass arrests

of Catholic priests and the most active parishioners. In Vinnytsia oblast, for instance, by

1937 all Catholic priests had been arrested and all twenty-four churches permanently

closed. By comparison, almost one-third of the Orthodox churches and all synagogues

remained open.

One of the crucial factors leading to the repression of Poles was their steadfast

opposition to forced collectivization, which began in 1929. In the face of this opposition,

the authorities realized that their attempt at Sovietizing the Poles through national-cultural

concessions was a fiasco. For example, by the summer of 1932 only forty-eight percent

of Polish peasant households in Podillia were collectivized, compared to sixty-two percent

for the whole province. The well-tested Soviet tactic of inciting social conflict did not

succeed in undermining the unusual solidarity of the Polish villagers, including the poor

and rich peasants (kulaks). Revolts, strikes, and uprisings proliferated in Polish villages.

In desperation, entire Polish villages marched under church banners toward the Soviet-

Polish border to “save ourselves from Soviet rule,” as they put it. Hundreds applied for

emigration to Poland, but all in vain. Hence, Poles began crossing the border illegally in

mass numbers, which peaked in March 1930 at an estimated rate of 10,000 people a day.

The Polish national region, with only nineteen percent of all households collectivized

by the spring of 1931, came under a series of escalating repressions, including the arrest

of its leaders. In the fall of 1935, it and the German region became the first national

regions in Ukraine to be abolished. Most of the Polish village councils, which in late 1930

had come under official criticism for disobedience, were dissolved by late 1935, and their

members were purged. German village councils were treated in a similar way, while Russian,

Jewish, Moldavian, Bulgarian, and Greek village councils were left intact until 1938-39,

when all such councils, together with the remaining national regions, were dissolved.
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The first measures against Polish elementary schools in Ukraine were adopted in 1933.

By June 1938 these schools were closed, and most of the teachers were arrested and some

were shot. While other national schools in Ukraine also suffered in those years, Polish

schools were singled out for repression; for example, eighty-six percent of all Polish schools

were closed down, as compared with half of the Jewish schools. Virtually all other Pohsh

schools, including high schools, were also shut down. Almost all local and central Polish

newspapers disappeared in the mid- 1930s. Polish libraries and cultural institutions were also

closed down. The staff of all these estabhshments suffered harsh repressions.

The first wave of deportations affecting the Polish population in Ukraine took place

in 1930-33. Strictly speaking, it was designed to deal with the kulaks regardless of their

nationality. Poles, however, suffered disproportionately, since in addition to kulaks,

“people with family relations in Poland and Romania,” the “Polish counter-revolutionary

element,” and “smugglers” were also targeted. Overall, an estimated 10,000 Poles were

then deported, mainly to the Russian North or beyond the Urals. The second wave of

deportations occurred in 1935, when the authorities decided to deport the “suspect

element” from the border area to eastern Ukraine, which was severely depopulated by the

Great Famine of 1932-33. In practice, this measure targeted mainly local Poles and

Germans. An estimated 30,000^0,000 Poles were deported. The third wave of

deportations followed in 1936. For the first time in Soviet history, specific nationalities

—

Poles and Germans inhabiting the border area—were explicitly targeted. All together

70,000 people, including some 60,000 Poles, were deported to northern Kazakhstan.

The most deadly repressions against the Poles were carried out under the guise of

dealing with the Polish Military Organization (POW). They began in 1933-34 and

reached their peak in 1937-38, when about 50,000 Poles were arrested in Ukraine. This

“operation against Poles”—as Nikolai lezhov, the head of the NKVD put it—was one of

several similar campaigns carried out against national minorities such as Germans,

Lithuanians, and Latvians. Nonetheless, Poles were by far the most persecuted minority

in Ukraine: they accounted for almost twenty percent of the arrests aimed against national

minorities. One of the most astonishing aspects of the “Polish operation” was the mass

arrest of Party members of Polish origin, including top-ranking officials like Stanislaw

Kosior, the head of the Communist Party (Bolshevik) of Ukraine. As a rule detainees

were subjected to physical and psychological torture until they “confessed” to anti-Soviet

activities. On the basis of these “confessions,” they were then sentenced without due

process to death, long imprisonment, or forced labour.

Poland was unable to help the Polish minority in the Soviet Union. Moreover, it

lacked the will to do so; it erroneously assumed that the Polish population of Soviet

Ukraine had been thoroughly Sovietized. Instead, the Polish state tried first to assist the

persecuted Roman Catholic parishes financially and then to save the victimized priests by

exchanging imprisoned Communist subversives for them.

To conclude, Strohski’s book is a pioneer study of Stalinist repressions against the

Polish population of Ukraine. It is very well researched and deals thoroughly and

convincingly with this multi-faceted issue. However difficult this may be, the author

maintains his distance from the events. He displays full command of the subject. The

selection of citations from primary sources deserves special praise. The only mistake of

any significance that I found was a miscalculation of the percentage of Polish arrests in

1937-38; Poles accounted for 17.9 rather than 16.6 percent of all arrests (p. 219).
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Although the book is surprisingly well written for someone who never attended Polish

school, the help of a professional Polish editor would have made it even more readable.

All in all, this is an excellent monograph on the first instance of Stalinist repressions

against a national minority in Ukraine. It will be of interest not only to specialists in

Polish-Ukrainian history but also to investigators of the Soviet Union’s national minorities

in the Stalinist era.

Jerzy Borzecki

Yale University

Robert S. Kravchuk. Ukrainian Political Economy: The First Ten

Years. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002. xiii, 353 pp.

It is not clear what the book tries to achieve. There is no introduction and no

conclusion. According to the title and the dust-jacket text, the book is about the

“Ukrainian Political Economy.” However, the text is mainly about some aspects of

monetary policies, mainly fiscal policies. We can find almost nothing about industrial

restructuring, privatization, agriculture, and living standards.

With respect to fiscal policies, the merit of the book is that it demonstrates how

during the period of hyperinflation the government imposed an inflationary tax not only

on the population but also on enterprises. However, Kravchuk’s assertion that “hyper-

inflation spared no one” (p. 246) is not true. Hyperinflation made possible the redistribu-

tion of the (declining) national wealth towards a class of speculators that amassed

fortunes. The wealth of present oligarchs originated in the hyperinflation.

The author also demonstrates how the government’s capacity to impose an

inflationary tax became exhausted by the mid-1990s and how by late 1994, when an

economic reform programme had been accepted, public authorities got a vested interest

in monetary stabilization.

However, the role of international actors in the policy switch of 1994 towards reform

is not highlighted. By 1994 the CIA wrote about Ukraine’s instability. Western observers

noticed that Russia’s influence was growing and that Ukraine still possessed nuclear

weapons. Western policy makers suddenly acknowledged the strategic role of Ukraine and

made an assistance offer in exchange for reform policies, nuclear disarmament, and policy

moves aimed at softening the conflict potential with Russia. Here the IMF entered the

scene. Although Ukraine became a member of the IMF in 1992, the IMF started to

support Ukraine only in late 1994 (not in 1993 as Kravchuk maintains, pp. 50, 53).

Since then the role of the IMF has been very prominent in formulating fiscal

policies, but Kravchuk does not mention this role. He writes that “Ukraine has only been

able to achieve and maintain macro-economic stability by relying upon massive periodic

infusions of capital from the IMF and the World Bank” (p. 6), and “Ukraine has survived

largely on the basis of foreign loans” (p. 91). How this is possible with a total loan

portfolio in 2000 of slightly more than 200 dollars per capita is not made clear.

Kravchuk adopts a decision maker’s approach in assuming that the government is the

only relevant actor in fiscal policies. He devotes ample space to a series of government

programmes, although the larger part of the programmes has never been implemented.
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Why mention the decision to lay off 10,000 government employees (p. 71), if this

decision has never been implemented? We learn only on page 118 that Parliament had

the power to change the government’s budget, but Parliament’s competence with respect

to the budget is not analyzed. The problem with Ukraine is that during most of the 1990s

it was not clear who was running the country—the president, the government, or

Parliament. Apart from these three actors there was also the civil service, which had an

independent role in policy implementation.

The Cabinet of Ministers produced an avalanche of decrees and regulations and the

civil servants selected those that were most advantageous to them. Also, rulemaking

authority extended to administrative sub-units. The ambiguous nature of many institutions

is a major problem. The function of the tax office is to collect taxes in order to finance

government progranunes for the common good, but it is also used to punish opponents

and to reward supporters of the regime. The latter function can only be fulfilled if tax

regulations are interpreted arbitrarily. This explains why the political elite has a vested

interest in the non-transparency of the fiscal regime.

Another problem with policy formulation is that the government and the president

often speak a double language. One set of declarations is meant for a Western audience,

while another is intended for the domestic audience. To please the IMF a law ean be

adopted just before a credit tranche is awarded only to be repealed shortly afterwards.

During the 1990s budget policy was subject to political wrangling, although the

budget was not the ultimate spending arbiter. Also, because the budget is the outcome of

a political struggle over resources, it has never been subordinate to strategic planning. The

focus of budget policies has been cash management.

Therefore, the process of government spending and revenue collecting would have

been a better focus of analysis than government budget policies and budget deficits. If

these dimensions of budget policies are ignored, the essence of the whole process is lost.

Given a weak state like Ukraine, an analysis that focuses on government fiscal policy-

making puts the reader on the wrong footing.

An exclusive focus on macro-economic aggregate figures obseures the view of the

real economy. Kravchuk maintains that one of the problems of financial repression in

Ukraine is persistent low interest rates and exeessive bank reserves (see p. 234). This is

wrong. There were no uniform interest rates: the well-connected enterprises get soft loans

with low interest rates, while other enterprises face prohibitively high interest rates.

Why did the IMF approve a fiscal policy that served clan interests and contributed

to eeonomic decline? Partly beeause of the IMF’s ideologieal blindness. The IMF eneour-

aged the Ukrainian authorities’ short-termism by emphasizing the cash-management

aspeets of policy-making focused on monitoring expenditure and revenue levels. All

attention was on monetary stability, not on structural change, and the demonetization of

the eeonomy was ignored. Also, IMF lending was not tied primarily to reform policies

but served the geopolitical interests of the major Western players. This explains why
Victor Yushchenko, the most reform-minded prime minister, received hardly any IMF
support, while his conservative predecessor Valerii Pustovoitenko got large IMF loans:

in 1999 the IMF disbursed 466 million dollars while Ukraine repaid 407 million; in 2000

the IMF disbursed 190 million while Ukraine repaid 642 million.

Kravchuk does not explain the role of Leonid Kuchma, who was prime minister and

president in the 1990s. Aecording to the author, Kuchma’s record is “one or two small
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steps back for every giant step forward” (p. 63). He repeatedly writes about Kuchma’s

bold moves. One such move was Yushchenko’s appointment as prime minister. But this

happened in the context of a desperate situation with the foreign debt and the IMF’s

pressure in favour of Yushchenko. At the time he was the only politician who could save

Ukraine from default. Kuchma’s support for Yushchenko was half-hearted, and as soon

as the deputy prime minister, Yulia Tymoshenko, touched the interests of the energy

tycoons, the Yushchenko government came under Kuchma’s fire and Tymoshenko was

imprisoned. The tapes that were secretly recorded in Kuchma’s office and are not

mentioned in the book reveal a very corrupt president who has enriched himself and his

family on a massive scale. Also, Kuchma’s election fraud is not mentioned. The book

creates the impression that Kuchma the reformer was blocked by anti-reform forces. The

question arises why is there no correlation between Kuchma’s power and reforms? Prime

Minister Pustovoitenko was 100 percent Kuchma’s man but introduced no reforms.

Kuchma, it seems, is an opportunist who keeps his political rivals at bay with a rule-

and-divide policy. This presupposes the rent-seeking activities of the ruling clans. Kuchma

personally oversaw the continuation of rent-seeking opportunities in the energy sector: in

2000 he vetoed a law that would have enabled the accounting chambre to inspect budget

revenues and thus protect the gas traders {Financial Times, 27 October 2000). By using

their privileged access to Russian gas, Ukrainian energy tycoons made a net profit of

about two billion dollars a year by shady gas transactions. In the context of budget

policies, the question arises why the resources of the energy tycoons have not been tapped

and why capital flight on a massive scale has been allowed (in 1996 between twenty-five

and fifty billion dollars fled abroad, p. 32). Why has Kuchma never challenged the klepto-

cratic behaviour of Ukraine’s oligarchs? Because Kuchma is one of them and depends on

their support.

Had the author approached the subject from a political-economy perspective, he

could have given the reader an insight into Ukrainian monetary and fiscal policies.

Hans van Zon

University of Sunderland

Petro Tronko et aL, eds. Na skryzhaliakh istorii: Z istorii vzaie-

mozv ’iazkiv uriadovykh i hromadskykh kil Ukrainy z ukrainsko-kanads-

koiu hromadoiu v druhii polovyni 1940-1 980-ti roky. Book 1 in the

series Ukraina-Kanada: istoriia ta suehasnist. Kyiv: Fundatsiia

ukrainskoi spadshchyny Alberty, 2003. 860 pp.

Chroniclers of the history of the Ukrainian Canadian community will undoubtedly

welcome this book, whose title might best be translated as On the Scrolls of History. It

could also, more accurately, be titled On the Hidden Scrolls of History, since it is a

selection of archival documents that were kept from the public by the Soviet Ukrainian

regime for many years. The documents reveal some of that regime’s relationship with the

Ukrainian Canadian community, mostly with its left-wing sector, particularly the

Association of United Ukrainian Canadians and the Workers Benevolent Association.
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The book comprises 266 documents, a twenty-five-page Ukrainian introduction, a

fifty-page historical overview in English and a Ukrainian translation of that overview, plus

notations, indices, precis, and biographical notes. The lion’s share of the documents (176)

are in Russian, since most of them originated at or went through the Soviet embassy in

Ottawa and were therefore Soviet state documents. Those in Ukrainian are mostly from

state-supported organizations and individuals in Kyiv. A valuable list of all the

documents, identified by title or subject, appears at the end of the book.

The documents were selected, assembled, and edited by an editorial board under

Academician Petro Tronko and by a team of writers, editors, and historians in Ukraine

collaborating with five institutions: the Institute of History of the National Academy of

Sciences of Ukraine, the Historical Archives Department of the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs, the State Archives of Civic Organizations (heir to the Republican Archival

Holdings of the Communist Party of Ukraine), the State Museum-Archives of Literature

and the Arts, and the State Archives of Government Agencies.

The historical overview is written by Marshall Nay in collaboration with George

Moskal and Walter Makowecki. The three Canadians, to their credit, initiated the project

of the collection. Their survey provides a fairly comprehensive picture of the Ukrainian

Canadian community and the pivotal events and stages in its 110-year history and is a

useful adjunct to the documents that make up the major portion of the book.

In explaining the purpose of the overview, the authors point out that there are “gaps

of various seriousness in the information given in the archival material,” which, they

argue, “may lead to an incomplete, and indeed an erroneous, account of the historical

process.” They fail, however, to give any examples of such gaps. Nor do they explain

why the documents start with 1944. Since the Soviet Ukrainian regime and the Canadian

left-wing organizations came into existence at about the same time in the post-First World

War era, why did the editors not present the documents relating to the relations between

the two from the very beginning? Even more puzzling, why do the documents end in

1987 instead of continuing to the declaration of Ukraine’s independence?

Because most of the book is in Russian and Ukrainian, it will likely find fewer

readers in Canada than it will in Ukraine. In both instances it will be read chiefly by

those who have a special interest in this topic. Those who do read it will find a wide

variety of documents: diplomatic notes, letters and memoranda, reports of delegations,

briefing papers, intelligence profiles, records of formal and casual meetings, telephone

conversations and more. These involve mostly personnel of the Soviet embassy in Ottawa

and its consular divisions, several ministries of Soviet Ukraine, the two state-supported

societies dealing with Ukrainians abroad, the central organs of the Communist Party in

Kyiv and Moscow, and the KGB.

The selected documents cover a broad spectrum of topics. Most of them deal with

the many forms of assistance the Soviet regime provided to left-wing Ukrainian

organizations and individuals in Canada: literature, monuments, delegations, training of

young students in Ukraine, and so on. Many deal with reports by Soviet embassy

personnel about their numerous visits with leaders of the left-wing organizations, as well

as their visits and contacts with political and cultural leaders of the other sectors of the

Ukrainian Canadian community. Some are reports of visits to Ukraine made by

representatives of the left-wing organizations and individuals, individuals from the non-

left sections of the Ukrainian Canadian community (for example, the painter William
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Kurelek in 1970 and Winnipeg mayor Steve Juba in 1974), and others (for example,

Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau’s state visit to the USSR in 1971 and the Canadian

federal parliamentary delegation’s visit in 1976, which included Ramon Hnatyshyn and

Steve Paproski, both of Ukrainian origin).

Some ten documents deal with the report of the 1967 Communist Party of Canada

(CPC) delegation that found clear evidence of Russification in Ukraine and the report’s

aftermath. Interestingly enough, there are far fewer documents written in Ukrainian after

that delegation’s visit. A number of documents deal with events in Czechoslovakia that

led to the Soviet invasion in 1968 and especially the impact of those events on the left-

wing sector of the Ukrainian Canadian community. Several documents, some of them

marked “Secret” or “Top Secret,” reveal the Soviet regime’s alarm about the rising

influence of “nationalism” and its impact on the left-wing sector of the Ukrainian

community. There is a flurry of such documents following the CPC delegation report.

Two or three convey the consternation caused by the publication of Ivan Dziuba’s

Internationalism or Russification? in 1967. Six documents, two of them from the KGB,

deal with problems John Kolasky caused for the regime: his two-year stay in Ukraine and

his subsequent revelations. One KGB document deals with the internal problems within

the AUUC, another—a report about the AUUC to Petro Shelest, the first secretary of the

Communist Party of Ukraine—describes some of its leaders as “nationalist.” A very

revealing document reports a meeting between Petro Shelest and Wilham Kashtan, leader

of the CPC, at which the two discuss the need for firmer control of the AUUC leadership

by the Party.

The 1932-33 famine is dealt with in four documents. Three deal with the exchange

between the Soviet embassy in Ottawa and the Canada’s Ministry of External Affairs in

which the embassy officials express their disapproval of plans by the Edmonton branch

of the Ukrainian Canadian Committee to erect a monument to the victims of the famine.

The fourth document complains to the ministry about the plans of Ukrainian Canadian

organizations to mark the fiftieth anniversary of the famine.

While all this makes for fascinating reading, it is hampered greatly by some serious

problems in the book’s production. The overview, for example, would have benefited

greatly from some substantial editing. This is a problem that plagues the entire work.

Every section of the book—the introduction, documents, and appendices—ought to have

undergone more meticulous copy-editing, fact checking, and proofreading. Glaring

omissions and errors in names, dates, and data abound, and some of the documents are

sorely in need of annotation. Even some of the original documents have errors. A footnote

to Document 31, for example, might have advised the reader that Meitis kharis sergison

means Massey-Harris-Ferguson.

As revealing as these documents are, they tell only half the story. What is missing

is the full account of the role of the Communist Party. In their historical overview, the

authors admit that the Communist Party controlled the policies, programs and cadre

selection of the left-wing Ukrainian organizations. But they do not reveal the full extent

or magnitude of that control as it applies to the relations between the Soviet Ukrainian

regime and the Ukrainian Canadian community. The truth is that not a single decision in

Canada or in Ukraine—be it the naming of a delegation or a student group, the gift of a

monument, or the setting up of a parcel business—was made without the intervention and

approval of the Communist Party leaders in Toronto, Kyiv, or Moscow, or all three.
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The full story, therefore, will be told only after the documents from the Communist

Party and KGB archives in Kyiv and Moscow are made available. It would be admirable

and rewarding, indeed, if those who took the commendable first step of putting together

and publishing this book could arrange to have those documents included in their future

projects.

John Boyd and Larissa Stavroff

Toronto

Oleksandr V. Dobrzhansky. Natsionalnyi rukh ukraintsiv Bukovyny

druhoi polovyny XlX-pochatku XX st. Chemivtsi: Zoloti lytavry, 1999.

574 pp.

In Ukrainian history the second half of the nineteenth and the early twentieth

centuries stand out as the period of the formation of the Ukrainian nation, the securing

of political rights, and the consolidation and further development of the Ukrainian

language, traditions, national consciousness, and unity. Professor Oleksandr Dobrzhan-

sky’ s monograph is devoted to these problems.

The book deals with the history of the Ukrainian national movement in Bukovyna

from its inception in the mid-nineteenth century to the beginning of the First World War.

As the introduction points out, the movement in Bukovyna was distinctive in many ways,

but at the same time it was an integral part of the general Ukrainian movement.

While he looks at various interpretations of the key ideas, the author attempts to

come up with his own definitions. In defining the concept of nation, for example, he

relies on both ethnic and social indicators and concludes that nations emerge through the

increased cultural unification of heterogeneous ethnic groups. He recognizes, however,

that in the process of nation building historical traditions, political and governmental

structures, ideological-cultural movements, a common language, and a market economy

are particularly important factors. Dobrzhansky points out that his definition of nation as

“an ethnic community unified by a single standardized national culture” is not universal

but pertains specifically to Bukovyna. Because of Bukovyna’ s multiethnic population, he

argues, this definition makes possible a more comprehensive and accurate understanding

of why and how the national movement was bom and developed.

The author explicates the contemporary meaning of the terms “nationalism” and

“national movement” and argues that the latter term is more accurate and preferable in

academic studies. On this point he agrees with M. Hroch.

At the beginning of the book Dobrzhansky thoroughly examines the works of other

authors on the given subject and describes the sources from which he drew the

documentary material. He analyzes the literature on nations, nationalism, and national

movements by scholars such as E. Gellner, Hroch, B. Anderson, K. Deutsch, H. Kohn,

la. Dashkevych, V. Sarbei, S. Yekelchyk, Ya. Hrytsak, V. Danylenko, O. Zhernokleev,

S. Makarchuk, R. Symonenko, and la. Isaievych. He also evaluates the works on Bukovyna

by Ukrainian scholars outside Ukraine: I. Lysiak-Rudnytsky, J.-P. Himka, D. Kvitkovsky,

T. Bryndzan, A. Zhukovsky, I. Novosivsky, V. Kubijovyc, and others, and the works of

Bukovynian scholars from the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth
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centuries (S. Smal-Stotsky, M. Korduba, and O. Makovei) to the last decade of the twentieth

century (V. Botushansky, H. Kozholianko, Dobrzhansky, H. Skoreiko, and others).

The socio-political and legal position of the Ukrainians in Bukovyna is delineated

in the monograph through an analysis of demographic statistics, social relations, the

Austrian political system, and legislation pertaining to Bukovynian Ukrainians.

In describing and explaining the birth of the Ukrainian national movement in

Bukovyna, the author finally pinpoints exactly when that movement began. After

presenting the contending views that the movement started at the end of the 1840s

(defended by A. Zhukovsky, D. Kvitkovsky, and T. Bryndzan), in the 1850s (O.

Makovei), and in the 1880s (the populists), Dobrzhansky reaches the conclusion that

The path of the Ukrainian national movement in Bukovyna was extraordinarily

complex and winding. Fedkovych, Sydir and later H. Vorobkevych, sparkled

like stars in the country’s heavens. The bulk of the masses were still far from

understanding elementary national interests. Years and years of hard work were

needed to awaken this sleepy kingdom, to shake off the layers of apathy. But

the first move had been made. Examples of authentic vernacular emerged in the

printed word: fresh, simple, and understandable lines were printed in the

phonetic orthography that best and most fully expressed the beauty of the native

word, great ideals by which the people should live were articulated, the first steps

towards an organizational support of national ideas took place, an understanding

of national interests crystallized, a patriotically committed intelligentsia began to

form ... the end of the 1850s and the beginning of the 1860s in Bukovyna was a

time of radical changes in the history of the Ukrainian nation of the region, the

time of the birth and the first steps of a Ukrainian national movement.

The book depicts the ideological struggle within the Ukrainian movement in the second

half of the 1880s and the 1890s among the populists, Russophiles, and conservative

Ruthenians, and the development of the Romanian, Jewish, Germano-Austrian, and

Armenian national movements. The division between Russophiles and populists in cultural-

educational, political, and youth organizations, and the transformation of the Ukrainian

community into a real political force was a critical moment in the development of the

Ukrainian national movement. In the 1880s the populists consolidated their position within

civil society, advanced the national-democratic tendency within the Ukrainian national

movement, and became the driving force behind that movement in Bukovyna.

The author points out that as the nineteenth century came to an end significant

changes occurred within the Ukrainian national movement in Bukovyna. Ukrainians confi-

dently stepped into the political arena where they continued to defend their national

interests by using various legal and political means to influence the Austrian parliament,

the Bukovynian diet, and other institutions. At the same time they began to consolidate

and unify the democratic forces of various nationalities in the struggle for reform. They

succeeded in setting up a multinational parliamentary bloc called the Freethinking Union.

During the 1880s several steps were taken to raise the national consciousness of the

peasantry and to draw it into the movement.

A separate section of the book explores how the Ukrainians of Bukovyna struggled

for their national rights in the years leading up to the First World War (1905-14). The

author analyzes the formation of Ukrainian political parties, the struggle over political
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reform, the collapse of the Russophile movement, the religious question, and the

strengthening of relations with Galicia and Dnieper Ukraine.

The monograph contains many illustrations: photos of Bukovynian historians,

political activists, deputies to the Bukovynian diet, public and government building,

conferences, and various boards and committees. An index of personal and geographic

names is appended.

This is an important work not only because it registers the historical facts about

political developments of more than a century ago. Many of the national problems that

were solved at the turn of the twentieth century are relevant today not only in Bukovyna

but also in other parts of Ukraine. This book acquaints the reader with the methods of

national struggle and enables him to recognize potential mistakes, predict the probable

results, and select the right path of further progress.

Heorhii Kozholianko

Chemivtsi National University

Kataryna Wolczuk. The Moulding of Ukraine: The Constitutional

Politics of State Formation. Budapest and New York: Central Euro-

pean University Press, 2001 [pub. date July 2002]. xxii, 315 pp.

How can a country have a written constitution without having constitutionalism?

How can an ex-Soviet republic become a “new” democracy without discarding its Soviet

legacy? Answer: It can be done if the country in question happens to be Ukraine.

The answer to this complicated conundrum is provided in Kataryna Wolczuk’

s

excellent book. The Moulding of Ukraine. Enjoying unprecedented access to the records

of the various commissions as well as interviews with many of the principal actors, and

using an historical, “thick description” approach, the author carefully traces the

background, process, and consequences of Ukraine’s constitutional search. It begins with

a masterful scene-setting chapter on the functions of constitutions, a forbiddingly complex

topic through which she successfully navigates to derive the two fundamental guideposts

for the rest of the study: (1) constitutions not only limit power, but also properly speaking

(2) constitute or create the state. This is followed by an historical chapter where Ukraine’s

dearth of constitutional tradition is fully exposed, contrary to much common wishful

thinking. The contrast between Soviet governmental structures and Western parlia-

mentarism is particularly well delineated. As a new state, therefore, Ukraine was in a

peculiar predicament: it had many pasts, many traditions, no historical continuity, and the

baggage of the Soviet system. Hence at independence there coexisted many competing

visions of the Ukrainian state.

Against this theoretical and historical background Wolczuk exposes in her central

chapters the state-building steps and (mostly) missteps beginning with the Declaration of

Sovereignty in July 1990 and ending with the passage of the Constitution six years later.

This is not a mere chronology like those we find in other writers, but a real study of the

politics involved. Wolczuk clearly identifies the major players in the constitution-making

process, their preferences, the fortuitous alliance that made passage of the Constitution

possible, and the woeful lack of attention paid throughout the entire exercise either to the
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principles of constitutionalism or to the clear delineation of institutional powers. The

process was one in which struggle for power and preservation of Ukraine’s independence

were at the forefront of the most influential minds of the time to the neglect of other

considerations. Thus was constitutionalism sacrificed in the name of power and statehood.

Instead of limiting power, the 1996 Constitution encouraged competition and conflict.

In her final chapter, where Wolczuk draws out the consequences of the preceding

processes, she writes that “the poorly thought-out delineation of authority between

president and parliament . . . [and] a web of overlapping prerogatives . . . provided an

impetus for these institutions to expand ... their ... spheres of authority” (p. 254). The

foremost contender in this power-grabbing contest has been none other than the “defender

of the Constitution,” President Leonid Kuchma. Indeed, the constitutional “reform”

engineered by Kuchma in 2003-4 completely vindicates Wolczuk’ s prognosis. In her

conclusion, the author sees Ukraine as one of those post-Communist states that are formal,

but in actuality failing, democracies. The country is on the slippery slope of super-

presidentalism, the very contradiction of constitutional government. The lesson is that “the

experience of Ukraine provides a powerful indictment of executive presidencies” (p. 281);

strife will continue, Wolczuk warns.

No reviewer can resist registering at least a few quibbles, even in the case of a

superb landmark study such as this one. Although they are listed in the bibliography

—

which is itself immensely impressive—as primary materials, the published versions of

most of the major documents should have been cited for the benefit of the reader, student,

or follow-up researcher. They include the Declaration of Sovereignty (1990), the draft

constitutional Concept (1990), the Act of Independence (1991), the decree on the short-

lived State Duma (1992), the Law on Power (1994), the Constitutional Agreement (1995),

the various constitutional drafts of 1995-96, and the text of the 1996 Constitution itself.

The book needs closer editing and proofreading. Use of definite and indefinite articles is

problematical: they are present when not needed, absent when they should be there.

Transliteration of terms and names is eccentric: Kyiv coexists with Dnieper; IBRB and

IRBR are the same organization; haziaistvenniki is given for khoziaistvennikv, the

Directory (1918-21) is rendered as Dyrektoriaf, and Yukhym Zviahilsky becomes

Zviagilskyi. Use of “parliament” for Ukraine’s Supreme Council is questionable. The

phrase “who gets what, when, and how” (p. 220) is wrongly attributed to David Easton

when it should be Harold Lasswell. The author Justifies her case-study approach “as there

are no general theories of constitution making, and comparative studies are few and far

between” (p. 17). True enough, yet Jon Elster et ah. Institutional Design in Post-

Communist Societies: Rebuilding the Ship at Sea (Cambridge: Cambridge University

Press, 1998), which seems eminently usable, is not in her bibliography. But all of this is

a counsel of perfection.

Kataryna Wolczuk has made a significant contribution to our understanding of a

fundamental aspect of post-Communist Ukrainian politics and government. Without a

legitimate constitution and serious commitment by its politicians to resolving its

constitutional problems, Ukraine cannot pretend to be a constitutional democracy. When

politicians rather than lawyers write constitutions, this is what happens.

Bohdan Harasymiw

University of Calgary
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Volodymyr K. Vynnychenko. Notes of a Pug-Nosed Mephistopheles.

Translated by Theodore S. Prokopov. Godeffroy, N.Y.: Guymard Press,

2001. viii, 170 pp.

Volodymyr Vynnychenko. Selected Short Stories. Translated by Theo-

dore S. Prokopov. Godeffroy, N.Y.: Guymard Press, 2001. x, 120 pp.

It is a pity that Vynnychenko’ s writings had not been translated into English decades

ago. This provocative Ukrainian novelist and playwright dealt with such topics as sexual

morality, prostitution, marital infidelity and mendacity, unwanted parenthood and

infanticide, artificial insemination and surrogate motherhood, and kidnapping of children

by separated parents long before these questions became common and popular in world

literature. Volodymyr Vynnychenko (bom in 1880 in Ukraine, died in 1951 in France)

flourished as a writer just before and after the revolution of 1917. He was a major force

in Ukrainian literature, well received by serious critics and a considerable readership. A
collection of his works in twenty-four volumes was published in Ukraine in 1926-30. His

plays made the rounds of German and Italian theatres in the 1920s. His fame, however,

did not last. Politics proved his undoing. Vynnychenko was a Ukrainian patriot, who

became deeply involved in the political movement that led to the establishment of the

Ukrainian National Republic in 1918. For a brief period he headed the republic's

government. After Ukraine's loss of independence Vynnychenko attempted to negotiate

an independent socialist Ukrainian state with Fenin. When this failed he left Ukraine,

never to return. The nationalists never forgave him for attempting a reconciliation with

Lenin; consequently, Vynnychenko was ostracized by the nationally conscious and active

Ukrainians outside the Soviet Union. In Western Ukraine he was boycotted both for

political reasons and for promoting a moral code based on the principle of “honesty with

oneself,” which clashed with the traditional mores of conservative Ukrainian society. In

the USSR he soon became a persona non grata. His works were proscribed and never

republished after that first collected edition.

Notes ofa Pug-Nosed Mephistopheles (Zapysky kyrpatoho Mefistofelia), a novel first

published in 1917, provides some good examples of Vynnychenko's views on sexual

morality. Preserving virginity is a “violation of the laws of nature” (p. 105); morality is

“the pink cosmetic powder over the laws of nature” (p. 121); and honesty is a concept

“invented by human hypocrisy, stupidity and by the imperfect social structure” (p. 123).

The novel deals with the problem of unwanted children that eomplicate the lives of sexual

partners and an attempted infanticide. Uncertainty about paternity is one of Vynny-

chenko’ s preoccupations; once it is firmly established, paternity becomes a force that can

overcome his commitment to free love and replace it with moral obligations.

Except for “Moderation and Sincerity” (in the monthly Ukrainian Life, June 1942),

“Hunger” (in the collection Their Land, 1964), “A Strange Episode” (in Modern

Ukrainian Short Stories, 1973) and “The Student” (in the monthly Ukraine in 1988), I

know of no other English translations of Vynnychenko's stories except those by Prokopov.

He certainly deserves credit for being a pioneer translator of the first Vynnychenko novel

in English and for making his translations of the novel and some stories available as

books. The two volumes make it possible for students of Ukrainian literature who cannot
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read the originals to acquaint themselves with Vynnychenko's subject matter, composition,

and style.

Despite his noble effort, Prokopov’s translations leave much to be desired. He takes

considerable liberties with the author’s text, abbreviates whole scenes (for example, pp.

40-1, 47, 66, 74-5, 83, 131 in Mephistopheles), and changes the names of Vynnychenko’s

protagonists (for example, Karachapov becomes Shakhrai, Danylo Nedotorkany is Daniel

Panasenko, Dmytro is Dimitri, and Sydir Samzharenko is Sidor Samarenko). The spelling

of some well-known names is neither Ukrainian nor the prevalent English version:

Khmelnytsky becomes Khmelnitski, and Chaikovsky, the composer, becomes Tshaikowski

rather than the well-established Tschaikovsky. In some cases the translator embellishes

names: Volodymyrska hirka for some reason becomes “Volodymyr’s Horka (hill)” instead

of being simply Volodymyr’s Hill. What is more important, however, is the quality of the

translation. “Dlia choho ty vtyssia do nas” is rendered as “Why did you squeeze yourself

to us” {Mephistopheles, p. 10); “Vchynyt isteryku” becomes “to make a great hysteria”

(p. 58); “I zrazu obkhopliuie radist. Tak vlasne, tse bula molodist” is translated as

“Immediately I am embraced with yes, that was my youth” (p. 36); “sympatychnyi”

becomes “sympathetic” (p. 152); “pretensii” (demands) is translated as “pretensions” (pp.

144-5), and the text is full of such phrases as “taking care about the family,” “this is

completely not possible,” “we compose ourselves,” “I know this a long time ago,” “We

never had much conversations,” and “the eyes screw up and she all strangely shines.”

Selected Short Stories contain nine stories: “Honor,” “First Love,” “The Moment,”

“Kooz and Hrytsoon,” “The Purchase,” “Illusion and Reality,” “Zina,” “A Zealous

Friend,” and “Contrasts.” Despite the 2001 copyright and in the absence of any

acknowledgement of the fact, it is important to note that these translations of Vynny-

chenko’s short stories by Prokopov, along with his foreword, were published previously

in 1991 by Longwood Academic in Wakefield, N.H. The same foreword, which provides

a few biographical notes about Vynnychenko and attempts to characterize his works,

appears in both Selected Short Stories and Mephistopheles.

Marta Tamawsky

Philadelphia

Fedir Pihido-Pravoberezhny. Velyka Vitchyzniana viina: Spohady ta

rozdumy ochevydtsia. Kyiv: Smoloskyp, 2002. 288 pp.

Dmytro Malakov. Oti dva roky...: U Kyievi pry nimtsiakh. Ilustrated

by Heorhii Malakov. Kyiv: Amadei, 2002. 321 pp.

Fedir Pihido (Pigido) was bom in a Ukrainian family in a village near Kyiv in 1888

and died in Munich in 1962. He graduated from an industrial institute in Soviet Ukraine

and survived the Second World War as a member of a cooperative that managed ceramics

factories in the Kyiv region. In 1947 he completed the first version of his written memoirs

about the war and two years later won first prize in a competition of war memoirs

organized by the Ukrainian Cultural and Educational Centre (Oseredok) in Winnipeg. In

the early 1950s, two emigre periodicals, Ukrainski visti in Neu-Ulm and Novyi shliakh
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in Winnipeg, serialized the work, concealing the author’s identity under the pseudonym

Pravoberezhny. In 1954 Novyi shliakh issued the long memoir as a book, this time

revealing the author’s identity.

Oddly enough, scholars have neglected Pihido’s book as a source. After all, there are

not that many memoirs by natives of central Ukraine about the Nazi period, and this one

contains a wealth of information, written not from a Soviet or a nationalist perspective,

but from that of a truth-seeking, nationally conscious Ukrainian who was old enough to

remember the Russo-Japanese war of 1905. It is no exaggeration to say that historians of

Ukraine in the Second World War cannot do without it. Pihido’s wonderful book has

something interesting to say about virtually every topic that may interest them, including

the massacres by the retreating NKVD in 1941, the standard of living and the religious

life of the peasant population, the activities of the Soviet partisans, and the treatment and

thinking of the forced labourers in the Reich. For example, Pihido tells us that those

labourers (whom he eventually joined) suffered harsh material conditions, but at least felt

free of NKVD surveillance. Undoubtedly, the editors, Roman Serbyn and lurii Shapoval,

have done Ukrainian readers a great service by republishing the book, this time in Kyiv.

The editors have added 169 generally useful footnotes, some of which provide

passages from Pihido’s original manuscript that did not appear in print before. (Oddly

enough, they do not mention that the manuscript is held at the Oseredok in Winnipeg.)

But some of the notes are problematic. The Bandera faction of the OUN did not proclaim

an “independent” Ukrainian state on 30 June 1941 (n. 134). The editors give no source

for their striking assertion that the retreating NKVD shot 12,000 prison inmates in

Kirovohrad (n. 53). Nor do they back up the statement that the NKVD in 1941 burned

prisoners alive in Kyiv (n. 53). With controversial matters such as these, it is better to

provide full references.

In a postscript Serbyn discusses what he calls “the struggle for the historical memory

of the Ukrainian people” and demolishes the myth of the “Great Patriotic War” created

by the Soviet regime and still sustained in independent Ukraine. One can sympathize with

his irritation at the thoughtless way in which even today many Ukrainian historians assert

that the Red Army “liberated” Ukraine. On the other hand, it is not as evident as Serbyn

seems to think that the outcome of the war brought “national liberation” to the Russian

people. The postscript ends in denouncing the pro-Soviet interpretation of the wartime

role of the OUN and the UPA as “slanderous”—an angry tone that contrasts uncomfortab-

ly with the tone of Pihido’s book.

Dmytro Malakov (b. 1937) is the deputy director of the Museum of the History of

Kyiv. He has already published, among other books, photo albums of Mikhail Bulgakov’s

Kyiv at the turn of the twentieth century (1990) and of Kyiv under the Nazis (2000). Now
he has written a book describing the 778 days that he, his parents, and brother spent in Kyiv

under German rule. Since the war they had often talked about their experiences. Malakov

includes 136 striking and often beautiful ink and watercolour drawings by his brother,

Heorhii (1928-79). The author used the drawings as a reminder of what to describe in the

text.

Like Pihido’s memoir, this family history introduces us to a scrupulously honest

author. Yet its atmosphere resembles more the uncensored version of Anatolii Kuz-

netsov’s book Babii lar (1970). Indeed, Malakov devotes somewhat more attention to the

fate of the Jews. The text and the drawings describe the looting by Kyivans on 19
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September 1941 (the day of the German arrival), the great fire caused by NKVD-laid

mines, the open-air markets, and the happy welcome given the Red Army in November

1943. The depictions of the roundups at the markets for forced labour are all the more

valuable because to date no photographs of these violent events in Kyiv have been found.

Malakov has an eye for the telling detail and is pleasantly unsentimental. These merits

and the numerous illustrations make the book a real page-turner, although many of the

events are rather depressing.

I recommend both books warmly and hope that some day translations will make

them accessible to a wider readership.

Karel C. Berkhoff

Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies

Amsterdam

Roman Szporluk. Russia, Ukraine, and the Breakup of the Soviet Union.

Stanford: Hoover Institution Press, 2000. xlix, 437 pp.

Zvi Gitelman, Lubomyr Hajda, John-Paul Himka, and Roman Solchanyk,

eds. Cultures and Nations of Central and Eastern Europe: Essays in

Honor ofRoman Szporluk. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Ukrainian Re-

search Institute, 2000 (vol. 22 of Harvard Ukrainian Studies), xxi, 646 pp.

These two excellent volumes are a fitting tribute to the foremost Ukrainian historian

in North America and a top authority on the Soviet nationalities problem, Roman

Szporluk, who turned sixty-five in the fall of 1998. Currently M. S. Hrushevsky Professor

of Ukrainian History and director of the Ukrainian Research Institute at Harvard

University, Szporluk was a major influence on the development of Soviet and East

European studies during his long tenure at the University of Michigan (1965-91) and

became a leading specialist on post-Soviet Ukraine and Russia after his move to Harvard

in 1991. In different ways both books under review demonstrate how Szporluk’s evolution

as a scholar affected the direction in which the field would eventually develop.

Russia, Ukraine, and the Breakup of the Soviet Union is a collection of Szporluk’s

previously published articles and essays written over a period of twenty-seven years

(1970-97). It differs from other similar collections, however, in two important respects.

First, the author prefaces it with a long and insightful introduction, which connects his

earlier arguments to present-day political realities and conceptual debates about nation-

alism. Secondly, unlike most political commentators of his day, Szporluk can reprint his

old articles without embarrassment because history has borne out most of his predictions.

Szporluk understood Russia and the USSR as empires long before the study of

Russian and Soviet empire building became fashionable under the influence of post-

colonial theory. He identified the unresolved “Russian problem” as the central tension in

the Soviet nationalities policy decades before Yeltsin’s Russia led the republics’ revolt

against the imperial centre. Having always insisted on the paramount role of the

nationalities issue, he was one of a handful of Western specialists not surprised by the

Soviet collapse. Also in the field of Ukrainian studies Szporluk was (and continues to be)
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one of the most far-sighted analysts. For decades, his Ukrainian perspective and emphasis

on the decisive role of the Ukraine-Russia nexus for Soviet stability provided a healthy

antidote to Western Sovietology’s general Russocentrism. At the same time, he

distinguished himself among the scholars of Ukrainian origin by being critical of

language-based ethnic nationalism, and the evolution of contemporary Ukraine bore out

his prediction that to succeed Ukrainian state building would have to rely on a civic or

territorial national consensus capable of bringing together people of various ethnic,

linguistic, and religious backgrounds.

The articles collected in Russia, Ukraine, and the Breakup of the Soviet Union

engage several major subjects in Szporluk’s oeuvre. The earlier essays concentrate on the

periodical press and processes of urbanization as keys to our understanding of nationalism

and assimilation within the Soviet Union. A theme emerging in his later work is that the

USSR never quite absorbed “Far Eastern Europe,” which it had captured in 1939^0 and

which was at once both more “modem” and more nationalistic than the other parts of the

empire. Finally, Szporluk’s influential argument about Russian identity being the central

unresolved question of the Russian and Soviet empire building has been ever present in his

work since the early 1970s. His work has been widely read; hence, it is no wonder that many

of Szporluk’s once-controversial proposals are now accepted as the profession’s orthodoxy.

One weighty proof of Szporluk’s influence on the field is Cultures and Nations of

Central and Eastern Europe, an impressive collection of essays by his colleagues and

students. This volume of 646 pages is as unusual a festschrift as Russia, Ukraine is

atypical of a collection of old articles. Szporluk’s wide-ranging interests determined the

circle of scholars with whom he enjoyed discussing his ideas: they study eastern Europe

from the times of the Byzantine Empire to the period of post-Communist transition and

their specializations range from linguistics to political science. This festschrift’s major

themes duly reflect the research interests of Szporluk and his students: nationalism,

socialism, and nation building in nineteenth- and twentieth-century Russia and east central

Europe. Nevertheless, it also contains fascinating pieces on a number of other topics and

time periods. My personal favourites among these are Larry Wolff’s “Old-Fashioned Slavs

at Carnival in Venice” and John V. A. Fine’s “Slavic Saint Jerome: An Entertainment.”

In other words, this collection will appeal not just to specialists on modem nationalism

but also to all scholars interested in the “Other Europe.” So will Szporluk’s own Russia,

Ukraine, and the Breakup of the Soviet Union and, for Ukrainian readers, his Imperiia ta

natsii (Empire and Nations), another collection of Szporluk’s essays, which appeared in

Ukraine in 2000 and contains some of the articles reprinted in the collection under review.

Serhy Yekelchyk

University of Victoria

lurii Shapoval. Ukraina XX stolittia: Osoby ta podii v konteksti vazhkoi

istorii. Kyiv: Heneza, 2001. 558 pp.

The history of Ukraine in the twentieth century was not bright. Even though it was

under Stalin that the bulk of Ukrainian ethnic lands were unified for the first time since

the seventeenth century, and even though it was at the close of the century that Ukraine
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achieved what promises to be an enduring era of independence, its history under foreign

rule for much of the twentieth century was, as the title of this important book describes

it, a difficult one.

Its author, one of the most prominent historians of Ukraine under Soviet rule, has

written a number of books and essays on Stalinism in Ukraine. The present volume

contains almost two dozen previously published and unpublished essays on twentieth-

century Ukraine. The book is divided into four parts: “The Secret of the Archives,” “The

Individual in History,” “Why Do People Write about Repressions,” and “ Telehistory.”

The first part includes a scholarly dialogue with the German historian D. Pohl, who

has recently published an important essay in German on Stalin’s terror in Ukraine, and

essays on the following topics: the Third Conference of the Communist Party (Bolshevik)

of Ukraine, which took place in the midst of the famine crisis in Ukraine in 1932; the

destruction of “Zionist” organizations in the 1920s; recently found documents on the

Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church implicating it in the trial of the Union for the

Liberation of Ukraine in 1930; the “occupation” of Western Ukraine by Soviet forces in

the autumn of 1939; Soviet censorship after the Second World War and the campaign

against “cosmopolitanism”; Khrushchev’s secret report to the Twentieth Congress of the

Communist Party of the Soviet Union in 1956; and new documents on the Brezhnev era.

There are also many formerly classified documents, including the stenographic record (in

Russian) of Stalin’s meeting with Ukrainian writers in 1929.

The second part presents biographical sketches of famous and little known

Ukrainians such as Mykhailo Hrushevsky, Kyrylo Osmak, lulian Bachynsky, Dmytro

Isaievych, and levhen Rykhlyk, and leaders such as Nikita Khrushchev, Lazar Kaga-

novich, and Mikhail Gorbachev. Part three consists of two essays, one on the depiction

of totalitarianism in Ukrainian history textbooks and the other on several publications

about Soviet terror. The fourth part contains a play originally written for television (but

never produced) in the form of a fictional dialogue between Lenin and a historian.

It is impossible to discuss all these diverse essays here. Some of them however, are

particularly interesting and include much previously unpublished information. I read the

essays in part two on individual historical figures with great interest. Hrushevsky is well

known and much has been written about him recently (Shapoval himself has co-authored

Mykhailo Hrushevsky i HPU-NKVD: Trahichne desiatylittia 1924-1934 [1996]). Less

known is Osmak, the president of the Ukrainian Supreme Liberation Council (UHVR),

which in 1944 proclaimed itself the parliament of Ukraine. According to the article “A

Forgotten President: The Fate of Kyrylo Osmak” (pp. 316-36), Osmak was bom (1890)

and raised in Poltava, and studied agriculture in Moscow before the revolution. In 1917,

when the revolution broke out, he joined the Central Rada in Kyiv. Although he was a

sympathizer of the Ukrainian Socialist-Revolutionary Party, he was not a member of any

political party. After the revolution Osmak stayed under Soviet Ukraine and worked

mainly in the field of agricultural sciences and publications. On 6 March 1928 he was

arrested and charged with wrecking. In 1930 he was sentenced to three years of hard

labour. After serving his sentence he worked as a state-farm director and agronomist in

the Moscow and Riazan regions. In January 1938 he was arrested again on charges of

planning terrorist actions and anti-Soviet propaganda against upcoming Soviet elections.

Fortunately, the case dragged on, and after two years he was released. In the meantime

his wife had committed suicide.
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When the Germans occupied Kyiv, Osmak decided to stay and work for the cause

of Ukrainian independence. He established contacts with the Bandera faction of the

Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN). Shapoval does not say how he came to

be arrested by Soviet forces in September 1944, but Osmak managed to hide his identity

from the Soviets for nearly three years. His life was spared only because the death penalty

was temporarily suspended in 1948. He was not released even after Stalin’s death, when

political prisoners were freed in large numbers. The police tried to use Osmak to disarm

the Ukrainian nationalists, but, as a police report noted, he preferred death to taking part

in an anti-Ukrainian plot. He died in prison in 1960 and was rehabilitated in 1994.

Much of this courageous man’s story and many other stories told in this book were

new to me. Not only general readers but even specialists in Ukrainian history will find

the volume full of new information.

Hiroaki Kuromiya

Indiana University

Bloomington

David G. Rempel with Cornelia Rempel Carlson. A Mennonite Family

in Tsarist Russia and the Soviet Union, 1789-1923. Toronto; Univer-

sity of Toronto Press, 2002. xxxvi, 356 pp.

Combining family chronicle with scholarly research, this book provides a detailed

portrait of one significant dimension of Ukraine’s multi-cultural past: the experience of

the comparatively small, but dynamic, Mennonite community in southern Ukraine.

Covering the period from the community’s original settlement along the Dnieper in the

late eighteenth century to the emigration of many Mennonites to Canada in the early

1920s, A Mennonite Family spans virtually the entirety of the Mennonite experience in

Eurasia.

The book represents the culmination of David Rempel’ s lifelong study of the

Mennonite experience in Russia. Initiated in the 1970s and still unfinished at the time of

Rempel’ s death in 1992, the book manuscript was revised and abridged for publication

by his daughter, Cornelia Rempel Carlson. Even so, in a fundamental sense the book

remains incomplete, as Rempel did not write the last two planned chapters covering the

post-civil war famine, foreign relief efforts, and emigration to Canada. Carlson assembled

only very sketchy material on those topics, which represent the denouement of Rempel’

s

story. As Carlson suggests, however, it may well have been impossible for Rempel to

come to terms with those frightful events.

Bom in 1899, Rempel came of age in a period of extraordinary social and political

turbulence. Undoubtedly, the book provides much interesting information on the Mennon-

ites’ appearance in Russia, the family relations of the author’s ancestors over several

generations, growing social stratification within the Mennonite community, and educa-

tional developments. But the book’s most powerful material relates to the era of the civil

war, which Rempel relates first-hand through the eyes of a young adult. The bewilderment

and confusion of the times are palpable in Rempel’ s account. Mennonites, like virtually

everyone at the time, were faced with agonizing choices concerning their allegiances.
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values, and identity. The issue was far more complex than simply forming attitudes

towards the Bolsheviks. Attracted to the order and stability provided by the German

occupation of Ukraine after the treaty of Brest-Litovsk, many Mennonites sought German

citizenship and underscored their Germanness, despite their essentially Dutch origins. In

a context of forceful requisitioning and outright banditry, some Mennonites abandoned

their historical commitments to pacifism and accepted German weapons in order to form

self-defence units. After the brutal occupation of Mennonite settlements by Nestor Makh-

no’s forces in 1919, a major typhus epidemic, and finally the scourge of famine,

Mennonites were faced with the ultimate choice of emigrating. In Rempel’s case, his

mother implored her two remaining sons, on her deathbed, to do so at all costs. But on

every issue opinions were divided, and many Mennonites wavered how to act.

While clearly written from a Mennonite perspective, the book does not dwell

exclusively on Mennonite victimhood. Rempel is careful to note that the difficulties he

describes were faced by virtually everyone, and that Ukrainian peasants were on the

whole much worse off than their Mennonite counterparts. He is also critical of the small

Mennonite elite that could have done far more for the disenfranchised and landless

elements of the Mennonite community, not to mention nearby Slavic peasants. Rempel

does not lose sight of the irony of Mennonites insisting on their Dutch origins during the

First World War in order to avoid the confiscation of their property and then claiming

German affiliations when the German army appeared to occupy Ukraine. Rempel also

questions the wisdom of abandoning pacifism and engaging in retaliation against

radicalized peasants. Yet for all this, the lawless terror under Makhno’s forces comes

across as a terrible ordeal by any standard. Between the destruction and the emigration

of Mennonite families, Rempel in effect describes the annihilation of a distinct cultural

world in Ukraine and South Russia that forged over the course of the nineteenth century.

In short, without sparing criticism of the Mennonite community, Rempel rightly emphasizes

the tragic and destructive character of the events he describes.

Rempel’ s treatment of Mennonite rehgious affairs is rather disappointing. He himself

admits responsibihty “for emphasizing the worldly and historical aspects” at the expense of

“rehgious convictions and experiences” (p. xxiii). To be sure, Rempel discusses frictions

between the Frisian and Flemish branches of the Mennonite church and refers to the

appearance of a separate Mennonite confession known as the Briider Gemeinde in the 1860s.

He also describes the turn of some Mennonites away from pacifism as a crisis of faith. From

these ghmpses, one wonders if these religious issues, at least before the nineteenth century,

merit more attention than Rempel devotes to them. Yet as Carlson speculates, even at the

time of his death Rempel may still not have come entirely to terms with his own rehgious

convictions, and this may have hindered his ability to address the issue.

Rempel’ s story ends in 1923, when he joined a wave of over 20,000 Mennonites in

emigrating to Canada. “We never looked back,” he writes, “nor did we ever stop blessing

the wisdom of our decision” (p. 257). Those who did not or could not leave were indeed

far less fortunate, as most of them suffered exile, starvation in the famine of 1932-33, or

death in the Gulag thereafter. It is largely because of this emigration that we are able to

reconstruct the experience of the remarkable Mennonite community in all its vibrancy.

Paul Werth

University of Nevada
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Tor Bukkvoll and Anders Kjdlberg. Liaisons Dangereuses: Political

Relationships in the NATO, Russia and Ukraine Triangle.

FFI/RAPPORT-200 1/0 1165. Kjeller, Norway: Forsvarets Forsknings-

institutt, 2001. 61 pp.

The focus of the study is Ukraine’s pohcy towards NATO in the period between 1991

and 2001 viewed through the prism of Ukraine’s relationship with Russia and explained by

domestic developments in Ukraine.

The first part of the report features a chronological account of the relationship

between Russia and Ukraine, on the one hand, and between Ukraine and NATO, on the

other. The decade is divided into four periods: 1991-93, 1993-96, 1996-99, and

1999-2001. During the first period, Russia experienced a honeymoon in her relations with

the West, while Ukraine was distrusted and feared because of its nuclear arsenal. Then,

Russia’s relations with NATO soured, while Ukraine’s improved. Eventually Ukraine

adopted a pro-Western stance and was even able to play the NATO card in its dealings

with Russia.

Bukkvoll and Kjplberg argue that Ukraine’s foreign policy rests on internal

developments in Ukraine. Particularly interesting is their attempt to link what they call

“Ukrainian big business” and Ukraine’s foreign policy choices. They consider Ukraine to

be “a privatized state” in which “the state functions to defend the interests of a small

capitalist class” (p. 22). Given that the Soviet industrial complex inherited by Ukraine is

linked economically and mentally to Russia, it would be reasonable to expect the

oligarchs to support a more pro-Russian policy. To explain why that has not occurred, the

authors point out several factors. One of them is psychological: Ukrainian oligarchs were

dismayed by the second-class treatment they received in Moscow. Other grievances are

more of an economic nature: Russia and Ukraine often compete on the international

market, and Russia has claimed patent rights to many goods produced in Ukraine. The

considerable influence of such products at the state level helps to explain the shift from

the Eurasian to the European policy that occurred during Kuchma’s first term as president.

The next chapter, entitled “Explaining Russia’s non-policy towards Ukraine,” pro-

vides a rare glimpse into the reasons for Russia’s ambiguous stance on Ukraine. Russia,

the authors claim, has had relatively few levers for dealing with Ukraine. Ukraine’s

dependency on Russian gas has been balanced out by Russia’s reliance on Ukrainian

pipelines to export gas to western Europe. Strong contacts and ties between Russian and

Ukrainian business elites cannot be exploited for politieal reasons because of the possible

damage to business itself. And finally, the separatist card, which was Russia’s probable

support for the Russian minority in Ukraine, was not exploited because Russia herself was

dealing with ethnic separatism.

The relative ineffectiveness of Russia’s Ukrainian policy was also a result of the

absence of any coordinated effort. The creation of the Ministry for Cooperation with the

CIS countries was supposed to demonstrate Russia’s special attention to the “near

abroad.” Instead, it led to a lot of confusion as to what institution, the ministry or the

MID, was in charge. The Russian Duma also developed a keen interest in relations with

Ukraine. However, its efforts to provide support for Crimean separatism interfered with
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the official line and, the authors conclude, weakened the effectiveness of Russian policy

towards Ukraine

In their conclusion, the authors note that a turnaround in Ukrainian foreign policy

is possible if Ukraine reaps some benefits from its co-operation with the West.

Furthermore, Ukraine’s full integration with the Western structures is likely to meet fierce

resistance from Russia. But if Ukraine adopts an unequivocal pro-Russian policy the

reaction of the West is likely to be more subdued.

The report was finished in March 2001. Although the summary of Russian-Ukrainian

relations is still useful, its analytical part is outdated. Contrary to the authors’ predictions,

Ukraine’s relatively pro-Western stance adopted during Kuchma’s first term as president

has undergone a spectacular change since 2001. International isolation as a result of

“Gongadze-gate,” the murder of an opposition journalist, allegedly with collusion from

the authorities, prompted Kuchma to turn to Russia in order to hold on to power.

Furthermore, Putin’s unequivocal support behind the United States in its campaign against

terrorism after 9/11, radically improved relations between the Russia and the United States

and diminished the importance of Ukraine for the United States as a counterbalance to

Russia.

It would hardly be fair to hold the authors responsible for prognostications that did

not come true. Yet, some criticism can be voiced regarding their uncritical attempts to

apply Western theoretical models to explain trends in Ukrainian foreign policy. Bukkvoll

and KJplberg observe that “each time the Ukrainian leadership asserted the country’s

Europeanness, retreat to a non-European identity became a little bit harder” (p. 28)

because, to quote Ted Hopf, “actors reproduce daily their own constraints through

ordinary practice.” One can only wish that this were true, given the evolution of post-

Gongadze-gate Ukrainian foreign policy. Furthermore, the picture they paint of a powerful

Ukrainian elite influencing foreign policy decisions is fundamentally misleading for it

assumes that this elite can exercise a certain level of independence. As the Melnychenko

tapes revealed and Ukraine’s subsequent turn to Russia confirmed, Kuchma and Kuchma

alone is the real decision maker in all realms of policy, and any previous commitments,

no matter how often reiterated, can be discarded in order to preserve his power.

Ilya Khineiko

University of Alberta
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